Request for Proposals (RFP)
Equipment Pre-Selection

Town of Johnstown
Central Wastewater Treatment Plant Project
May 2022

Prepared by:

AQUA Engineering
5325 S Valentia Way
Greenwood Village, CO 80111

Date:

May 19, 2022

To:

All Prospective Suppliers

Re:

Request for Proposals (RFP) Equipment Pre-Selection Grit Removal System
Town of Johnstown
Central Wastewater Treatment Plant Project
Johnstown, Colorado

The purpose of this correspondence and enclosed materials is to invite your firm to submit a proposal
for the Town of Johnstown, Colorado (OWNER) for the effort described in the enclosed Scope of Work
to furnish equipment in accordance with the enclosed Request for Proposal (RFP) – Grit
Equipment for Town of Johnstown - Central Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
Project, General Conditions, and Instructions for Suppliers.
A digital copy of your proposal shall be submitted to the Town through an emailed link to a vendor
provided Dropbox or other file transfer site no later than 3:00 pm Mountain Standard Time on June
9th, 2022. Emailed proposals will not be accepted. Vendors shall email the file transfer link to Doug
Gossett, Town Engineer (DGossett@JohnstownCO.gov).
Proposals received after the time and date above will be considered a late proposal and will be rejected
without receiving any further consideration in the Award. Hard copies of proposals are not required.
Proposals must be clearly marked Proposal – Grit Equipment for Town of Johnstown - Central
Wastewater Treatment Plant Project. Proposals must be in a fully searchable PDF file. The
proposals will be opened publicly. Proposals will be analyzed based on the requirements herein.
Notification of the OWNER’S decision to proceed with the equipment pre-selection will be given to all
parties as soon as possible.
The project is NOT subject to requirements of the American Iron and Steel (AIS) provisions. Owner is
exempt from Colorado State Sales and Use Taxes on materials and equipment to be incorporated in
the Work (Exemption No. 09803492). All proposals shall exclude all sales, use, and any other taxes
otherwise collected by the Colorado Department of Revenue.
Please contact the Design Engineer noted below to ask technical questions. Submitted written
questions, and the written responses to questions, will be provided to all bidders via Addendum.
Questions submitted less than seven (7) business days before the due date may not be addressed.
Design Engineer Representative and Project Manager to contact for technical questions:
Design Engineer:
Craig Matsuda, PE
AQUA Engineering, Inc.
craig.matsuda@aquaeng.com
720-667-1255
5325 S. Valentia Day
Greenwood, Colorado 80111
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Town of Johnstown
Johnstown, Colorado
Request for Proposals (RFP) | FURNISH GRIT EQUIPMENT FOR
CENTRAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT (WWTP) PROJECT
The Town of Johnstown hereby known as “OWNER” solicits interested and qualified firms to submit
proposals for furnishing and delivery of equipment for the Town of Johnstown Central WWTP Project.
Furnish all permits, labor, materials, equipment, transportation, tools, supplies, onsite services, and
appurtenances for satisfactory completion of all work.

I.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

A. Proposal Submission
Proposal submittals are to be marked Proposal – Grit Equipment for Town of Johnstown Central Wastewater Treatment Plant Project and are to be received no later than 3:00 p.m.
Mountain Standard Time, June 9th, 2022 by the Owner:
Doug Gossett, Town Engineer
Town of Johnstown
DGossett@JohnstownCO.gov
970.587.4664
450 S Parish Ave.
Johnstown, Colorado 80534
Proposals shall be submitted through an emailed link to a vendor provided Dropbox or other file
transfer site. Emailed proposals will not be accepted. Proposal title should read Proposal – Grit
Equipment for Town of Johnstown Colorado – Central Wastewater Treatment Plant
Project. Proposals must be in a fully searchable PDF file. Time is of the essence and any proposal or
addenda pertaining to the RFP received after the announced time in accordance with the Mountain
Standard Time clock(s) on Owner’s computers and date for submittal will be rejected. It is the sole
responsibility of the Supplier for ensuring that their proposals are acknowledged as received by Owner
before the deadline. Proposals and/or any addenda pertaining thereto received after the announced
time and date will be rejected. However, nothing in this RFP precludes the OWNER from requesting
additional information at any time during the pre-selection process before or after the bid opening
date and time.
Nothing herein is intended to exclude any responsible firm or in any way restrain or restrict
competition. On the contrary, all responsible firms are encouraged to submit proposals. The OWNER
reserves the right to award in part or in whole or to reject any or all proposals.
The EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER shall be experienced, reputable, and qualified in the manufacture of the
equipment to be furnished and unless noted otherwise in the technical specifications (Attachment
Two) must have supplied at least ten (10) systems of comparable size and complexity in the United
States within the last five (5) years.
Any proposal submitted must include the Signature Sheet that has been signed by an individual
authorized to bind the Supplier. All proposals submitted without such signature may be deemed nonresponsive.
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B. RFP Process
Suppliers are to submit written proposals, which present the Supplier’s qualifications and
understanding of the work performed. The Supplier’s proposal should be prepared simply and
economically and should provide all the information that it considers pertinent to its qualifications for
the project and which respond to the Scope of Services and Evaluation Criteria listed herein. Emphasis
should be placed on completeness of services offered and clarity of content.
Questions or objections to specifications, design criteria or other aspects of the RFP process must be
received and acknowledged by the Design Engineer at least seven (7) business days before the date
and time at which proposals are scheduled to be received. Questions or exceptions furnished after
this time may not be addressed or answered.

II.

SPECIFIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS

A. Appropriations
The continuation of the terms, conditions, and provisions of this contract beyond the fiscal year is
subject to approval and ratification by the Town of Johnstown and appropriation by them of the
necessary money to fund said project/contract for each succeeding year.

B. Termination of Contract
It shall be the sole right of OWNER to terminate any contract upon written notification to the Supplier.

C. Insurance
The Supplier shall purchase and maintain in force, at their own expense, any such insurance that may
be required by Supplier’s contract with the General Contractor, which may include insurance during
shipment and Supplier provided onsite services.

D. American Iron and Steel Provisions
The project is NOT subject to requirements of the American Iron and Steel (AIS) provisions.
III.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Town of Johnstown (Town) operates a municipal WWTP with rated hydraulic and organic
capacities of 0.99 million gallons per day (mgd) and 2,213 pounds per day (ppd) biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD5), respectively. The plant mostly receives and treats municipal (domestic) wastewater
with small fractions of commercial and industrial wastewater. The facility discharges treated effluent
to the Little Thompson River (Segment COSPBT09) per the Colorado Discharge Permit System
discharge permit CO0021156 administered by the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment (CDPHE).
The original lagoon treatment system was constructed in 1981 with subsequent process upgrades.
The current facility consists of influent flow metering, manual bar-screening, two-pond aerated lagoon,
activated sludge moving bed biological reactor (MBBR), settling pond, mechanical solids separation
(dissolved air flotation, DAF), chlorine disinfection, and outfall pipe. Biosolids generated by the
secondary treatment process are separated in the DAF system and are stored in Lagoon No. 1
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The proposed facility expansion increases the total hydraulic and organic capacities to 2.5-mgd maximum
month flow and 6,338 pounds per day (ppd) BOD5, respectively. In general, the WWTP is expected to
include the following components:
▪ New influent self-flushing pumping station.
▪

New headworks building with fine screening, grit removal, and flow monitoring.

▪

Flow equalization

▪

Biological secondary treatment

▪

Membrane bioreactor (MBR) in new Process Building

▪

In-line ultraviolet (UV) disinfection system

▪

Aerated sludge holding and biosolids dewatering

▪

Upgraded electrical and instrumentation and controls systems

The intent of this proposal is to obtain competitive pricing from qualified vendors for furnishing and
delivery of the following pieces of equipment to meet specifications herein:
▪

IV.

Item #1 – One (1) Vortex Grit Removal System

SCOPE OF WORK

A. General
The Supplier shall provide to OWNER all listed equipment, maintenance, and training. The Supplier
shall assist the Design Engineer during the design process with technical information, dimensions,
installation requirements/clearances, and other details to help ensure an adequate and efficient design
suitable for the equipment.

B. Loss or Damage to Equipment
During shipment, Supplier shall assume all responsibility for loss or damage. Vendor shall be present
during unloading of equipment and installation to ensure no damage is caused during those activities.

C. Training
The Supplier will provide, at their expense, all training required for the operation of any equipment.
An instructional manual is to be provided for the equipment. Additional equipment specific start-up
and training requirements are described herein.

D. Follow Up Training/Inspections
The supplier will provide at a minimum and at their expense one additional trip to be onsite for two
days six-months following equipment start-up to provide an inspection of the equipment, additional
operator training and to assist the operator with reviewing and performing operations and
maintenance.
Please note this is the minimum requirement and if the Supplier or its OEMs anticipate or recommend
additional trips or days, those are to be included and stated as part of the response to this RFP.
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E. Award of Contract, Performance, and Delivery Timeline
Purchase of equipment may proceed only after being approved by OWNER and upon the Supplier
receiving notice of such approvals and written notifications to proceed with submittals, production and
delivery.

Supplier’s proposal shall include guaranteed times for submittals and delivery upon receipt of written
notification of approval.
The work shall be completed within the number of calendar days listed in the Contract Completion
Schedule below commencing on the date of written Notice to Proceed issued to supplier. Time of
delivery will be considered in evaluating the Bids, thus, the Bidder may list below an alternate number
of calendar days for completion of work. Bidder shall consider and include in the calendar days listed
the time necessary for shop drawing review.

Town of Johnstown Central WWTP
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Contract Completion Schedule
Calendar Days
for Completion
Contract
Completion
Time
(days)

Item of Work

Bidder's
Completion
Time
(days)

1. Price Guarantee
(Hold proposal prices following RFP due-date).

203*

______

2. Receipt by Owner of complete Submittal Package

45**

______

180***

______

3. Delivery of equipment to the project site:
(Complete and Operable Equipment Ready for Installation)

* Owner will issue a Notice of Award to the selected Supplier. Selected suppliers will be required to
honor their submitted Proposal pricing for equipment delivery, installation, and warranty for the
required period from the proposal due date for this RFP. If the “Price Guarantee” time is exceeded
before agreement with Contractor, price escalation shall be allowed as follows: Price adjustment will
be based on the net change of the Consumer Price Index for Urban Consumers (CPI-U) occurring in
the period from 288 consecutive calendar days from the proposal due date to the date when the
Purchase Order is issued by the Contractor, plus 1%.
** Commencing on Date of "Notice to Proceed" issued by Owner during the design phase of the
project. Owner will transmit a "Notice to Proceed" to Equipment Supplier upon receipt by Owner of an
executed Agreement, including insurance. Thereafter, the Equipment Supplier shall commence with
the preparation of the Submittal Package. Payment will be provided by OWNER upon review and
approval of submittals. Submittals will be reviewed during the 60% design phase and used to inform
the 60% design. Approved submittals will be returned to Supplier following the 60% design phase.
***Commencing on Date of "Notice to Proceed" issued by the Contractor during the construction
phase of the project. “Notice to Proceed” by Contractor is estimated to be issued in November 2022.
Work shall be completed per the Contract Completion Time, unless Alternate Completion Times, herein
references as "Bidder's Completion Time", is proposed by Bidder, as set forth herein, and is approved
by Owner.
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V.

CONTRACT MANAGER AND EQUIPMENT
A. Contract Manager
The Supplier shall provide one Contract Manager who shall be responsible for the performance of the
work. The name of this person and an alternate who shall act for the Supplier when the Manager is
absent shall be designated in writing as part of this Proposal. The Contract Manager or alternate shall
have full authority to act for the Supplier on all contract matters relating to the daily operation of this
contract.

B. Equipment
REFERENCE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS IN ATTACHMENTS ONE
AND TWO. Supplier shall provide “New” equipment as defined as newly assembled for first-time use
with new components. It must be eligible for the minimum warranty period required for each item in
the technical specifications provided in ATTACHMENTS ONE and TWO.

VI.

EVALUATIONS AND SELECTION PROCESS

A. Evaluation Criteria
The following criteria will be utilized in the evaluation of bids:
Operability. Addresses the relative ease of operating and maintaining the system. Analysis is based
mainly on the equipment provided in the bid and the operation & maintenance costs associated with
the equipment. Equipment operability will be evaluated on the method for operation of the equipment
as well as scheduled preventative maintenance. The Seller shall detail equipment operation and
routine maintenance in their respective proposal. Key items that will be considered for this criterion
are as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Energy efficiency
Equipment that can be easily deciphered for operation and has controls and alarms that is
easy to navigate and understand.
Equipment that requires minimal preventative maintenance to maintain system performance.
Equipment that allows for easy access for plant personnel to perform routine tasks without
disrupting plant operation and without placing the personnel in harm’s way.
A lower cost for providing recommended spare parts.

Installed Capital Cost. Compares the actual cost of the equipment as well as basin/building footprint
size and other factors that affect the total installation cost associated with the equipment. Each piece
of equipment is inherently different, and the Supplier shall provide as much information as possible to
assist OWNER in determining final installation cost.
Operation and Maintenance Costs. Compares the estimated annual operating expenses and longterm maintenance/capital outlay expenses such as:
▪ Power consumption
▪ Chemical use (if applicable)
▪ Typical routine maintenance hours (per year)
▪ Costs for wear/replacement parts annual and over a 20-year period.
▪ Other normal periodic costs such as major overhauls anticipated over a 20-year period.
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Experience and References. Used to compare the experience of the suppliers on facilities of similar
size, complexity, and type of installation. References furnished in proposals will be considered in the
evaluation.
▪

▪

▪

Unless noted otherwise in the Technical Specifications, supplier shall include a list of a
minimum of five (5) references, from similar projects only, who could attest to the firm’s
knowledge, quality of work, timeliness, diligence, flexibility, and ability to meet budget
constraints, include names, contact persons, and phone numbers of all references.
References may or may not be reviewed or contacted at the discretion of OWNER. Typically,
only references of the top ranked shortlist of supplier or suppliers are contacted. OWNER
reserves the right to contact references other than, and/or in addition to, those furnished by
a supplier.
Inability to contact references due to erroneous or outdated reference contact information
may impact the rating score for this evaluation criterion.

Local Service. Addresses the location of the nearest service center and their ability to assist with
questions and potential problems. Detailed information should be provided on the capabilities of this
service center and what parts are stocked there.
Warranties. Evaluate the warranty provided and any differences between vendor warranties.
Favorable results will be given to suppliers that provide the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Warranties
Warranties
Warranties
Warranties

of extended duration.
that are not limited by proration.
that also include service.
that cover all parts and components of a system.

Owner’s Preference. The evaluation of this criterion is based on the Owner’s experience and familiarity
with the Supplier’s equipment.

B. Selection Process
Design Engineer will evaluate each item proposed using the evaluation criteria. A rating score between
1 and 5 will be assigned for the evaluation criteria for each proposed item. The score will be multiplied
against the weighted value for each item to produce a total score. These scores will be totaled and
the proposed item with the highest score will be recommended to OWNER for selection. Any
information that will assist Design Engineer in evaluating the proposals based on the criteria listed
above is encouraged. The technical proposal should address all the above items or the proposal will
be considered non-responsive. OWNER reserves the right to reject any and all bids for the items
associated with this RFP.
The following table indicates the established, weighted rating system:
Evaluation Criteria
Operability
Installed Capital Cost
Operation and Maintenance Costs
Experience and References
Local Service
Warranties
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Total Maximum Score
10.0

3.0

15.0

2.0
1.0
0.5
1.5

10.0
5.0
2.5
7.5
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Owner’s Preference
Total Maximum Score

VII.

2.0

10.0
60.0

BASIS FOR AWARD

A. General
Information and/or factors gathered during interviews, negotiations and any reference checks, in
addition to the evaluation criteria stated in the RFP, and any other information or factors deemed
relevant by OWNER, shall be utilized in the final award.

B. No Contact Policy
After the date and time established for receipt of proposals by OWNER, any contact initiated by any
supplier with any OWNER representative, concerning this request for proposals is prohibited. Any such
unauthorized contact may be grounds for the disqualification of the supplier from this pre-selection
RFP.

C. Request for Further Information
Questions which may arise as a result of this RFP may be directed to the Design Engineer
Representative with a copy to the Design Engineer:
Design Engineer:
Craig Matsuda, PE
AQUA Engineering, Inc.
craig.matsuda@aquaeng.com
5325 S. Valentia Day
Greenwood, Colorado 80111
720-667-1255

D. Bid Awards
Items associated with this bid are critical to the phasing, construction and completion of the project.
Accordingly, submittals for these items will be required within 45-days upon receipt of the Notice of
Award from OWNER. Payment for submittals (as indicated in the bid forms) will be provided by OWNER
upon review and approval of submittals. The remainder of the contract for fabrication, delivery,
installation, startup, and training services will be through the installation contractor. The Installation
Contractor is scheduled to be selected and awarded in the third quarter of 2021 at which point the
agreement including costs (except for submittals), scope of supply, and other services will be executed
through the installation contractor.

VIII.

PROPOSAL FORMAT

A. General
Proposals must include fully completed Exceptions, References, and Signature Sheet as well as the
Cost Proposal. Failure to furnish the information required in this section may be cause for
rejection of the bid. Exceptions to any design criteria, specifications or other requirements
listed in this RFP must be specifically listed and stated in the RFP on the enclosed
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Exceptions form. It is also highly encouraged that any exceptions be discussed with the Design
Engineer prior to bid opening.
Proposal bonds are not required for this pre-selection.

B. Required Proposal Format
When preparing proposals, submit responses and documentation in the same order as listed below.
Clearly separate and identify the sections.
1. Section 1 – Contract Manager
Provide name and contact information for a Contract Manager who will serve as the
primary Supplier contact.
▪ Name:
▪ Title:
▪ Office address:
▪ Office Phone Number:
▪ Mobile Phone Number:
▪ E-Mail Address:
Name and address of manufacturer and manufacturer’s primary contact (if different from
that of seller).
2. Section 2 - Forms
The proposal must include all the required forms included as listed below:
▪ Completed Bid Form/Sheets
▪ Completed Exceptions Form
▪ Completed Signature Form
▪ Completed References Form
▪ Completed Contract Completion Schedule
o Lead time to prepare and deliver technical submittals and drawings.
o Lead time to manufacture and deliver equipment to the job site upon receipt
of approved submittals.
▪ Identify and acknowledge receipt of any and all addenda.
3. Section 3 - Technical Literature and Information
▪ Detailed descriptive literature for all equipment being offered must be included
with the proposal.
▪ Technical Specifications for proposed equipment (Three Part Specifications).
▪ Complete Bill of Materials identifying the scope of supply and materials of
construction and protective coatings.
▪ Cut sheets for proposed equipment including motors, instrumentation, valves,
actuators, etc.
▪ Drawings depicting (11x17 format):
o Relevant dimensions and specific footprint and space requirements (including
maintenance and service areas),
o Appropriate cross sections,
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

o Location of utility and/or ancillary service or equipment connections.
o Electrical and instrumentation wiring drawings and requirements.
Basic description of equipment controls and operating strategies.
Include complete P&ID's for proposed equipment including ancillary equipment
and appurtenances required for a complete operational system.
List of optional cost adders (credits) for alternate materials of construction,
instrumentation, and other accessories.
List of spare parts and special tools included for year 1 through year 5 (the price
for which is provided as a separate line item in the bid form).
Standard field testing and operations and maintenance description and schedule.
Any additional information and completed Information Tables specifically
requested in the Technical Specifications.
Certified performance test data for the proposed system that the specified
performance is achievable. The stated performance must be proven in full scale
field testing utilizing certified grit removal efficiency test procedures as performed
by qualified personnel.

4. Section 4 - Warranty and Service
▪ Include written confirmation that the Equipment Supplier will adhere to all
warranty provisions required as outlined in the RFP.
▪ Warranty information meeting or exceeding the requirements listed in the technical
specifications.
▪ Description and cost of any available extended warranties.
▪ Local service availability and/or nearest service center.
5. Section 5 - Preventative Maintenance Schedule and Cost
▪ The manufacturer’s recommended preventative maintenance schedule for a 20year service life for each piece of equipment proposed must be included with the
proposal in the following format:
o Maintenance Activity.
o Specify if the activity can be completed “in house” or at the manufacturer’s
facility.
o Frequency of Activity (Daily, Monthly, Annually, etc.).
o Estimated Manhours required to complete the activity.
o Cost of any replacement parts required to complete the activity.
▪ Estimate of annual power, chemical and/or any other consumable cost associated
with the equipment operation.
6. Section 6 - Additional Bid Package Contents
In addition to the general and cost proposal items listed above, proposal packages must
provide the following information:
▪
▪

Confirmation of acceptance of payment terms outlined in the RFP. If necessary,
include any exceptions and/or clarifications to payment terms.
Any additional Information deemed pertinent for the evaluation criteria listed
above.
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▪
▪
▪

Additional Requirements identified and listed in Attachment One.
Specific requirements identified in Attachment Two – Technical Specifications
Statement acknowledging that the scope of supply will include design and
calculations for equipment anchoring.
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BIDDING SHEET #1 –VORTEX GRIT REMOVAL SYSTEM
The undersigned hereby proposed to furnish and deliver the following items of equipment to OWNER,
all in strict accordance with the attached and/or incorporated Special Requirements, Technical
Specifications, and Drawings, for the following Bid prices:
Bid Item A - Furnish one (1) vortex grit removal system:
$ _____________________________
*
(Figures)
$ _______________________________________________________
*
(Written)
Bid Item B - Firm Price for the supply of submittals and manufacturer’s shop drawings
(This price is not to be included in the equipment price above):
$ _____________________________
*
(Figures)
$ _______________________________________________________
*
(Written)
Bid Item C - Firm Price for the supply of the manufacturer’s recommended spare parts not
included in the price above (attach list showing individual components and costs):
(This price is not to be included in the equipment price above):
$ _____________________________
*
(Figures)
$ _______________________________________________________
*
(Written)
Bid Item D - Firm Price for taxes for equipment and spare parts (not submittals):
(This price is not to be included in the equipment price above):
$ _____________________________
*
(Figures)
$ _______________________________________________________
*
(Written)
* Owner is exempt from Colorado State Sales and Use Taxes on materials and
equipment to be incorporated in the Work (Exemption No. 09803492). Said taxes
shall not be included in the Bid. All other applicable taxes by reason of this contract
shall be provided in Bid Item D.
Suppliers must include all proposed costs for performance under the contract. Suppliers must provide
all personnel and other resources required to complete the contract. Suppliers are solely responsible
for start-up and transition expenses. Any costs that cannot be determined, based on the available
information, should be indicated and explained.
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CONTINUED BIDDING SHEET #1 – VORTEX GRIT REMOVAL SYSTEM
Does Proposed Equipment meet All of the Specifications?
_________
If No, please make notations on Exceptions sheet.
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SIGNATURE SHEET
I hereby certify that I am authorized to sign as a Representative for the Firm:
Name of Firm:
Address:
Fed ID No.:
Name:
Title:
Telephone (____) ________________________________________________
Fax No. (_____) _________________________________________________
Email:
Date: __________________________________________________________
My signature certifies that the proposal as submitted complies with all Terms and conditions as set forth
in RFP.

Representative Signature
My signature also certifies that this firm has no business or personal relationships with any other
companies or persons that could be considered a conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest to
OWNER, pertaining to any and all work or services to be performed as a result of this request and any
resulting contract with OWNER.
To receive consideration for award, this signature sheet must be included with the bid
form for each item.
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IX.

PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Payment for the work will be based on the Bid price and will be paid in accordance with the following
schedules:
100% of the submittals bid item will be paid upon receipt and approval of the Submittal Package by
OWNER and Engineer. This bid item will be paid by OWNER and should not be included in the other
bid items.
The Installation Contractor will be assigned the remainder of the contract and will pay the Vendor as
follows:
Percent of
Item
Bid Price
Delivery of All Equipment to the Project Site

75%

Submission of Installation Certificate to OWNER

10%

Successful Equipment Start-Up, Test, and Training

10%

Final Payment (35 days after OWNER files Notice of Completion)

5%

Award of Construction Contract and Start of Construction for the project are scheduled to occur in the
fourth quarter of 2022. All bid items that are awarded as part of this contract, except submittals, will
be assigned to the Contractor and written into the construction bid documents. The estimated startup
and operation of the equipment is scheduled to commence first quarter 2025. It is not the intent to
withhold the Equipment Supplier's payment due to installation problems which are beyond his control.
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X.

EXCEPTIONS

Please state below any and all exceptions that you are taking to any portion of this Request for
Proposals. If not addressed below, OWNER then assumes that the vendor will adhere to all terms and
conditions as contained in the proposal document. Vendor is responsible to reconcile, at vendor cost,
any exceptions not listed in this section. Please provide additional lines or sheets as required.
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XI.

REFERENCES

Please list below name of business, address, telephone number, and contact person.

1.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

2.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

3.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

4.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

5.

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
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ATTACHMENT ONE – ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
EQUIPMENT FOR
TOWN OF JOHNSTOWN
CENTRAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT PROJECT

A. THE REQUIREMENT
Supplier shall furnish and deliver to the project site equipment as awarded and in accordance with
this RFP. In addition, submittal packages, technical services during installation, instruction on
operation, startup services, operational maintenance manuals, and all other items as hereinafter
specified. The equipment shall be delivered to the site by Vendor (Supplier) where it will be unloaded,
stored, and installed by the Installation Contractor.

B. LOCATION OF PROJECT SITE
The WWTP is located in Section 3, Township 4 North, Range 67 West of the Sixth Principal Meridian,
approximately 1-mile east of the Town of Johnstown, adjacent to and on the north side of Highway
60.

C. DEFINITIONS
“OWNER” or “Owner” shall mean Town of Johnstown.
“Vendor” or “Seller” or “Supplier” or "Equipment Supplier" or "Equipment Manufacturer" or
"Manufacturer" shall mean the successful Bidder entering into a contract with Owner for furnishing of
material and equipment submittals during the design phase of the project, and separately entering a
contract with the Installation Contractor for purchasing, installation, and commissioning of material
and equipment during the construction phase of the project.
The phrase "Installation Contractor" shall mean the construction contractor entering into a Contract
with OWNER to purchase, receive, unload, store, and install the equipment furnished by the Supplier.
“Design Engineer” shall mean AQUA Engineering.

D. RESPONSIBILITY OF EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER
Supplier shall accept risk of loss responsibility until all of the following have been completed: (i) the
equipment is delivered to the Project site and examined by Owner, Installation Contractor, and
Supplier's representative; (ii) the equipment is found to be in suitable condition and properly prepared
for storage; and (iii) the equipment is formally accepted by OWNER as set forth herein.
The Equipment Supplier shall obtain at their expense all licenses, permits and other approvals
necessitated by his operations.
In accordance with generally accepted practices for the type of work to be performed by the Supplier,
the Supplier will be solely and completely responsible for conditions of the job site for which the
Supplier is responsible, including safety of all persons and property during performance of the work.
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Equipment being furnished and delivered, including components, materials, fabrication, and delivered
product, shall be subject to rigid inspection by Owner and Installation Contractor. Owner may at
Owner's expense visit the manufacturing facility to inspect the equipment during fabrication.
Equipment Supplier shall maintain a current monthly schedule of fabrication and be prepared for
unannounced inspection by Owner. Equipment Supplier shall cooperate with Owner to readily permit
said rigid inspection by Owner.

E. GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Equipment shall be designed based on the following criteria and specific performance requirements
specified in the Equipment Technical Specifications (Attachment Two). The following design
parameters are given to provide a design, sizing, and performance basis for the required equipment.
It is the responsibility of the bidder to guarantee compliance with these specifications and the
operation of the equipment for its intended use.

F. PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The treatment plant is designed as a membrane bio-reactor (MBR) facility. Process flow includes the
following unit processes: influent pump station, equalization basin, fine screening, grit removal, anoxic
(with eductor mixers) and aerobic basin (fine bubble) A2O secondary treatment, MBR, in-line UV
disinfection, aerated sludge holding, and dewatering.
G. SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Site Elevation:
Maximum Temperature:
Minimum Temperature:
Average Annual Max. Temperature:
Average Annual Min. Temperature:
Average Annual Precipitation:

4,755 feet MSEL
100° F
-10° F
67° F
33° F
15.1 inch

H. INFLUENT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
General: The flow entering the Johnstown Central WWTP can be described as a mix between domestic
municipal and commercial waste with no industrial connections. The following characteristics shall
apply:
Influent Characteristics:
BOD
304 mg/L
TSS
474 mg/L
TKN
74 mg/L
Ammonia
60 mg/l
Total Phosphorus
8.0 mg/l
Maximum Month Flow
2.5 MGD
Average Flow
2.0 MGD
Peak Hourly Flow*
5.20 MGD
Peak Day Flow*
3.11 MGD
Minimum Liquid Design Temperature
12o C
*Note that equalization basin downstream of the headworks will buffer peak hourly flows to 3.11 MGD.
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Required Effluent Characteristics:
BOD
< 10 mg/L
TSS
< 10 mg/L
TIN
< 15.0 mg/L
Total Nitrogen (TN)
< 10.0 mg/L
Total Phosphorus
< 1.0 mg/l

I. EARTHQUAKE (LATERAL) AND WIND DESIGN
All equipment, its major components, anchorage parts, and bolts shall withstand stresses caused by
ground movement (seismic forces) in accordance with 2018 International Building Code (IBC) and
ASCE 7-16 Seismic Parameters for Site Class B, essential facilities in any horizontal direction and
vertical direction. Safety factor for overturning shall be 1.5:1.
The following factors shall be utilized as defined by said IBC:
Ss
S1
Fa
Fv
SMS
SM1

-

0.167
0.053
0.9
0.8
0.15
0.042

Seismic Importance Factor for anchorage of mechanical and electrical equipment I = 1.25
The equipment supplier shall provide calculations and anchorage details prepared by a State of
Colorado licensed structural engineer and submitted in accordance with the "Submittals" for all
anchorage systems.
Wind design: Designs shall take in account wind speeds of 114 mph with no topographical effects.

J. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
K. Scope:
Bidders shall furnish complete equipment packages as described in the RFP and in the Bid Schedule
with all associated equipment for a complete and functional system.

L. Acceptable Suppliers:
Acceptable suppliers are listed under the specific Bid Item. This should in no way preclude others from
bidding.

M. Field service:
At a minimum, and unless noted otherwise in technical specifications, the equipment supplier shall
provide the service of qualified representatives for two (2) trips and six (6) days to inspect the
equipment installation, assist in start-up/initial operations, and instruct plant personnel in the proper
operation and maintenance of the equipment. All service included in the proposal bid price shall
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be based on these minimum requirements. If more time is anticipated, indicate how many
additional trips and additional man-days of field service should be added and provide an adder cost in
the “Exceptions” table provided above. Likewise, if less time is recommended the supplier may provide
a cost credit and description of the reduced service scope in the “Exceptions” table.

N. Follow Up Training/Inspections:
The supplier will provide, at their expense, one additional trip to be onsite for two days at the sixmonth date after facility start-up to provide an inspection of the facility, additional operator training
and to assist the operator with reviewing and performing operations and maintenance.

O. Installation:
The Supplier shall provide written instructions and recommendations with the equipment, and
approved shop drawings for the Installing Contractor’s use in installing the equipment. Additionally,
the Supplier shall provide the services of a qualified field representative employed by the Supplier to
visit the project site to instruct the Installing Contractor’s personnel, inspect, and insure that the
installation is performed in accordance with their specifications. The Supplier shall furnish a certificate
stating the equipment has been tested and is correctly installed, properly aligned and ready to be
placed in regular operation.

P. Start-up, field testing and operator training:
Startup, field testing and operator training shall be specified in the proposal and included in the
purchase price. The Supplier shall provide the services of a factory trained representative of the
Supplier to provide training classes for the Town’s personnel in proper operation and maintenance
procedures of the system. Supplier shall be responsible to coordinate start up and field services with
the installing Contractor.

Q. Codes and Standards:
In addition to specific standards and codes noted in technical specifications, the Equipment Supplier
shall comply with the latest editions of the following codes and standards as the minimum when
furnishing the work covered under these specifications:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
American Water Works Association (AWWA)
Hydraulic Institute Standards (HI)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
American Welding Society (AWS)
National Electrical Code (NEC)
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL)
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
International Building Code (IBC)
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R. DRAWINGS (FIGURES)
Supplier shall furnish relevant preliminary design drawings to help establish the available space and
general design intent for the project.

S. WARRANTY/GUARANTEE
The Supplier shall provide to Owner, the warrantees, extended warranties/guarantees, and license
agreements as specified in the Technical Specifications. Where not specified in Technical
Specifications, the Supplier shall provide a minimum 24-month warranty. All materials comprising the
system shall be warranted against premature failure when the system is operated in conformance
with the Supplier’s written instructions. The warranty period shall start at the time of final payment
per the payment schedule included in the Bidder's Proposal Documents. The Supplier will describe the
warranty offered, including any additions or options.

T. EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE
Supplier shall guarantee the performance of the equipment as specified in the Equipment Technical
Specifications.
If the equipment does not meet the performance requirements, Supplier shall modify the equipment
as necessary to achieve performance requirements per Equipment Technical Specifications. The
Supplier shall be responsible for all costs associated with removals, replacement, and modifications
required herein.

U. PROJECT SCHEDULE
Schedules for submittal of shop drawings and delivery of equipment are specified in the Completion
Schedule. It is anticipated that award of a construction contract for project construction and
installation of equipment will be made to the Installation Contractor in the Fourth Quarter of 2022.

V. PERMITS, CERTIFICATES, LAWS, ORDINANCES, FEES, AND ROYALTIES
Supplier shall, at his own expense, procure all permits, certificates, and licenses required of him by
law for the execution of the work. He shall comply with all Federal, State, and local laws, ordinances,
or rules and regulations relating to the performance of said work.
Supplier shall pay all royalty or license fees for use of patented devices or systems and shall protect
OWNER from patent infringement litigation thereon.

W. SUBMITTALS
Supplier shall provide submittals, including shop drawings, erection instructions, and operation and
maintenance manuals as specified. Formal submittals are required before construction during the
design phase of this project. Payment for these submittals will be directly from OWNER and
will be separate from the equipment contract with the Installation Contractor.
Within 45 calendar days after date of award (or based on an accepted time proposed by the supplier
in the Contract Schedule Form of this RFP), the Supplier shall submit to Owner for approval complete
shop drawings and complete technical submittals. Shop drawings and submittals shall include, but not
be limited to, the following:
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I.

Plans and elevations showing details, sizes and dimensions of all equipment, and locations of
sole plates, anchor bolts, jacking devices, supports, anchor tie rods, turnbuckles, and all other
devices used for supporting and anchoring the equipment and components.

II.

Drawings, weights, static and dynamic loads, and all other information necessary for the
design of the equipment foundations, structures, and connections for lubricating, cooling, and
piping required for equipment furnished.

III.

Usage, size, type, manufacturer, and complete description of all electric motors, gear drives,
impellers, gates, and mounting details.

IV.

P&ID’s showing a complete and functional system with all required instrumentation and
auxiliary equipment.

V.

Wiring diagrams showing required external connections. All wiring terminations shall be
identified with terminal numbers. Interconnect diagrams for all equipment and filter controls.

VI.
VII.

VIII.
IX.

Required control signal inputs and outputs
Control narrative and description of operating strategy. At a minimum this should include a
description of startup, normal operation, shutdown and standby operation for given equipment
or system.
Detailed instructions for unloading, storing, and protecting all equipment during storage.
Details, sizes, and locations of all connections for external piping, wiring, and conduit.

X.

Anchoring requirements and anchor bolt calculations developed and stamped by a professional
structural engineer licensed in the State of Colorado.

XI.

Equipment specific loadings and reactions required for foundation and support structure
design.

XII.

Materials used for the fabrication of the various components of the equipment to be furnished
including thickness and ASTM designation where applicable.

XIII.

Surface finishes and protective coatings.

Additional drawings, instructions, or information which may be requested by Owner for erection,
operation, and maintenance of the equipment or to determine compliance with the Agreement shall
likewise be submitted for approval.
The drawings shall fully demonstrate that the equipment to be constructed will comply with the
provisions of these Specifications and shall furnish a true and complete record of the equipment as
manufactured and delivered.
If the drawings contain information which does not pertain to the equipment being furnished,
Contractor shall either delete the information which is not applicable or plainly identify the pertinent
information.
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Shop drawings and data will be incorporated by the Owner as part of Contract Documents for
installation of equipment.

X. ERECTION INSTRUCTIONS
Erection drawings shall be furnished as part of the formal submittal package.
Erection instructions shall contain all illustrations, detailed drawings, wiring diagrams, and instructions
necessary for installing the equipment. The illustrated parts shall be numbered for identification. All
information contained therein shall apply specifically to the equipment to be furnished and shall not
include inapplicable instructions. Photographs, photocopies, and similar types of reproductions shall
not be attached to pages. All such illustrations shall be incorporated within the printing of the page to
form a durable and permanent reference book. Erection instructions shall include, but not be limited
to, the following information:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Information pertinent to the erection of the equipment, including lifting requirements.
Sequence of assembly and erection of component parts.
Instructions including necessary drawings for unloading, storing, uncrating, and preparing
equipment for erection and assembly.
Instructions including necessary drawings for the erection, assembly, and alignment of
equipment component parts.
Torque requirements for all bolts, nuts, and fasteners.

Y. INFORMATION REQUIRED PRIOR TO DELIVERY OF EQUIPMENT
Supplier shall furnish Owner and Installation Contractor with the information listed below 45 days prior
to scheduled delivery of the equipment:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Required unloading and lifting requirements.
Complete shop drawings showing all equipment and components including complete wiring
diagrams.
Specific and detailed sequential operating steps required for startup of the equipment,
including alignment and lubrication.
Estimated net weights of parts of the equipment as they will be packaged for shipment;
location of packages and estimated shipping times. Information shall be complete to permit
the Installation Contractor to determine necessary unloading equipment.
Operation and maintenance information necessary for installation.

Z. ENGINEERING SERVICES FURNISHED BY SUPPLIER
Owner shall have the right and option at any time up to final completion and acceptance of the Work
to require Supplier to furnish, for the time stipulated in the Proposal and additional time at the daily
prices quoted in the Proposal, a competent service engineer (Equipment Supplier's or Manufacturer's
representative) to provide technical direction for the assembly, installation, startup, and testing of the
equipment and their components.
The service engineer shall not assume executive charge of such work but shall provide technical
direction so that Owner (to the extent that Owner follows the recommendations of the service
engineer) will be relieved of claims that failure is due to improper work of installation. Supplier shall
provide adequate written erection instructions from the Equipment Manufacturer for use by
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Installation Contractor and Owner. Equipment Manufacturer shall provide a Certification of Installation
to Owner as specified herein.
Equipment Supplier shall include in the Proposal the cost of said service engineer to be at the Project
site the number of man-days listed herein. Costs shall include travel and subsistence.
During startup and testing, the service engineer shall provide detailed instructions to Owner's
personnel for operation of the equipment. These training services shall include post startup classroom
and onsite instruction.
The service engineer shall be knowledgeable of construction safety practices and conduct himself in
a safe manner when on the project site.
The service engineer shall be able to speak, write, and understand the English language and shall be
completely familiar with the foot-pound-second system of measurement.

AA.

RIGHT TO OPERATE UNSATISFACTORY EQUIPMENT

If the operation of the equipment after installation proves to be unsatisfactory to Owner, Owner shall
have the right to operate equipment until it can be taken out of service without injury to Owner for
the correction of defects, errors, or omissions, provided the period of such operation pending the
correction of defects, errors, or omissions shall not exceed one year without written consent of Owner
and Contractor.

BB.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

At the time of completion of delivery of all equipment, Equipment Supplier shall submit to Owner three
(3) hard copy sets (bound) and one (1) electronic copy of detailed operation and maintenance manuals
for all equipment and components furnished and operation of the equipment. These manuals shall
contain all illustrations, detailed drawings, wiring diagrams, and instructions necessary for starting up,
operating, and maintaining the equipment. All illustrated parts shall be numbered for identification.
All information contained therein shall apply specifically to the equipment and components furnished
and shall not include instructions that are not applicable. Photographs, photocopies, and similar types
of reproductions shall not be attached to pages. All such illustrations shall be incorporated within the
printing of the page to form a durable and permanent reference book.
Owner will inform Equipment Supplier in writing within 60 calendar days after receipt that the manuals
are approved as submitted or that revisions are required. If revisions are required, one set will be
returned to Equipment Supplier with the required revisions indicated. The required revisions shall be
promptly incorporated in the manuals. When approved, a total of four complete, identical sets of such
revised manual shall be furnished to Owner. One manual will be provided to the Installation Contractor
for his use. After startup and test, all revisions needed to make the manuals conform to the equipment
as finally completed shall be made by the Equipment Supplier and sent to Owner for insertion into the
four manuals to provide four complete manuals to Owner for final distribution.
Manuals shall include start-up, operation, shut down, trouble shooting, and other operating
information for operator training and maintenance.
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CC.

LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

The equipment will be installed in various locations on the site and subject to varying environmental
conditions. Equipment shall be specifically designed to function satisfactorily under project conditions.
Supplier's Shop Drawings shall include specific details on portions of the equipment that are sensitive
to any project-specific conditions.

DD.

SHIPPING, DELIVERY AND STORAGE

Equipment shall be fabricated, shipped, and delivered by Supplier to the Project site where unloading
and storage will be performed by the Installation Contractor. The Supplier shall be responsible for and
make good any and all damage until equipment is delivered to the jobsite. The Supplier shall fabricate
and deliver materials to the jobsite to conform with the Installing Contractor’s construction schedule,
so as to minimize handling and onsite storage of the equipment. Supplier shall be responsible to notify
Owner and Installation Contractor at least 10 working days prior to delivery and again 24 hours prior
to arrival of equipment or components thereof to the Project site. The 24-hour notification shall include
exact components being delivered and hour and date of arrival. Supplier shall coordinate all details of
delivery with the Installation Contractor. Supplier's representative shall be present at time of unloading
major equipment components to ensure that unloading is properly performed, components delivered
are complete, and components are properly stored. Supplier shall provide complete written storage
requirements, including any required maintenance during storage.
Shipments for equipment items which require forklifts or cranes for unloading shall be completed
within five (5) working days commencing on a Monday through Friday. Since equipment will require
a crane or forklift for unloading, ample notice to Installation Contractor is required. Unloading shall be
performed between 7:00 AM and 4:00 PM. Equipment Supplier shall include, in his Bid for furnishing
and delivery of equipment, standby costs for shippers to permit unloading as specified herein.
All shipments shall be properly boxed, crated, packed, or otherwise protected to prevent damage in
transit, handling, unloading and storage. All parts shall be prepared for shipment so that slings for
handling can be readily attached while the parts are on the truck. Where it is unsafe to attach slings
to boxes, boxed parts shall be packaged with slings attached to the parts so that attachments can be
readily made.
Before shipment, all painted surfaces shall be suitably wrapped or otherwise protected from damage.
All pipe flanges shall be protected by flange protectors bolted on, metal plugs shall be screwed into
all tapped holes, and all other openings shall be adequately protected to prevent entrance of dirt and
moisture during shipment.
Shipments involving sea transportation shall be crated with dry materials, shall be packed with a
desiccant, shall be sprayed or treated with a fungicide or given equivalent treatment, and shall be
otherwise protected to ensure delivery with no fungus growth, rust, or other damage due to such
transportation.
Supplier shall obtain all necessary permits required to transport the equipment to the delivery point
and shall provide a representative to supervise the unloading and storage of the equipment on the
Project site. Supplier shall repair or replace any equipment components or equipment damaged during
shipment.
Each package shall be plainly marked with the following in a moisture-proof envelope and securely
fastened to the outside of the container:
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I.
II.
III.
IV.

An identifying number, which also shall appear on the bill of lading and other documents
relating to shipment.
Name and address of Owner and Supplier.
Sufficient information to identify the contents and, when possible, the name of the machine
or equipment of which the contents form a part.
Shipping weight.

Each package shall contain a detailed packing list containing package numbers and a description of
the contents including quantities, part or unit identification, and part numbers if applicable.
Spare parts shall not be packaged with other material.
All equipment delivered by truck shall be capable of being unloaded from the truck bed with a forklift
loader or from above with an overhead crane.
Copies of the packing lists and bills of lading shall be sent to Owner on or before the packages are
shipped.

EE. INVENTORY AND STORAGE
After equipment has been delivered and ready for storage, Supplier's representative shall perform an
inventory inspection, with Owner and Installation Contractor present, of equipment delivered to the
site to confirm that delivery is, in fact, complete. The Equipment Supplier's representative shall also
check storage and certify in writing that equipment is stored properly. Once complete, the Equipment
Supplier shall provide Owner with written notice that the equipment has been delivered, is complete,
and is stored properly. The responsibility for the equipment thereafter becomes the Installation
Contractor's, except for defective or missing equipment discovered during installation and startup.

FF. INSTALLATION CERTIFICATION
Prior to startup, the Equipment Supplier's service engineer shall certify in writing to the Owner that
the equipment has been installed in- accordance with the Equipment Supplier's recommendations and
inspected by an Equipment Supplier's authorized representative, and serviced with the proper
lubricants, that applicable safety equipment has been properly installed, that the proper electrical and
mechanical connections have been made, and that the equipment is ready for startup and initial
operation.

GG.

SAFETY REQUIREMENT

The equipment and Supplier shall comply with the applicable safety requirements of the Town,
Installation Contractor, and State of Colorado.

HH.

LUBRICATION

Adequate provision shall be made for lubrication of bearing surfaces of all moving parts.
Before shipment, Supplier shall properly lubricate all moving parts of the equipment to ensure
protection against corrosion during shipment, storage, and installation. Lubricants furnished shall
conform to the Equipment Supplier's printed recommendations. Safeguards shall be provided where
necessary to prevent operation of the equipment without proper lubrication.
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All locations on the equipment which require grease lubrication shall be provided with Alemite
lubrication fittings. All lubrication fittings shall be readily accessible. The grease passages and ports
shall be designed so that grease is forced into the normally loaded sides of the bearings.
Supplier's engineering representative shall check all lubrication prior to start up. Equipment Supplier
shall furnish lubricants for initial lubrication for protection of wearing surfaces during shipment and
storage.
Supplier shall provide list of all lubricants necessary for operation to the Installation Contractor.

II. FOUNDATION
All equipment to be furnished under these Specifications shall be furnished with all necessary
embedment items, anchor bolts, nuts, washers, soleplates, structural steel supports, anchor tie rods,
turnbuckles, jacking pads, leveling jacks, and other material necessary for anchoring the equipment
to the foundations. Supplier shall furnish loading and anticipated reactions for equipment to allow
Engineer to properly design foundation and support structures.

JJ. NOISE
The equipment furnished under these Specifications shall operate as quietly as practical design
considerations permit and the design and construction shall be such as to reduce the noise to a
minimum.
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ATTACHMENT TWO – EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
BID ITEM #1 VORTEX GRIT REMOVAL EQUIPMENT
SUPPLEMENTAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SECTION 013300
SECTION 017823
SECTION 098000
SECTION 110513
SECTION 262923
SECTION 400557
SECTION 400562
SECTION 400564
SECTION 400567
SECTION 409000
SECTION 409113
SECTION 409123
SECTION 409433
SECTION 409443
SECTION 409513
SECTION 409600

CONTRACTOR SUBMITTALS
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COMMON MOTOR REQUIREMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT
VARIABLE-FREQUENCY MOTOR CONTROLLERS
ACTUATORS FOR PROCESS VALVES AND GATES
PLUG VALVES
BUTTERFLY VALVES
BALL VALVES
INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL FOR PROCESS SYSTEMS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES PROCESS MEASUREMENT
DEVICES
HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACES
PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
PROCESS CONTROL PANELS AND HARDWARE
PROCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE
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BID ITEM #1 – VORTEX GRIT REMOVAL SYSTEM
PART 1
1.1

GENERAL

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A.

The Supplier shall provide one (1) vortex grit chamber mechanism, one (1) grit pump and
one (1) grit washer for removal and dewatering of grit from a municipal wastewater stream.
The grit chamber mechanism, pump, and washer are to be installed indoors in close
proximity to each other. The grit chamber will be installed with the water level
approximately 2 feet below grade. Wastewater into the grit chamber will have passed
through 2-mm fine screens.

B.

The Supplier shall provide all components and ancillary equipment for a complete and
operable system. All equipment shall be provided by a single Supplier. Piping between the
grit pump and the washer will be provided by the installing contractor.
1.
Equipment for vortex grit chamber shall include motors, drive head, impeller,
impeller drive tube, bridge walkway, controls, and connection points to tie the grit
chamber into grit removal lines.
2.

The grit pump shall be provided suction piping into the lower chamber (within the
grit chamber footprint), pump isolation valves, priming system and controls.

3.

The grit washer shall include the tank, spiral conveyor, motor, auger, trough,
concentrator, controls and any other ancillary equipment required.

C.

All equipment specified herein shall be manufacturer’s standard equipment capable of
removing grit from raw wastewater. Equipment shall meet the design requirements listed
in Part 1.5.

D.

Grit chamber systems with flexible installation layouts (influent and effluent channel
configurations) are preferred. Supplier to provide cutsheets for all available layout options
and any additional costs for alternate options should be identified. See the attached concept
headworks plan for preliminary equipment layout.

E.

All equipment supplied shall meet the requirements of applicable supplementary
specifications included in this attachment.

1.2

ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS:

A.

Smith & Loveless

B.

Hydro International

C.

Huber Technology, Inc.

D.

Or equal
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1.3

SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

A.

ASTM A36 – Carbon Structural Steel

B.

ASTM A48 – Gray Iron Castings

C.

ASTM A322 – Carbon and Alloy Steel Bar

D.

ASTM A507 – Drawing Alloy Steel, Sheet and Strip, Hot-Rolled and Cold Rolled

E.

ASTM A536-84 – Ferritic Ductile Iron Castings

F.

ASTM A743 – Stainless Steel Casting

G.

AISI 303 Stainless Steel

H.

AISI 304 Stainless Steel

I.

AISI 316 Stainless Steel

J.

AISI 4130 Heat Treated Alloy Steel

K.

AISI 4140 Heat Treated Alloy Steel

L.

AISI 8620 Heat Treated Alloy Steel

M.

AISI 17-4 Stainless Steel

N.

ANSI 9 – Load Ratings and Fatigue Life for Ball Bearings

O.

ANSI 11 – Load Ratings and Fatigue Life for Roller Bearings

P.

American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)

Q.

American Welding Society (AWS)

R.

American Structures Painting Council (ASPC)

1.4
A.

ADDITIONAL SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS
In addition to submittal requirements specified in the general sections of this RFP, the
Supplier shall submit following information:
1.

Complete Information Table included at the end of this Specification.

2.

Certified performance test data for the system proposed documenting that the stated
removal is achievable, if available. The stated performance must be proven in full
scale field testing utilizing certified grit removal efficiency test procedures as
performed by qualified personnel.

3.

Headloss curve and hydraulic calculations to inform the overall facility hydraulic
profile in all flow conditions.

4.

All required dimensions for the grit chamber, including upper and lower chamber
diameters, depths, inlet and outlet channel lengths and widths, and so forth.

5.

Provide a brief description of the frequency and duration of the grit chamber’s
fluidizing water operation.

6.

Provide a brief description of the frequency and duration of the grit washer’s utility
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water system use.
7.

Provide one grit chamber unit to meet the flow conditions summarized in the
Design Criteria table herein.
a.

1.5

As shown in the attached concept plan, the Headworks Building will
include space for equally sized future grit chamber unit, grit pump, and
washer/compactor.

DESIGN CRITERIA
Grit Removal System Design Parameters
Design Minimum Average Flow
Design Maximum Flow
Minimum Removal of 2.65 SG Material @ Max. Flow1
Maximum Organics Content in Washed/Dewatered Grit
Maximum Water Content in Washed/Dewatered Grit
1 The minimum removal of 2.65 SG material at max month flow
particles and larger

1.6
A.

PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE
At the six-month site visit, the Supplier shall conduct testing of wastewater influent and
effluent to the grit system to verify removal of grit in accordance with the requirements in
Part 1.5. Testing shall be in accordance with the requirements specified in “Guidelines for
Grit Sampling and Characterization”, published by the Water Environment Federation in
2017. Where the system is not removing grit at the amount required, the Supplier shall, at
his own cost, provide solutions to achieve the grit removal indicated.

PART 2
2.1

Units
Value
MGD
1.0
MGD
8.5
%
95
%
5
%
10
shall be 95% of 140 mesh

PRODUCTS

GENERAL

A.

All components of the grit collection equipment shall be amply proportioned for all stresses
that may occur during fabrication, erection and intermittent or continuous operation.

B.

Design and fabrication of structural steel shall be in accordance with AISC and AWS
Standards.

C.

The NFPA classification of the area where equipment is to be installed shall be Class 1,
Division 2 where installed above the channel. All equipment installed below covered and
ventilated channels shall be Class 1 Division 1 and shall be designed for such an area.

D.

Motors and carbon steel surfaces shall be coated with manufacturers’ standard coating
system appropriate for the corrosive and humid headworks environment.

E.

All piping and valves, including ball and solenoid valves, shall be constructed of stainless
steel.
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F.

2.2

All stainless steel components and structures shall be submersed in a chemical bath of nitric
acid and hydrofluoric acid (pickling bath) to remove any residues that may be present on
the material as a result of forming, manufacture, or handling. After removal from the
pickling bath, the equipment must be washed with a high-pressure wash of cold water to
remove any remaining surface debris and promote the formation of an oxidized passive
layer which is critical to the long life of the stainless steel.
VORTEX GRIT CHAMBER

A.

The design of the grit chamber shall direct inorganics to the storage hopper at the bottom
of the grit chamber for removal by the grit pump. The Supplier shall include in the proposal
the required dimensions of the concrete structure, including inlet and outlet configurations
and lengths, upper and lower chamber diameters and depths, as well as any other structural
components that are to be provided by others. The trap shall be equipped with an impeller
which shall be designed to suspending organic material to prevent it from entering the
lower chamber.

B.

The drive tube, which is driven by the main gear, shall have a minimum thickness of ¼”
and shall be constructed of stainless steel.

C.

Where required, the paddle assembly shall be constructed of stainless steel. A collar for
affixing the assembly shall allow adjustment of the blade assembly in either an upward or
downward position to ensure maximum grit removal.

D.

Where required, inlet flow control baffles shall be provided, along with all mounting and
anchorage hardware. Baffles and hardware shall be stainless steel.

E.

Where a lower grit chamber fluidizing system is required or recommended, Supplier shall
provide all necessary valves, vanes, pumps and controls. Non-potable water will be
available.

2.3

GRIT PUMPS

A.

Grit slurry shall be removed with a single grit pump. Pump shall be designed specifically
for pumping grit and shall both optimize wear resistance and maintain hydraulic
performance as wear occurs. All internal clearances shall provide for the passage of a 3”
spherical solid.

B.

Suppliers shall provide a flooded-suction grit pump. Vacuum priming pumps are not
allowed. Supplier shall provide the following grit pump scope of supply:
1.
Intake and discharge flanges
2.

C.

NEMA 4x control panel with local HOA controls. Signals from this control panel
will be connected to the facility SCADA for remote monitoring and controls.

Pump impeller shall be a recessed design to reduce wear on the impeller. Pump parts
exposed to abrasive wear shall be of all Ni-Hard or Hi-Chrome Iron material. Bearing
housing shall be sealed at both ends to prevent the entrance of foreign matter.
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2.4

GRIT WASHER

A.

The grit slurry from the pumps shall be pumped into the washer. A grit concentrator shall
be provided as required to achieve the design criteria established in Part 1.5. The conveyor
shall wash and dewater the grit while lifting it from the hopper to a higher point of
discharge.

B.

All wetted parts shall be constructed from 316L stainless steel. Bearings, electrical devices,
motor and gear reducer shall be of the manufacturer’s standard materials.

C.

Shop fabrication and welding of structural members shall be in accordance with the latest
edition of the "Structural Welding Code", AWS D1.1, of the American Welding Society.

D.

Screw shaft bearings shall be designed to prevent the entry of grit and shall have a
calculated L10 life of 20 years under typical operating conditions.

E.

The grit concentrator shall be constructed of abrasion-resistant materials. Where wear
liners are provided, they shall be easily removable and replaceable. Supplier shall provide
stainless steel supports for mounting the concentrator above the washer.

F.

Discharge Bagging Device: The end of the discharge section will be equipped with a type
304 stainless steel transition piece and continuous bagging device to capture the dewatered
grit. The bagging device shall be supplied with a replaceable magazine of continuous
plastic hose.

G.

All structural fasteners and anchor bolts shall be a minimum of 1/2" diameter and made of
type 316 stainless steel. The equipment Supplier shall furnish all fasteners required for the
assembly of the equipment.

H.

The washer shall be completely enclosed for odor control and general plant safety. A
flanged connection shall be provided for connecting to foul air piping (by others). The
Supplier shall specify the ventilation air required for the unit.

2.5

ELECTRICAL/CONTROLS

A.

The NFPA classification of the area where equipment is to be installed shall be Class 1,
Division 2. All electrical equipment installed in this area shall be rated for that area and
shall be corrosion resistant from sewer gases and H2S.

B.

The grit removal drive mechanism shall consist of an electrical motor, motor controller,
grit pump, washer, reduction units and bearings as required. The drive mechanism shall be
sized with a service factor of 2.0 or greater and shall be designed for heavy duty 24-hour
per day service.

C.

The washer drive unit shall be designed for 24 hour a day operation under normal moderate
shock loadings. Speed reducers shall be manufactured to AGMA standards. The speed
reducer shall have a service factor of 1.25. The motor shall be a TEFC unit of ample power
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for starting and operating the mechanism without overload, with a service factor of 1.15.
Power supply to the equipment shall be 460/230 volt, 60 hertz, 3 phase.
D.

The system shall be provided with its own control panel with PLC and touch screen. The
panel shall be rated NEMA 12 and located in a nearby electrical room. Provide a local
control station (NEMA 7) to be located adjacent to the grit removal equipment. The control
wiring for the system shall allow for Hand operation of the grit system even if the PLC or
touch screen fail.

E.

Equipment shall meet the requirements of the following specifications, as attached in the
RFP:
1.
Section 110513 – Common Motor Requirements for Equipment
2.
Section 262923 – Variable Frequency Motor Controllers
3.
Section 409000 – Instrumentation Control for Process Systems
4.
Section 409433 – Human Machine Interfaces
5.
Section 409443 – Programmable Logic Controllers
6.
Section 409513 – Process Control Panels and Hardware

F.

The enclosure shall include all required gear, including disconnects, circuit breakers, motor
starters, transformers, transient voltage surge suppressors, programmable controllers,
operator interfaces, terminal blocks, dry contacts, E-stops, selector switches, system reset,
and indicator lights.

G.

All provided enclosures (including optional priming system) shall include all required gear,
including disconnects, circuit breakers, motor starters, transformers, transient voltage surge
suppressors, programmable controllers, operator interfaces, terminal blocks, dry contacts,
E-stops, selector switches, system reset, and indicator lights.

H.

The expected sequence of operations shall be as follows: The grit fluidizer shall operate
continuously or as recommended by Supplier. Grit pumps shall operate based on an
adjustable timer. The washer shall be activated by the operation of the grit pumps. While
the pump is operating, the washer shall cycle on and off by the settings of a repeat cycle
timer. Once the pump completes operation, the washer shall run for an adjustable off delay
time.

I.

The electrical and controls system shall meet the requirements of the Division 26 and
Division 40 specifications attached to the RFP.

2.6

SPARE PARTS

A.

Provide a list of standard spare parts and associated costs, including wear items with typical
replacement period.

B.

Provide a cost for an additional (on the shelf) grit pump and motor.
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PART 3
3.1

EXECUTION

TESTING

A.

Supplier shall conduct factory testing and verification of equipment prior to shipment.
Testing shall demonstrate correct alignment, smooth operation and freedom of excessive
vibration and noise of all equipment. Test period shall demonstrate accurate measurement
of sensors and function of run sequences.

B.

MANUFACTURER’S FIELD SERVICES
1.
Provide field services for one trip, two (2) days, eight (8) hours each day for the
following (not including travel time):

2.

a.
Inspect field installation and assist with start-up.
b.
Provide training for plant operators after equipment is fully operational.
Provide a 6-month follow-up visit for a minimum of one, 8-hour day after start-up
for additional training and on-site assistance.
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3.2
A.

INFORMATIONAL TABLES
The following tables shall be completed as part of the proposal.
JOHNSTOWN CENTRAL WWTP: VORTEX GRIT CHAMBER

Motor Size

HP

Maximum Hydraulic Capacity

MGD

Minimum Hydraulic Capacity

MGD

Estimated Removal @ Minimum Flow

% of 140 mesh grit

Estimated Removal @ Max Month Flow

% of 140 mesh grit

Estimated Removal @ Peak Hourly Flow

% of 140 mesh grit

Headloss @ Max Month Flow

inches

Fluidizing Water Requirements (where
needed)*

gpm
psig (max and min)

JOHNSTOWN CENTRAL WWTP: GRIT PUMP

Type

-gpm

Capacity
feet
Estimated Motor Size

HP

Estimated Pump Efficiency

%

Suction Head Available at Design Flow

feet

JOHNSTOWN CENTRAL WWTP: GRIT WASHER

Design Flow to Washer

gpm

Required Inlet Pressure to Washer

psig
gpm

Utility Water Requirements*
psig (max and min)
Motor Size

HP

Estimated Moisture Content of Degritted
Material

%

Estimated Organics Recovery

%
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SECTION 013300 –SUBMITTALS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

Section includes requirements for the submittal schedule and administrative and procedural
requirements for submitting Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, and other submittals. The
Contractor shall coordinate the submittal requirements in this section with those given in the
Request for Proposals. Where discrepancies exist, the requirements of the Request for
Proposals shall govern.

B.

Related Requirements:
1.

1.2

Section 017823 "Operation and Maintenance Data" for submitting operation and
maintenance manuals.

DEFINITIONS
A.

Action Submittals: Written and graphic information and physical samples that require
Engineer's responsive action.

B.

Informational Submittals: Written and graphic information and physical samples that do not
require Engineer's responsive action. Submittals may be rejected for not complying with
requirements.

1.3

SUBMITTAL ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
A.

Engineer's Digital Data Files: Electronic copies of digital data files of the Contract Drawings
will be provided by Engineer for Contractor's use in preparing submittals.
1.

Engineer will furnish Contractor one set of digital data drawing files of the Contract
Drawings for use in preparing Shop Drawings.
a.
b.

B.

Engineer makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of digital
data drawing files as they relate to the Contract Drawings.
Contractor shall execute a data licensing agreement in the form of Agreement form
acceptable to Owner and Engineer.

Coordination: Coordinate preparation and processing of submittals with performance of
construction activities.
1.
2.

Coordinate each submittal with fabrication, purchasing, testing, delivery, other
submittals, and related activities that require sequential activity.
Coordinate transmittal of different types of submittals for related parts of the Work so
processing will not be delayed because of need to review submittals concurrently for
coordination.
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a.
C.

D.

The Engineer reserves the right to withhold action on a submittal requiring
coordination with other submittals until related submittals are received.

Processing Time: Allow time for submittal review, including time for resubmittals, as follows.
Time for review shall commence on Engineer's receipt of submittal. No extension of the
Contract Time will be authorized because of failure to transmit submittals enough in advance of
the Work to permit processing, including resubmittals.
1.

Initial Review: Allow fifteen (15) days for initial review of each submittal. Allow
additional time if coordination with subsequent submittals is required. Engineer will
advise Contractor when a submittal being processed must be delayed for coordination.

2.

Intermediate Review: If intermediate submittal is necessary, process it in same manner
as initial submittal.

3.

Resubmittal Review: Allow fifteen (15) days for review of each resubmittal.

4.

Submittal Copies: Unless additional copies are required for final submittal, and unless
Engineer observes noncompliance with provisions in the Contract Documents, initial
submittal may serve as final submittal.

Electronic Submittals: Identify and incorporate information in each electronic submittal file as
follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Assemble complete submittal package into a single indexed file incorporating submittal
requirements of a single Specification Section and transmittal form with links enabling
navigation to each item.
Name file with submittal number or other unique identifier, including revision identifier.
Provide means for insertion to permanently record Contractor's review and approval
markings and action taken by Engineer.
Transmittal Form for Electronic Submittals: Use electronic form acceptable to Owner,
containing the following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

Project name.
Date.
Name and address of Engineer.
Name of Construction Manager.
Name of Contractor.
Name of firm or entity that prepared submittal.
Names of subcontractor, manufacturer, and supplier.
Category and type of submittal.
Submittal purpose and description.
Specification Section number and title.
Specification paragraph number or drawing designation and generic name for each
of multiple items.
Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate.
Location(s) where product is to be installed, as appropriate.
Related physical samples submitted directly.
Indication of full or partial submittal.
Transmittal number.
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q.
r.
s.
5.

Submittal and transmittal distribution record.
Other necessary identification.
Remarks.

Metadata: Include the following information as keywords in the electronic submittal file
metadata:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Project name.
Number and title of appropriate Specification Section.
Manufacturer name.
Product name.

E.

Options: Identify options requiring selection by Engineer.

F.

Deviations: Identify deviations from the Contract Documents on submittals.

G.

Resubmittals: Make resubmittals in same form and number of copies as initial submittal.
1.
2.
3.

Note date and content of previous submittal.
Note date and content of revision in label or title block and clearly indicate extent of
revision.
Resubmit submittals until they are marked with approval notation from Engineer's action
stamp.

H.

Distribution: Furnish copies of final submittals to manufacturers, subcontractors, suppliers,
fabricators, installers, authorities having jurisdiction, and others as necessary for performance of
construction activities. Show distribution on transmittal forms.

I.

Use for Construction: Retain complete copies of submittals on Project site. Use only final
action submittals that are marked with approval notation from Engineer's action stamp.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES
A.

General Submittal Procedure Requirements:
1.
2.

3.

Action Submittals: Submit one (1) electronic copy and/or one (1) hard copy (if requested
by the Owner) of each submittal unless otherwise indicated.
Informational Submittals: Submit one (1) electronic copy and/or one (1) hard copy (if
requested by the Owner) of each submittal unless otherwise indicated. Engineer will not
return copies.
Certificates and Certifications Submittals: Provide a statement that includes signature of
entity responsible for preparing certification. Certificates and certifications shall be
signed by an officer or other individual authorized to sign documents on behalf of that
entity.
a.

Provide a digital signature with digital certificate on electronically-submitted
certificates and certifications where indicated.
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b.
B.

Product Data: Collect information into a single submittal for each element of construction and
type of product or equipment.
1.
2.
3.

If information must be specially prepared for submittal because standard published data
are not suitable for use, submit as Shop Drawings, not as Product Data.
Mark each copy of each submittal to show which products and options are applicable.
Include the following information, as applicable:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

4.

5.

Wiring diagrams showing factory-installed wiring.
Printed performance curves.
Operational range diagrams.
Clearances required to other construction, if not indicated on accompanying Shop
Drawings.

Submit Product Data before or concurrent with Samples.

Shop Drawings: Prepare Project-specific information, drawn accurately to scale. Do not base
Shop Drawings on reproductions of the Contract Documents or standard printed data.
1.

Preparation: Fully illustrate requirements in the Contract Documents.
following information, as applicable:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

2.
D.

Manufacturer's catalog cuts.
Manufacturer's product specifications.
Standard color charts.
Statement of compliance with specified referenced standards.
Testing by recognized testing agency.
Application of testing agency labels and seals.
Notation of coordination requirements.
Availability and delivery time information.

For equipment, include the following in addition to the above, as applicable:
a.
b.
c.
d.

C.

Provide a notarized statement on original paper copy certificates and certifications
where indicated.

Include the

Identification of products.
Schedules.
Compliance with specified standards.
Notation of coordination requirements.
Notation of dimensions established by field measurement.
Relationship and attachment to adjoining construction clearly indicated.
Seal and signature of professional engineer if specified.

Sheet Size: Except for templates, patterns, and similar full-size drawings, submit Shop
Drawings on sheets at least 8-1/2 by 11 inches, but no larger than 30 by 42 inches.

Samples: Submit Samples for review of kind, color, pattern, and texture for a check of these
characteristics with other elements and for a comparison of these characteristics between
submittal and actual component as delivered and installed.
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1.
2.

Transmit Samples that contain multiple, related components such as accessories together
in one submittal package.
Identification: Attach label on unexposed side of Samples that includes the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

4.

For projects where electronic submittals are required, provide corresponding electronic
submittal of Sample transmittal, digital image file illustrating Sample characteristics, and
identification information for record.
Disposition: Maintain sets of approved Samples at Project site, available for qualitycontrol comparisons throughout the course of construction activity. Sample sets may be
used to determine final acceptance of construction associated with each set.
a.

b.
5.

Samples that may be incorporated into the Work are indicated in individual
Specification Sections. Such Samples must be in an undamaged condition at time
of use.
Samples not incorporated into the Work, or otherwise designated as Owner's
property, are the property of Contractor.

Samples for Initial Selection: Submit manufacturer's color charts consisting of units or
sections of units showing the full range of colors, textures, and patterns available.
a.

6.

Generic description of Sample.
Product name and name of manufacturer.
Sample source.
Number and title of applicable Specification Section.

Number of Samples: Submit two (2) full set(s) of available choices where color,
pattern, texture, or similar characteristics are required to be selected from
manufacturer's product line. Engineer will return submittal with options selected.

Samples for Verification: Submit full-size units or Samples of size indicated, prepared
from same material to be used for the Work, cured and finished in manner specified, and
physically identical with material or product proposed for use, and that show full range of
color and texture variations expected. Samples include, but are not limited to, the
following: partial sections of manufactured or fabricated components; small cuts or
containers of materials; complete units of repetitively used materials; swatches showing
color, texture, and pattern; color range sets; and components used for independent testing
and inspection.
a.

Number of Samples: Submit two (2) sets of Samples. Engineer will retain one (1)
Sample sets; remainder will be returned. Mark up and retain one returned Sample
set as a project record sample.
1)

E.

If variation in color, pattern, texture, or other characteristic is inherent in
material or product represented by a Sample, submit at least three sets of
paired units that show approximate limits of variations.

Maintenance Data: Comply with requirements specified in Section 017823 "Operation and
Maintenance Data."
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F.

Qualification Data: Prepare written information that demonstrates capabilities and experience
of firm or person. Include lists of completed projects with project names and addresses, contact
information of engineers and owners, and other information specified.

G.

Welding Certificates: Prepare written certification that welding procedures and personnel
comply with requirements in the Contract Documents. Submit record of Welding Procedure
Specification and Procedure Qualification Record on AWS forms. Include names of firms and
personnel certified.

H.

Installer Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead certifying that
Installer complies with requirements in the Contract Documents and, where required, is
authorized by manufacturer for this specific Project.

I.

Manufacturer Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead certifying
that manufacturer complies with requirements in the Contract Documents. Include evidence of
manufacturing experience where required.

J.

Product Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead certifying that
product complies with requirements in the Contract Documents.

K.

Material Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead certifying that
material complies with requirements in the Contract Documents.

L.

Material Test Reports: Submit reports written by a qualified testing agency, on testing agency's
standard form, indicating and interpreting test results of material for compliance with
requirements in the Contract Documents.

M.

Product Test Reports: Submit written reports indicating that current product produced by
manufacturer complies with requirements in the Contract Documents. Base reports on
evaluation of tests performed by manufacturer and witnessed by a qualified testing agency, or
on comprehensive tests performed by a qualified testing agency.

N.

Research Reports: Submit written evidence, from a model code organization acceptable to
authorities having jurisdiction, that product complies with building code in effect for Project.

O.

Preconstruction Test Reports: Submit reports written by a qualified testing agency, on testing
agency's standard form, indicating and interpreting results of tests performed before installation
of product, for compliance with performance requirements in the Contract Documents.

P.

Compatibility Test Reports: Submit reports written by a qualified testing agency, on testing
agency's standard form, indicating and interpreting results of compatibility tests performed
before installation of product. Include written recommendations for primers and substrate
preparation needed for adhesion.

Q.

Field Test Reports: Submit written reports indicating and interpreting results of field tests
performed either during installation of product or after product is installed in its final location,
for compliance with requirements in the Contract Documents.

R.

Design Data: Prepare and submit written and graphic information, including, but not limited to,
performance and design criteria, list of applicable codes and regulations, and calculations.
Include list of assumptions and other performance and design criteria and a summary of loads.
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Include load diagrams if applicable. Provide name and version of software, if any, used for
calculations. Include page numbers.
2.2

DELEGATED-DESIGN SERVICES
A.

Performance and Design Criteria: Where professional design services or certifications by a
design professional are specifically required of Contractor by the Contract Documents, provide
products and systems complying with specific performance and design criteria indicated.
1.

B.

If criteria indicated are not sufficient to perform services or certification required, submit
a written request for additional information to Engineer.

Delegated-Design Services Certification: In addition to Shop Drawings, Product Data, and
other required submittals, submit three (3) paper copies of certificate, signed and sealed by the
responsible design professional, for each product and system specifically assigned to Contractor
to be designed or certified by a design professional.
1.

Indicate that products and systems comply with performance and design criteria in the
Contract Documents. Include list of codes, loads, and other factors used in performing
these services.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

CONTRACTOR'S REVIEW
A.

Action and Informational Submittals: Review each submittal and check for coordination with
other Work of the Contract and for compliance with the Contract Documents. Note corrections
and field dimensions. Mark with approval stamp before submitting to Engineer.

B.

Approval Stamp: Stamp each submittal with a uniform, approval stamp. Include Project name
and location, submittal number, Specification Section title and number, name of reviewer, date
of Contractor's approval, and statement certifying that submittal has been reviewed, checked,
and approved for compliance with the Contract Documents. In the case of shop drawings, each
sheet shall be so dated, signed and certified.

3.2

ENGINEER'S ACTION
A.

General: Engineer will not review submittals that do not bear Contractor's approval stamp and
will return them without action.

B.

Action Submittals: Engineer will review each submittal, make marks to indicate corrections or
revisions required, and return it. Engineer will stamp each submittal with an action stamp and
will mark stamp appropriately to indicate action, as follows:
1.

“NO EXCEPTIONS TAKEN” or “EXCEPTIONS AS NOTED” will require no formal
revision and resubmission.
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2.

“REVISE AND RESUBMIT” or “REJECTED” will require the Contractor to revise said
submittal and shall resubmit the required number of copies of said revised submittal to
the Engineer.

C.

Informational Submittals: Engineer will review each submittal and will not return it, or will
return it if it does not comply with requirements. Engineer will forward each submittal to
appropriate party.

D.

Incomplete submittals are unacceptable, will be considered nonresponsive, and will be returned
for resubmittal without review.

E.

Submittals not required by the Contract Documents may not be reviewed and may be discarded.

F.

Fabrication of an item shall commence only after the Engineer has reviewed the submittal and
returned copies to the Contractor marked either “NO EXCEPTIONS TAKEN” or
“EXCEPTIONS AS NOTED”. Corrections indicated on submittals shall be considered as
changes necessary to meet the requirements of the Contract Documents and shall not be taken
as the basis of claims for extra work.
END OF SECTION 013300
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SECTION 017823 - OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for preparing operation and
maintenance manuals, including the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.2

Operation and maintenance documentation directory.
Emergency manuals.
Operation manuals for systems, subsystems, and equipment.
Product maintenance manuals.
Systems and equipment maintenance manuals.

CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS
A.

Manual Content: Operations and maintenance manual content is specified in individual
Specification Sections to be reviewed at the time of Section submittals. Submit reviewed
manual content formatted and organized as required by this Section.
1.
2.

B.

Engineer will comment on whether content of operations and maintenance submittals are
acceptable.
Where applicable, clarify and update reviewed manual content to correspond to revisions
and field conditions.

Format: Submit operations and maintenance manuals in the following format:
1.

PDF electronic file. Assemble each manual into a composite electronically indexed file.
Submit on digital media acceptable to Engineer.
a.

b.
2.

C.

Name each indexed document file in composite electronic index with applicable
item name. Include a complete electronically linked operation and maintenance
directory.
Enable inserted reviewer comments on draft submittals.

Four (4) paper copies. Include a complete operation and maintenance directory. Enclose
title pages and directories in clear plastic sleeves. One set will be provided to the
Engineer and three sets to the Owner.

Manual Submittal: Submit each manual in final form prior to requesting inspection for
Substantial Completion and at least 15 days before commencing demonstration and training.
Engineer will return copy with comments.
1.

Correct or revise each manual to comply with Engineer's comments. Submit copies of
each corrected manual within 15 days of receipt of Engineer's comments and prior to
commencing demonstration and training.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS
A.

Directory:
Prepare a single, comprehensive directory of emergency, operation, and
maintenance data and materials, listing items and their location to facilitate ready access to
desired information.

B.

Organization: Unless otherwise indicated, organize each manual into a separate section for each
system and subsystem, and a separate section for each piece of equipment not part of a system.
Each manual shall contain the following materials, in the order listed:
1.
2.
3.

C.

Title page.
Table of contents.
Manual contents.

Title Page: Include the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Subject matter included in manual.
Name and address of Project.
Name and address of Owner.
Date of submittal.
Name and contact information for Contractor.
Name and contact information for Construction Manager.
Name and contact information for Engineer.
Name and contact information for Commissioning Authority.
Names and contact information for major consultants to the Engineer that designed the
systems contained in the manuals.
Cross-reference to related systems in other operation and maintenance manuals.

D.

Table of Contents: List each product included in manual, identified by product name, indexed
to the content of the volume, and cross-referenced to Specification Section number in Project
Manual.

E.

Manual Contents: Organize into sets of manageable size. Arrange contents alphabetically by
system, subsystem, and equipment. If possible, assemble instructions for subsystems,
equipment, and components of one system into a single binder.

F.

Manuals, Electronic Files: Submit manuals in the form of a multiple file composite electronic
PDF file for each manual type required.
1.

2.

Electronic Files: Use electronic files prepared by manufacturer where available. Where
scanning of paper documents is required, configure scanned file for minimum readable
file size.
File Names and Bookmarks: Enable bookmarking of individual documents based on file
names. Name document files to correspond to system, subsystem, and equipment names
used in manual directory and table of contents. Group documents for each system and
subsystem into individual composite bookmarked files, then create composite manual, so
that resulting bookmarks reflect the system, subsystem, and equipment names in a readily
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navigated file tree. Configure electronic manual to display bookmark panel on opening
file.
G.

Manuals, Paper Copy: Submit manuals in the form of hard copy, bound and labeled volumes.
1.

Binders: Heavy-duty, three-ring, vinyl-covered, loose-leaf binders, in thickness
necessary to accommodate contents, sized to hold 8-1/2-by-11-inch paper; with clear
plastic sleeve on spine to hold label describing contents and with pockets inside covers to
hold folded oversize sheets.
a.

2.

3.
4.

Dividers: Heavy-paper dividers with plastic-covered tabs for each section of the manual.
Mark each tab to indicate contents. Include typed list of products and major components
of equipment included in the section on each divider, cross-referenced to Specification
Section number and title of Project Manual.
Protective Plastic Sleeves: Transparent plastic sleeves designed to enclose diagnostic
software storage media for computerized electronic equipment.
Drawings: Attach reinforced, punched binder tabs on drawings and bind with text.
a.
b.

2.2

Identify each binder on front and spine, with printed title "OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE MANUAL," Project title or name, subject matter of contents.
Indicate volume number for multiple-volume sets.

If oversize drawings are necessary, fold drawings to same size as text pages and
use as foldouts.
If drawings are too large to be used as foldouts, fold and place drawings in labeled
envelopes and bind envelopes in rear of manual. At appropriate locations in
manual, insert typewritten pages indicating drawing titles, descriptions of contents,
and drawing locations.

OPERATION MANUALS
A.

Content: In addition to requirements in this Section, include operation data required in
individual Specification Sections and the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

B.

System, subsystem, and equipment descriptions. Use designations for systems and
equipment indicated on Contract Documents.
Performance and design criteria if Contractor is delegated design responsibility.
Operating standards.
Operating procedures.
Operating logs.
Wiring diagrams.
Control diagrams.
Piped system diagrams.
Precautions against improper use.
License requirements including inspection and renewal dates.

Descriptions: Include the following:
1.

Product name and model number. Use designations for products indicated on Contract
Documents.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
C.

Manufacturer's name.
Equipment identification with serial number of each component.
Equipment function.
Operating characteristics.
Limiting conditions.
Performance curves.
Engineering data and tests.
Complete nomenclature and number of replacement parts.

Operating Procedures: Include the following, as applicable:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Startup procedures.
Equipment or system break-in procedures.
Routine and normal operating instructions.
Regulation and control procedures.
Instructions on stopping.
Normal shutdown instructions.
Seasonal and weekend operating instructions.
Required sequences for electric or electronic systems.
Special operating instructions and procedures.

D.

Systems and Equipment Controls: Describe the sequence of operation, and diagram controls as
installed.

E.

Piped Systems: Diagram piping as installed and identify color-coding where required for
identification.

2.3

PRODUCT MAINTENANCE MANUALS
A.

Content: Organize manual into a separate section for each product, material, and finish.
Include source information, product information, maintenance procedures, repair materials and
sources, and warranties and bonds, as described below.

B.

Source Information: List each product included in manual, identified by product name and
arranged to match manual's table of contents. For each product, list name, address, and
telephone number of Installer or supplier and maintenance service agent, and cross-reference
Specification Section number and title in Project Manual.

C.

Product Information: Include the following, as applicable:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D.

Product name and model number.
Manufacturer's name.
Color, pattern, and texture.
Material and chemical composition.
Reordering information for specially manufactured products.

Maintenance Procedures: Include manufacturer's written recommendations and the following:
1.
2.

Inspection procedures.
Types of cleaning agents to be used and methods of cleaning.
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3.
4.
5.

List of cleaning agents and methods of cleaning detrimental to product.
Schedule for routine cleaning and maintenance.
Repair instructions.

E.

Repair Materials and Sources: Include lists of materials and local sources of materials and
related services.

F.

Warranties and Bonds: Include copies of warranties and bonds and lists of circumstances and
conditions that would affect validity of warranties or bonds.

2.4

SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE MANUALS
A.

Content: For each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment not part of a system, include
source information, manufacturers' maintenance documentation, maintenance procedures,
maintenance and service schedules, spare parts list and source information, maintenance service
contracts, and warranty and bond information, as described below.

B.

Source Information: List each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment included in manual,
identified by product name and arranged to match manual's table of contents. For each product,
list name, address, and telephone number of Installer or supplier and maintenance service agent,
and cross-reference Specification Section number and title in Project Manual.

C.

Manufacturers' Maintenance Documentation: Manufacturers' maintenance documentation
including the following information for each component part or piece of equipment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.

Standard maintenance instructions and bulletins.
Drawings, diagrams, and instructions required for maintenance, including disassembly
and component removal, replacement, and assembly.
Identification and nomenclature of parts and components.
List of items recommended to be stocked as spare parts.

Maintenance Procedures: Include the following information and items that detail essential
maintenance procedures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Test and inspection instructions.
Troubleshooting guide.
Precautions against improper maintenance.
Disassembly; component removal, repair, and replacement; and reassembly instructions.
Aligning, adjusting, and checking instructions.
Demonstration and training video recording, if available.

E.

Maintenance and Service Schedules: Include service and lubrication requirements, list of
required lubricants for equipment, and separate schedules for preventive and routine
maintenance and service with standard time allotment.

F.

Spare Parts List and Source Information: Include lists of replacement and repair parts, with
parts identified and cross-referenced to manufacturers' maintenance documentation and local
sources of maintenance materials and related services.
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G.

Maintenance Service Contracts: Include copies of maintenance agreements with name and
telephone number of service agent.

H.

Warranties and Bonds: Include copies of warranties and bonds and lists of circumstances and
conditions that would affect validity of warranties or bonds.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

MANUAL PREPARATION
A.

Emergency Manual: Assemble a complete set of emergency information indicating procedures
for use by emergency personnel and by Owner's operating personnel for types of emergencies
indicated.

B.

Product Maintenance Manual: Assemble a complete set of maintenance data indicating care
and maintenance of each product, material, and finish incorporated into the Work.

C.

Operation and Maintenance Manuals: Assemble a complete set of operation and maintenance
data indicating operation and maintenance of each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment
not part of a system.

D.

Manufacturers' Data: Where manuals contain manufacturers' standard printed data, include
only sheets pertinent to product or component installed. Mark each sheet to identify each
product or component incorporated into the Work. If data include more than one item in a
tabular format, identify each item using appropriate references from the Contract Documents.
Identify data applicable to the Work and delete references to information not applicable.

E.

Drawings: Prepare drawings supplementing manufacturers' printed data to illustrate the
relationship of component parts of equipment and systems and to illustrate control sequence and
flow diagrams. Coordinate these drawings with information contained in record Drawings to
ensure correct illustration of completed installation.
1.

Do not use original project record documents as part of operation and maintenance
manuals.
END OF SECTION 017823
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SECTION 098000 - PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

DESCRIPTION
A.

Section includes the surface preparation and application requirements of paint systems as specified
herein.

B.

The coating system schedule included in the drawings, and the specifications herein identify the
surfaces to be coated with the designated coating system number including the required surface
preparation, and the products to be applied. If used, coating notes on the Drawings are to show or
extend the limits of coating schedules, to show exceptions to the schedules, or to clarify or show details
for application of the coating systems.

C.

Scope of Work
1.
2.

1.2

The Contractor shall furnish all materials, labor, equipment, and incidentals required to provide a
protective coating system for the surfaces listed herein and not otherwise excluded.
The work includes surface preparation and cleaning, painting and finishing of interior and
exterior exposed items and surfaces such as ceilings, walls, floors, miscellaneous metal, doors,
frames, construction signs, guardrails, posts, pipes, fittings, valves, equipment, and all other work
obviously required to be painted unless otherwise specified herein or on the Drawings. The
omission of minor items in the schedule of work shall not relieve the Contractor of his obligation
to include such items where they come within the general intent of the Specifications as stated
herein.

REFERENCES
A.

American National Standards Institute:
1.
2.

B.

ANSI/NSF Standard 61 Listing of Certified Drinking Water System Components - Health
Effects.
ANSI Z53.1, Safety Color Code for Marking Physical Hazards.

ASTM International (ASTM):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ASTM D4263 – Standard Test Method for Indicating Moisture in Concrete by the Plastic Sheet
Method.
ASTM D4414 – Standard Practice for Measurement of Wet Film Thickness by Notch Gages
ASTM D4417 – Standard Test Method for Field Measurement of Surface Profile of Blast
Cleaned Steel.
ASTM D6386 – Standard Practice for Preparation of Zinc (Hot-Dip Galvanized) Coated Iron and
Steel Product and Hardware Surfaces for Painting.
ASTM F1869 – Standard Test Method for Measuring Moisture Vapor Emission Rate of Concrete
Subfloor Using Anhydrous Calcium Chloride.
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6.
C.

International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI):
1.
2.

D.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

OSHA 1910.144, Safety Color Code for Marking Physical Hazards.
OSHA 1910.145, Specifications for accident prevention signs and tags.

SSPC: The Society for Protective Coatings, (SSPC)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

H.

NAPF 500-03 – Surface Preparation Standard for Ductile Iron Pipe and Fittings in Exposed
Locations Receiving Special External Coatings and/or Special Internal Linings

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA):
1.
2.

G.

NACE RP0287 – Field Measurement of Surface Profile of Abrasive Blast-Cleaned Steel Surfaces
Using a Replica Tape
NACE SP0188 – Standard Practice for Discontinuity (Holiday) Testing of Protective Linings
NACE No. 1/SSPC-SP 5 - White Metal Blast Cleaning.
NACE No. 2/SSPC-SP 10 - Near-White Metal Blast Cleaning.
NACE No. 3/SSPC-SP 6 Commercial Blast Cleaning
NACE No. 6/SSPC-SP13 – Surface Preparation of Concrete

National Association of Pipe Fabricators (NAPF)
1.

F.

Guideline No. 310.1 – Guide for Surface Preparation for the Repair of Deteriorated Concrete
Resulting from Reinforcing Steel Corrosion
Guideline No. 310.2 – Selecting and Specifying Concrete Surface Preparation for Sealer, Linings,
and Polymer Overlays

NACE International, (NACE)
1.

E.

ASTM F2170 – Standard Test Method for Determining Relative Humidity in Concrete Floor
Slabs Using in situ Probes.

SSPC PA1 - Shop, Field, and Maintenance Painting of Steel
SSPC-PA2 – Paint Application Specification No. 2: Measurement of Dry Coating Thickness
with Magnetic Gages.
SSPC-PA11 - Protecting Edges, Crevices, and Irregular Steel Surfaces by Stripe Coating
SSPC-SP1 Solvent Cleaning
SSPC-SP2 Hand Tool Cleaning
SSPC-SP3 Power Tool Cleaning
SSPC-SP5/NACE No. 1 – White Metal Blast Cleaning
SSPC-SP 6/NACE No. 3 - Commercial Blast Cleaning.
SSPC-SP 10/NACE No. 2 - Near-White Metal Blast Cleaning.
SSPC-SP 13/NACE No. 6 – Surface Preparation of Concrete
SSPC-SP16 Brush-Off Blast Cleaning of Coated and Uncoated Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steels,
and Non-Ferrous Metals
SSPC-VIS 1 - Guide to Reference Photographs for Steel Surfaces Prepared by Dry Abrasive Blast
Cleaning

Unless otherwise specified, references to documents shall mean the documents in effect at the time of
receipt of Bids. If referenced documents have been discontinued by the issuing organization references
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to those documents shall mean the replacement documents or the last version of the document before it
was discontinued.
1.3

DEFINITIONS
A.

"Paint" as used herein means all coating systems, materials, including primers, emulsions, enamels,
sealers and fillers, and other applied materials whether used as prime, intermediate or finish coats.

B.

Dry Film Thickness (DFT): Thickness of fully cured coating, measured in mils.

C.

Volatile Organic Compound (VOC): Content of air polluting hydrocarbons in uncured coating product
measured in units of grams per liter per pounds per gallon, as determined by EPA Method 24.

D.

The term “exposed” as used in this Section shall mean all items not covered with concrete, masonry, or
similar material.

1.4

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

Product Data: For each type of product indicated. Include preparation requirements and application
instructions.
1.

2.

Submit to the Engineer as provided in the Request for Proposals and Section 013300: Submittals,
Working Drawings, and Samples; shop drawings, manufacturer's specifications and data on the
proposed paint systems and detailed surface preparation, application procedures and dry film
thickness (DFT).
Submit material manufacturer's technical information, including paint label analysis and
application instructions for each material proposed
a.
b.
c.
d.

List each material and cross-reference to specific paint and finish system and application.
Identify by manufacturer's catalog number and general classification.
Submit copies of manufacturer's complete color charts for each coating system.
Provide certifications from manufacturers verifying that factory applied prime coats are
compatible with specified finish coatings.
Pipe Markers and Safety Signs: Submit copies of manufacturer's technical brochure,
including color chart and list of standard signs. Owner will set titles on pipe markers and
safety signs.

B.

Safety Data Sheets: Copies of current Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for materials.

C.

Qualification Data: Submit proof of acceptability of Applicator by manufacturer to Engineer.

D.

Jobsite Reports: Submit at the completion of Work
1.
Daily Reports: Include surface preparation, ambient conditions, application methods, material
applied, material quantities, material batch number, and description of items completed.
2.
Applicator shall maintain a copy of records until the expiration of the specified warranty period.

E.

Schedule:
1.

The Contractor shall submit for approval to the Construction Manager, a complete typewritten
Schedule of Painting Operations within 90 days after the Notice to Proceed. This Schedule is
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2.

3.

imperative so that the various fabricators or suppliers may be notified of the proper shop prime
coat to apply. It shall be the Contractor's responsibility to properly notify and coordinate the
fabricator's or suppliers' surface preparation and painting operations with these specifications.
Record of notification shall be transmitted to the Construction Manager or be available for
review. This Schedule shall include for each surface to be painted, the brand name, generic type,
solids by volume, application method, the coverage and the number of coats in order to achieve
the specified dry film thickness, and color charts. When the Schedule has been approved, the
Contractor shall apply all material in strict accordance with the approved Schedule and the
manufacturer's instructions. Wet and dry paint film gauges may be utilized by the Owner to verify
the proper application while work is in progress.
It is the intent of this section that as much as possible all equipment and piping utilize coating
systems specified herein supplied by a single manufacturer. All exceptions must be noted on the
Schedule. For each coating system, only one (1) manufacturer's product shall be used.
Contractor is responsible for the compatibility of all shop primed and field painted items in this
Contract. Furnish information on the characteristics of the finish materials proposed to use, to
ensure that compatible prime coats are used. As directed by the Engineer, provide barrier coats
over incompatible primers or remove and re-prime. Notify the Engineer in writing of anticipated
problems using the coating systems as specified with substrates primed by others.

F.

Color Samples: Manufacturer's standard color charts for color selection by Owner.

G.

Samples – Painting:
1.

Paint colors will be selected by Owner unless other standards are noted. Compliance with all
other requirements is the exclusive responsibility of the Contractor.

H.

Applicator Qualifications: Submit qualifications as specified under Quality Assurance article.

I.

Closeout Submittals:
1.
2.
3.

Submit certificate stating Work was properly prepared and painted in accordance with
Specifications.
Submit manufacturer's certificate stating quantity of paint furnished was sufficient to properly
coat all surfaces.
Maintenance Manual: Upon completion of work, furnish copies of a detailed maintenance manual
including following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.

1.5

Product name and number.
Name, address and telephone number of manufacturer and local distributor.
Detailed procedures for routine maintenance and cleaning.
Detailed procedures for light repairs such as dents, scratches and staining.

MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS
A.

Furnish extra materials, from the same product run, that match products installed and that are packaged
with protective covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents.
1.

Coatings: 5 percent, but not less than 1 gal. of each material and color applied.
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1.6

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Provide the best quality grade of the various types of coatings suitable for use in corrosive water and
wastewater treatment and pumping environments as regularly manufactured by approved paint materials
manufacturers. Materials not displaying the manufacturer's identification as a standard, best grade
product will not be acceptable.

B.

Provide undercoat paint produced by the same manufacturer as the finish coats. Undercoat and finish
coat paints shall be compatible. Use only thinners approved by the paint manufacturer and list the
manufacturer, and use only within recommended limits as listed on the manufacturer’s product data
sheets.

C.

Painting shall be accomplished by experienced painters specializing in industrial painting familiar with
all aspects of surface preparations and applications required for this project. Work shall be done in a
safe and workmanlike manner.

D.

Applicator Qualifications:
1.

2.
E.

Successfully painted water and wastewater utility installations for at least five (5) years. Submit
name and experience record of painting applicator to Engineer. A list of at least five (5) utility
installations painted within the last five (5) years, along with responsible officials, architects or
engineers involved with the project, and the approximate contract price may be requested by the
Owner or Engineer.
Painting applicators whose submissions indicate a lack of experience required to perform the
work, or have performed work in an unsatisfactory manner, will not be approved.

Pre-Installation Conference:
1.

2.

Before start of Work – General Contractor, Applicator, and Manufacturer’s Technical
Representative shall meet on-site with Engineer to discuss approved products and workmanship
to ensure proper surface preparation and application of the coatings.
Review foreseeable methods and procedures related to the coating Work including but not
necessarily limited to the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

F.

Review Project requirements and the Contract Documents.
Review required submittals.
Review requirements of on-site quality control inspection and testing.
Review the requirements for preparing the quality control report as specified herein.
Review availability of materials, tradesmen, equipment and facilities needed to make
progress and avoid delays.
Review material storage and staging.
Review equipment storage and staging.
Review waste management and disposal.
Review environmental conditions, other Project conditions, and procedures for coping with
unfavorable conditions.
Review regulations concerning code compliance, environmental protection, health, safety,
fire and similar considerations.
Review procedures required for the protection of the completed work during the remainder
of the construction period.

Single-Source Responsibility:
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1.
2.

Materials shall be products of a single manufacturer or items standard with manufacturer of
specified coating materials.
Provide secondary materials which are produced or are specifically recommended by coating
system manufacturer to ensure compatibility of system.

G.

Regulatory Requirements: Conform to applicable codes and ordinances for flame, fuel, smoke and
volatile organic compounds (VOC) ratings requirements for finishes at time of application.

H.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
1.
2.
3.

1.7

Tnemec Co. (Where noted otherwise in the coating specification use specified product or equal).
Sherwin Williams, subject to meeting the requirements of individual coating systems
requirements and the requirements of an “or equal” product as described below.
Or Equal. No substitutions will be considered that decrease film thickness, number of coats,
surface preparation or generic type of coating specified. Furnish same color selection of
substituted manufacturers as manufacturer specified, including accent colors in coating systems.
Substitutions must meet the performance requirements of the materials selected.

DELIVERY, HANDLING AND STORAGE
A.

Deliver,
store
and
handle
paint
recommendations, and as supplemented below.

B.

Delivery of Materials:
1.

accordance

with

manufacturer's

Deliver materials to job site in original, new, and unopened packages and containers bearing
manufacturer's name and label with following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

C.

in

Name or title of material.
Manufacturer's stock number, batch number and date of manufacture (shelf life).
Manufacturer's name.
Contents by volume, for major pigment and vehicle constituents.
Thinning instructions where recommended.
Application instructions.
Color name and number.

Storage of Materials:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Store only acceptable project materials on project site.
Store in a suitable location approved by Owner. Keep area clean and accessible.
Restrict storage to paint materials and related equipment.
Comply with health and fire regulations including the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970. Flammable materials shall be separated and stored in a suitable area as required.
Keep temperature of storage area above 50° F or manufacturer's recommended storage
temperature, whichever is higher. Consult the manufacturer’s written literature for storage
condition requirements.
Containers shall be clearly marked to indicate any hazards connected with the use of the paint and
steps which should be taken to prevent injury to those handling the product.
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1.8

JOB CONDITIONS
A.

Environmental Requirements:
1.

2.
3.
4.
B.

1.9

Proceed with coating Work only when temperature of substrate, air temperature, relative
humidity, dew point and other conditions comply with the manufacturer’s written
recommendations and when no damaging environmental conditions are forecasted for the time
when the material will be vulnerable to such environmental damage. Record such conditions and
include in Daily Report.
Maintain substrate temperature and ambient temperature before, during and after installation in
accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
Provide adequate ventilation during installation and full curing periods of the coating.
Coatings shall not be applied when ambient air temperature is within 5°F of the dew point and
falling.

Dust and Contaminants: Protect work and adjacent areas from excessive dust and airborne contaminates
during coating application and curing. Schedule Work to avoid excessive dust and airborne
contaminants.
WARRANTY AND GUARANTEES

A.

All paint and coatings work performed under these specifications shall be guaranteed by the coatings
applicator for 100 percent of the total coated area for both materials and labor against failures during the
warranty period.

B.

Failure under this warranty shall include flaking, peeling, or delaminating of the coating due to aging,
chemical attack, or poor workmanship; but it shall not include areas which have been damaged by
unusual chemical, thermal, or mechanical abuse.

1.10
A.

SURFACES TO BE COATED
Design Requirements:
1.

2.

Ensure surfaces are properly prepared, proper primer applied to correct mil thickness, and finish
coat is compatible with primer coat and applied to correct mil thickness. This requirement applies
to all equipment and material, whether the total process is done in the shop, in the field, or
partially in shop and partially in field.
Provide paint products supplied by one manufacturer unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.

B.

Paint all exposed surfaces, except where natural finish of material is specifically noted as a surface not
to be painted.

C.

Where items or surfaces are not specifically mentioned, paint these the same as adjacent similar
materials or areas.

D.

The following items will not be painted unless otherwise noted.
1.

Any code-requiring labels, such as Underwriters' Laboratories and Factory Mutual, or any
equipment identification, performance rating, name or nomenclature plates.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Any moving parts of operating units, mechanical and electrical parts, such as valve and damper
operators, linkages, sensing devices, motor and fan shafts, unless otherwise indicated.
Aluminum except where in contact with dissimilar metals.
Fiberglass items including but not limited to handrails, walkways, toeboards, windows, louvers,
fans, grating, and tanks.
Stainless steel, chromium plate/polished chrome, anodized aluminum, nickel and similar finished
products.
Brass and bronze other than exposed utility tubing.
Flexible couplings, lubricated bearing surfaces, insulation and plastic pipe or duct interiors.
Plastic switch plates and receptacle plates.
Signs and nameplates.
Finish hardware.
Packing glands and other adjustable parts, unless otherwise indicated.
Portions of metal, other than aluminum, embedded in concrete. This does not apply to the back
face of items mounted to concrete or masonry surfaces which shall be painted before erection.
This also does not apply to concrete encased piping which shall be coated as specified in the
Coating Schedule included in the drawings. Aluminum to be embedded in, or in contact with,
concrete shall be coated to prevent electrolysis.
Galvanized metals unless specifically noted otherwise.
Prefinished Items.
a.

b.

Unless otherwise shown or specified, factory finishing such as baked-on factory porcelain,
polyvinyl fluoride or other similar finish is specified for such items as, but not limited to,
mechanical and electrical equipment such as instruments, light fixtures and distribution
cabinets. Touch up factory finished items with paint supplied by the item manufacturer. As
directed by Engineer, field paint damaged prefinished items or return them to the factory
for repair and repainting.
Any prefinished item not having generic type of paint or proper mil thickness to withstand
corrosive atmosphere of water treatment plants, wastewater treatment plants and/or
pumping stations shall be returned to the factory for painting or shall have additional coats
applied in the field.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A.

The following coating systems list a product by name to establish a standard of quality; other products
of the same generic types may be submitted to the Engineer for approval as described in Paragraph 1.6
H., herein. When other than the specified coating system is proposed, the Contractor shall submit on a
typewritten list giving the proposed coatings, brand, trade name, generic type and catalog number of the
proposed system and the requested test results for the Engineer's approval.

B.

Paint used in successive field coats shall be produced by the same manufacturer. Paint used in the first
field coat over shop painted or previously painted surfaces shall cause no wrinkling, lifting, or other
damage to underlying paint. Shop paint shall be of the same type and manufacturer as used for field
painting by the Contractor.
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C.

2.2

Provide paints, pipe marker and safety signs of durable and washable quality. Use materials which will
withstand normal washing as required to remove grease, oil, chemicals, etc., without showing
discoloration, loss of gloss, staining, or other damage.
COLORS AND FINISHES

A.

Provide surface treatments and finishes as specified in paragraph 2.4 of this Section.

B.

Color Schedule: Colors for painted surfaces will be selected by Owner or as shown on Drawings.

C.

Piping Color Code: Colors for piping will be in accordance with Section 220553 “Identification for
Plumbing Piping and Equipment”.

D.

Use representative colors when preparing samples for Engineer's review. Final acceptance of colors
will be from samples applied on the job.

E.

Color Pigments: Pure, nonfading, applicable types to suit substrates and service indicated.

F.

Paints specified for application on submerged metal in contact with potable water shall meet NSF 61
and be approved by the governing health and safety codes.

2.3

MANUFACTURERS
A.

Products of Tnemec Company, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri are listed to establish a standard of
performance and quality.

B.

Materials specified are those that have been evaluated for the specific service. Request for material
substitutions shall be in accordance with requirements of the project specifications. Equivalent materials
of other manufacturers may be submitted on written approval of the Engineer. No request for
substitution shall be considered that would decrease film thickness or offer a change in the generic type
of coating specified. In no case, will the request be considered unless information is received, in writing,
ten (10) days prior to the bid opening date.

C.

Requests for substitution shall include:
1.
Manufacturer’s literature for each product giving name, product number, generic type, descriptive
information, laboratory testing showing results equal to the performance criteria of the products
specified herein.
2.
Side by side comparison of the performance attributes of the proposed materials as compared to
the specified coating system.
3.
List of ten (10) projects in which each product has been used and rendered satisfactory service.
4.
The sum which will be added to or deducted from the base bid should alternate materials be
accepted.

2.4

MATERIALS
A.

STEEL – STRUCTURAL, TANKS, PIPE AND EQUIPMENT
1.

SYSTEM 101 - EXTERIOR EXPOSED – STRUCTURAL, TANKS, AND EQUIPMENT
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a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

SYSTEM 102 - EXTERIOR EXPOSED – PIPE
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP6 Commercial Blast Cleaning with a minimum angular
anchor profile of 1.5 mils
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 3.0 – 5.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 103- INTERIOR EXPOSED
a.
b.
c.

4.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP6 Commercial Blast Cleaning with a minimum angular
anchor profile of 1.5 mils
Primer: Hydro-Zinc Series 94-H20 2.5 – 3.5 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 3.0 – 5.0 mils dft
Finish: Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP6 Commercial Blast Cleaning with a minimum angular
anchor profile of 1.5 mils
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 3.0 – 5.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 104 - IMMERSION – TYPICAL MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER
a.
b.
c.
d.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP10 Near White Blast Cleaning with a minimum angular
anchor profile of 1.5 mils
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

5.

SYSTEM 105 - IMMERSION – POTABLE WATER REQUIRING NSF 61 CERTIFICATION
a.
N/A

6.

SYSTEM 106 - IMMERSION – MODERATE TO SEVERE CHEMICAL EXPOSURE INCLUDING H2S
VAPOR EXPOSURE – SMALL STRUCTURES - MECHANISMS
a.
b.
c.

7.

SEVERE WASTEWATER H2S VAPOR EXPOSURE – LARGE STRUCTURES
a.

8.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP10 Near-White Blast Cleaning with a minimum angular
anchor profile of 2.0 mils
Primer: Tneme-Liner Series 61 at 10.0 – 12.0 mils dft
Finish: Tneme-Liner Series 61 at 10.0 – 12.0 mils dft

N/A

SYSTEM 107 - BELOW GRADE
a.
b.
c.
d.

Steel Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP10 Near White Blast Cleaning
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
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9.

SYSTEM 108 – MARGINALLY PREPARED SURFACES (MAINTENANCE) (NON-IMMERSION)
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
a.

b.
c.
d.
B.

FACTORY PRIMED STEEL – DOORS, FRAMES & EQUIPMENT
1.

SYSTEM 121 - CHEMICAL EXPOSURE
a.

b.
c.
2.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP2/SP3 Hand and Power Tool Cleaning, feather all rough
edges, remove loose rust, dirt, and other surface contaminants with sandpaper, scotch brite,
etc.
Primer: Chem-Build Series 135 3.0 to 5.0 mils dft
Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 122 - NON-CHEMICAL EXPOSURE
a.
b.
c.

C.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP2/SP3 Hand and Power Tool Cleaning, feather all rough
edges, remove loose rust, dirt, and other surface contaminants with sandpaper, scotch brite,
etc.
Primer: Chem-Build Series 135 3.0 to 5.0 mils dft
Interior Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Exterior Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

Surface Preparation: Clean & Dry
Primer: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft
Finish: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft

GALVANIZED STEEL, STAINLESS STEELS, & NON- FERROUS METALS
1.

SYSTEM 201 – INTERIOR/EXTERIOR EXPOSED PIPE & MISC. FABRICATIONS
a.

b.
c.
d.
2.

SYSTEM 202 –IMMERSION PIPE & MISC. FABRICATIONS
a.

b.
c.
3.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP16 Brush-Off Blast Cleaning of Coated and Uncoated
Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steels, and Non-Ferrous Metals to achieve a uniform anchor
profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mils
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Interior Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Exterior Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP16 Brush-Off Blast Cleaning of Coated and Uncoated
Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steels, and Non-Ferrous Metals to achieve a uniform anchor
profile of 1.0 – 2.0 mils
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 203 –DISSIMILAR METAL INSULATION – ALUMINUM IN CONTACT WITH CONCRETE,
STAINLESS IN CONTACT WITH CARBON STEEL.
a.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP16 Brush-Off Blast Cleaning of Coated and Uncoated
Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steels, and Non-Ferrous Metals to achieve a uniform anchor
profile of 2.0 – 3.0 mils
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b.
c.
d.
4.

SYSTEM 204 – INTERIOR DRY EXPOSED – OVERHEAD DECKING AND DUCT WORK
a.
b.
c.

D.

Surface Preparation: Clean and Dry
Prime: Uni-Bond DF Series V115 at 2.0 – 4.0 dft mils
Finish: Uni-Bond DF Series V115 at 2.0 – 4.0 dft mils

DUCTILE OR CAST IRON – PIPE, PUMPS & VALVES
1.

SYSTEM 211 - BELOW GRADE
a.

b.
c.
d.
2.

b.
c.
d.
3.

Surface Preparation of Ductile Iron: Prepare all surfaces as per NAPF 500-03 - Uniformly
abrasive blast the entire exterior surface using abrasive to an NAPF 500-03-04 with a
minimum angular anchor profile of 1.5 mils.
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 213 – INTERIOR EXPOSED AND/OR IMMERSION (OUTSIDE DIAMETER)
a.

b.
c.
4.

Ductile Iron Surface Preparation: Prepare all surfaces as per NAPF 500-03 - Uniformly
abrasive blast the entire exterior surface using abrasive to an NAPF 500-03-04 with a
minimum angular anchor profile of 1.5 mils.
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 212 –EXTERIOR EXPOSED (OUTSIDE DIAMETER)
a.

Surface Preparation of Ductile Iron: Prepare all surfaces as per NAPF 500-03 - Uniformly
abrasive blast the entire exterior surface using abrasive to an NAPF 500-03-04 with a
minimum angular anchor profile of 1.5 mils.
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

INTERIOR EXPOSED AND/OR IMMERSION, H2S VAPOR EXPOSURE (INSIDE DIAMETER)
a.

E.

Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

N/A

PVC
1.

SYSTEM 221 - EXTERIOR EXPOSED
a.
b.
c.

2.

Surface Preparation: Scarify, Clean and Dry
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 2.0 – 4.0 mils dft
Finish: Endura-Shield Series 1095 2.0 to 3.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 222- INTERIOR EXPOSED
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a.
b.
c.
F.

CONCRETE & MASONRY –PRECAST, POURED-IN-PLACE, CAST-IN-PLACE AND CMU
1.

SYSTEM 301 – INTERIOR WALLS NON-CHEMICAL EXPOSED
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

3.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP13/NACE 6, ICRI CSP 3
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 307 – IMMERSION - MODERATE CHEMICAL AND H2S EXPOSURE
a.
b.
c.

6.

N/A

SYSTEM 306 – BELOW GRADE OR IMMERSION
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP13/NACE 6 – Clean & Dry
Filler (if needed): Epoxoblock WB Series 1254 at 75 – 150 sq. ft./gal
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

ULTRAFILTRATION TANKS – MEMBRANE BASINS – NSF61 POTABLE WATER
a.

4.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP13/NACE 6 – Clean & Dry
Filler for Porous Surfaces: Epoxoblock WB Series 1254 at 75 – 150 sq. ft./gal
Primer: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft
Finish Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 302 - INTERIOR WALLS CHEMICAL EXPOSED
a.
b.
c.
d.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP13/NACE 6, ICRI CSP 2-3
Primer: Tneme-Liner Series 61 at 10.0 – 12.0 mils dft
Finish: Tneme-Liner Series 61 at 10.0 – 12.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 308 - WASTEWATER H2S VAPOR EXPOSURE
a.

Surface Preparation: Abrasive Blast to remove laitance, form release agents, curing

b.

compounds, sealers, and other contaminants and to provide surface profile in
accordance with SSPC-SP13/NACE6, ICRI CSP5.
Filler: MortarClad Series 218 - parge coat of entire surface at a minimum thickness
of 1/16” inch.
Finish: Perma-Glaze Series 435 at 30 - 40 mils DFT applied in multiple coats

c.
G.

Surface Preparation: Scarify, Clean and Dry
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 2.0 – 4.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 2.0 – 4.0 mils dft

CONCRETE FLOORS
1.

SYSTEM 311– LIGHT TRAFFIC, MILD CHEMICAL EXPOSURE
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a.
b.
c.
2.

SYSTEM 312– MODERATE TO SEVERE ABUSE, CHEMICAL EXPOSURE
a.
Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP13/NACE 6, Minimum ICRI CSP-3
b.
Primer: Epoxoprime Series 201 at 6.0 – 8.0 mils dft
c.
Intermediate: Tneme-Glaze Series 282 at 6.0 – 8.0 mil dft
d.
Finish: Tneme-Glaze Series 282 at 6.0 – 8.0 mil dft

3.

SYSTEM 313– DRY AREAS – WAREHOUSE STORAGE
a.
b.

4.

N/A

WALLS
1.

SYSTEM 401 - GYPSUM WALL BOARD - INTERIOR
a.
b.
c.

2.

c.
d.

Surface Preparation: Clean & Dry
Surfacer/Filler for joints and screw holes: Surfacing Epoxy Series 215 and Series 273 Part
D fiberglass tape
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

WOOD
1.

SYSTEM 411 - INTERIOR
a.
b.
c.
d.

K.

Prime: Uni-Bond DF Series V115 at 2.0 – 4.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft
Finish: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft

SYSTEM 402 - WALL BOARD – WATER RESISTANT – INTERIOR WALLS CHEMICAL EXPOSURE
a.
b.

J.

N/A

CONCRETE – SECONDARY CONTAINMENT
1.

I.

Surface Preparation: Clean and Dry – as per product data sheet
Finish: CT Densifyer Series 629 at 300 – 350 square feet per gallon

RESINOUS FLOORING
a.

H.

Surface Preparation: SSPC-SP13/NACE 6, Minimum ICRI CSP-2
Primer: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft
Finish: Hi-Build Epoxoline II Series L69 at 4.0 – 6.0 mils dft

Surface Preparation: Sand rough areas. Clean and dry.
Prime: Uni-Bond DF Series V115 at 2.0 – 4.0 mils dft
Intermediate: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft
Finish: Enduratone Series 1028 at 2.0 – 3.0 mils dft

MISCELLAENOUS
1.

SYSTEM – 601- EXPOSED SAWCUT CONCRETE FACE AND EXPOSED REINFORCEMENT
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a.
b.

Surface Preparation: According to manufacturer’s recommendations.
Coating: Sika Armatec 110 EpoCem, or equal (Coverage per manufacturer’s
recommendations. Minimum 20 mil. thickness).

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

EXAMINATION
A.

Examine areas and conditions under which coating systems are to be applied. Notify Engineer of areas
or conditions not acceptable. Do not begin surface preparation or application until unacceptable areas or
conditions have been corrected.

B.

Do not paint over dirt, rust, scale, grease, moisture, scuffed surfaces, or conditions otherwise detrimental
to formation of a durable paint film.

C.

Remove by blast cleaning to SSPC-SP 10 Near White Blast Cleaning any bitumastic coating or
improper primer on any material or equipment which is to be painted and arrives at the construction site
with a bitumastic coating or a priming system not specified in paragraph 2.4 Coating Systems.

3.2

PROTECTION OF SURFACES NOT SCHEDULED TO BE COATED
A.

Protect surrounding areas and surfaces not scheduled to be coated from damage during surface
preparation and application of coatings.

B.

Immediately remove coatings that fall on surrounding areas and surfaces not scheduled to be coated.

C.

Remove mask, or otherwise protect hardware, lighting fixtures, switchplates, machines, surfaces,
couplings, shafts, bearings, nameplates on machinery, and other surfaces not intended to be painted.
Provide drop cloths to prevent paint materials from falling on or marring adjacent surfaces. Protect
working parts of mechanical and electrical equipment from damage during surface preparation and
painting. Mask openings in motors and equipment to prevent abrasives, paint and other materials from
entering.

D.

Exercise care not to damage adjacent work during sandblasting operations. Conduct spray painting
under controlled conditions. Promptly repair any damage to adjacent work or adjoining property
occurring from sandblasting or spray-painting operations.

3.3

SURFACE PREPARATION
A.

Surfaces shall be prepared in accordance with manufacturer’s written instructions as outlined in the
product data sheet and application guides.
1.

B.

Surface preparation shall be as specified in the designated coating system.

Clean substrates of substances that could impair bond of paints, including dust, dirt, oil, grease, and
incompatible paints.
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1.

Remove incompatible primers and reprime substrate with compatible primers or apply tie coat as
required to produce coating systems indicated.

C.

Steel – Structural, Tanks, Pipe and Equipment:
1.
Grind smooth to a rounded contour sharp edges and welds, and remove weld splatter.
2.
Prior to the specified surface preparation SSPC-SP1 Solvent Cleaning shall be performed to all
surfaces.
3.
SSPC-SP2 Hand Tool Cleaning: Removal of loose rust, loose mill scale, loose paint, and other
loose detrimental foreign matter, by hand chipping, scraping, sanding, and wire brushing.
4.
SSPC-SP3 Power Tool Cleaning: Removal of loose rust, loose mill scale, loose paint, and other
loose detrimental foreign matter, by power tool chipping, descaling, sanding, wire brushing, and
grinding.
5.
SSPC-SP5/NACE 1 White Metal Blast Cleaning: Removal of all visible rust, oil, grease, soil,
dust, mill scale, paint, oxides, corrosion products and foreign matter by blast cleaning.
6.
SSPC-SP6/NACE 3 Commercial Blast Cleaning: Removal of all visible oil, grease, soil, dust,
mill scale, rust, paint, oxides, corrosion products, and other foreign matter, except that staining
shall be limited to no more than 33 percent of each 9-square inch of surface area.
7.
SSPC-SP10/NACE 2 Near-White Blast Cleaning: Removal of all visible oil, grease, soil, dust,
mill scale, rust, paint, oxides, corrosion products, and other foreign matter, except that staining
shall be limited to no more than 5 percent of each 9-square inch of surface area.
8.
Apply prime coat before rust bloom forms or within 24-hours, whichever is earlier.
9.
Do not allow blast cleaned or bare surfaces to stand overnight before coating.

D.

Ductile or Cast Iron – Pipe, Pumps, Valves and Fittings
1.
2.
3.

E.

Galvanized Steel, Aluminum, Stainless Steel, and Non-Ferrous Metal Substrates:
1.

2.
F.

Ductile iron pipe and fittings shall be delivered without asphalt, cement lining, or any other
lining.
All oils, small deposits of asphalt paint, grease, and soluble deposits shall be removed in
accordance with NAPF 500-03-01 Solvent Cleaning prior to abrasive blasting.
Exterior Preparation: Uniformly abrasive blast the entire exterior surface using angular abrasive
to an NAPF 500-03-04: “External Pipe Surface Condition”. When viewed without magnification,
the exterior surfaces shall be free of all visible dirt, dust, loose annealing oxide, loose mold
coating, rust and other foreign matter. Tightly adherent annealing oxide, mold coating and rust
staining may remain on the surface provided they cannot be removed by lifting with a dull putty
knife. Any area where rust reappears before application shall be re-blasted. The surface shall
contain a minimum angular anchor profile of 1.5 mils in accordance with ASTM D 4417, Method
C.

SSPC-SP16 Brush-off Blast Cleaning of Coated and Uncoated Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steels,
and Non-Ferrous Metals: Not for carbon steel. Requires sweep blasting of the entire surface to
remove all foreign matter. Dense and uniform surface profile is required.
The type and size of abrasive shall be selected to produce a surface profile that meets the coating
manufacturer’s recommendation for the particular coating and service conditions.

Wood Substrates:
1.

Wood surfaces to be painted shall be cleaned of dirt, oil or other foreign substances with mineral
spirits, scrapers, sandpaper or wire brush. Seal knots and pitch pockets with shellac reduced with
equal parts of shellac thinner (denatured alcohol) before sandpaper finishing with fine grit and
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remove sanding dust. After the prime coat is dry, fill cracks and holes with putty or spackling
compound. When filler is hard, sand flush with the surface using fine grit sandpaper. Sand lightly
between coats with fine grit, open-coated sandpaper.
G.

PVC Substrates:
1.

H.

Concrete and Masonry Substrates:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
I.

3.4

PVC surfaces to be painted shall be clean, dry and free of oil, grease, and other contaminants and
lightly sanded to create a surface for coating to adhere to.

All surfaces must be clean, dry and free of oil, grease and other contaminants, prior to preparation
in accordance with NACE No. 6/SSPC-SP13. Concrete surfaces must be sound and capable of
supporting the coating system.
Prepare concrete surfaces in accordance with NACE No. 6/SSPC-SP13 Joint Surface Preparation
Standards and ICRI Technical Guidelines. Shot-blast or mechanically abrade concrete surfaces
to remove laitance, curing compounds, hardeners, sealers, existing coatings, and other
contaminants and to provide the recommended ICRI-CSP Profile.
Cracks, voids and other surface imperfections should be filled with the recommended filler or
surfacer prior to the installation of the materials.
Treat control joints and other nonmoving substrate cracks to prevent cracks from reflecting
through the coating system according to manufacturer's written recommendations.
Level or grind concrete substrates to produce a uniform and smooth surface, including removal of
sharp edges, ridges, form fins, and other concrete protrusions.
All surfaces to be painted or repainted, shall be repaired, cleaned and finished to the standards as
specified herein and in Division 3 for new concrete.

Gypsum Drywall:
1.
Sand joint compound with fine grit, open-coated sandpaper to provide a smooth flat surface.
Avoid heavy sanding of the adjacent wall board surfaces, which will raise the nap of the paper
covering. Remove dust from the surface by wiping with clean rags or other means. If additional
joint finishing is required to provide a smooth surface, the same joint compound of a ready-mixed
spackling compound should be used. Putty, patching pencils, caulking or masking tape should
not be applied to dry wall surfaces to be painted. Finish level 4 or 5 must be achieved prior to
beginning to paint. Level shall be suitable for coating system to be applied.
2.
Lightly scuff-sand tape joints after priming to remove raised paper nap. Take care not to sand
through the prime coat and remove dust by wiping with clean rags.
APPLICATION

A.

Apply coatings in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions as outlined in the product data
sheet, application guides and technical bulletins.

B.

The application of coatings to steel substrates shall be in accordance with SSPC PA1 - Shop, Field, and
Maintenance Painting of Steel.

C.

All painting shall be done by skilled and experienced craftsmen and shall be of highest quality
workmanship. Coating systems shall be as specified herein.
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D.

Use application equipment, tools, pressure settings, and techniques in accordance with manufacturer’s
instructions.

E.

Uniformly apply coatings at spreading rate required to achieve specified Dry Film Thickness (DFT).

F.

Apply coatings to be free of film characteristics or defects that would adversely affect performance or
appearance of coating systems

G.

Paint back sides of access panels and removable or hinged covers to match the exposed surfaces.

H.

Equipment manufacturer or supplier shall provide touch-up paint for items with shop applied finish
coats.

I.

Where specified in the individual sections, primer coat(s) shall be applied in the shop by the equipment
manufacturer. The shop coats shall be as specified and shall be compatible with the field coat or coats.

J.

Certification: The Contractor shall obtain from the equipment manufacturer or supplier, prior to
shipment of equipment, a written certification that surface preparation, coating brand, material, DFT and
application method complied with this section.

K.

If the shop applied coating is in good condition, as determined by the Engineer, the field application
may consist of touching up the shop primer coat to achieve the specified film thickness in accordance
with the product data sheet.
1.

L.

The Owner/Engineer reserves the option, however, to require that badly damaged and poorly
applied shop coatings be removed and the surfaces recoated in accordance with the specified
system requirements.

Shop applied coatings of unknown composition shall be completely removed before the indicated
coatings are applied.
1.

Valves, castings, ductile or cast iron pipe, and fabricated pipe or equipment shall be examined for
the presence of shop-applied temporary coatings. If present, this coating shall be removed.

M.

Shop primed equipment shall be prepared as per manufacturer’s recommendations in the field before
finish coats are applied.

N.

Shop Applied Bituminous Paint or Asphalt Varnish: Abrasive blast clean shop applied bituminous paint
or asphalt varnish from surfaces scheduled to receive non-bituminous coatings.

O.

In accordance with SSPC-PA11 Protecting Edges, Crevices, and Irregular Steel Surfaces by Stripe
Coating shall be applied to edges, angles, weld seams, flanges, nuts and bolts, and other places where
insufficient film thicknesses are likely to be present.

P.

Each coat of paint shall be of a slightly different shade, to facilitate inspection of surface coverage of
each coat.

Q.

Sprayed Finishes: Spray paint finish doors, frames and windows, where required. Brush or roller
finishes will not be acceptable.

R.

Install piping markers and safety signs only after painting and finish work is completed.
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3.5

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL, INSPECTION AND TESTING
A.

The Applicator shall perform the quality control procedures listed below in conjunction with the
requirements of this section.

B.

Inspect materials upon receipt to ensure that products are supplied by the approved Manufacturer.

C.

Surface Profile and Degree of Surface Cleanliness: Inspect and record substrate profile (anchor pattern)
and degree of cleanliness. Surfaces shall meet the manufacturer’s recommended anchor profile and
degree of blast cleaning.
1.
2.

D.

Concrete Surface Profile: Inspect and record substrate profile. Surface profile shall be equal to the
manufacturer’s recommendation in accordance with ICRI Guideline 310.2 and SSPC-SP13/NACE No.
6.
1.

E.

Visually confirm the specified degree of surface cleanliness of the ferrous metal surface in
accordance with SSPC-VIS 1.
The specified surface profile of the prepared substrate shall be verified in accordance with ASTM
D4417 – Method C Replica Tape or NACE RP0287.

Compare the substrate profile once every 50 square feet with the Concrete Surface Profile (CSP)
comparators in accordance with ICRI Guideline No. 310.2.

Concrete Moisture Testing: After surface preparation verify concrete dryness in accordance with one or
more of the following moisture tests.
1.

ASTM F1869 – Standard Test Method for Measuring Moisture Vapor Emission Rate of Concrete
Subfloor Using Anhydrous Calcium Chloride.
a.

2.

ASTM F2170 – Standard Test Method for Determining Relative Humidity in Concrete Floor
Slabs Using in situ Probes.
a.

3.

Relative humidity not to exceed 80 percent.

ASTM D4263— Standard Test Method for Indicating Moisture in Concrete by the Plastic Sheet
Method.
a.

4.

Moisture vapor transmission not to exceed three pounds per 1,000 square feet in a 24-hour
period.

No moisture present

Consult manufacturer regarding questions and or recommendations in reference to moisture
problems or questions.

F.

Surface Cleanliness: Prepared surfaces shall be inspected for surface cleanliness after cleaning and
drying, prior to the coating application.

G.

Measure and record ambient air temperature, relative humidity and dew point temperature once every
two hours of each work shift to ensure that the products are being applied within the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
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H.

Measure and record substrate temperature once every two hours using an infrared or other surface
thermometer to ensure that the products are being applied within the manufacturer’s recommendations.

I.

Film Thickness:
1.
2.

J.

Wet-Film Thickness shall be taken in accordance with ASTM D4414 or other agreed-upon
method.
The Dry-Film Thickness (DFT) shall be measured in accordance with SSPC-PA2 Measurement
of Dry Coating Thickness. Verify DFT of each coat and total DFT of each coating system are as
specified.

Holiday (Spark) Testing: Upon full cure of coating system numbers 104, 105, and 106 the coating
system shall be checked by spark detection in accordance with NACE SP0188 and the Manufacturer’s
instructions to verify a pinhole-free surface. Areas which do not pass the spark detection test shall be
corrected at no cost to the Owner.
1.

Submit written reports of the test results and actions taken to correct non-conforming work.

K.

The Applicator is responsible for keeping the Engineer informed of progress so that Engineer may
provide additional quality control at his discretion.

L.

Inspection by the Engineer or others does not absolve the applicator from his responsibilities for quality
control inspection and testing as specified herein or as required by the Manufacturer's instructions.
MANUFACTURER’S FIELD SERVICES

3.6
A.

3.7

Manufacturer’s technical representative shall provide technical assistance and guidance for surface
preparation and application of coating systems.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

A.

3.8

Surfaces shall be prepared, applied, and tested in accordance with the specification and referenced
standards herein.
REPAIR

A.

Damaged Materials: Repair or replace damaged materials and surfaces not scheduled to be coated.

B.

Damaged Coatings: Touch-up or repair damaged coatings. Touch-up of minor damage shall be
acceptable where result is not visibly different from adjacent surfaces. Recoat entire surface where
touch-up result is visibly different, either in sheen, texture, or color.

C.

Coating Defects: Repair in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions coatings that exhibit film
characteristics or defects that would adversely affect performance or appearance of coating systems.
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3.9

PROTECTION AND CLEANING
A.

Protect the completed Work from traffic, physical abuse, immersion and chemical exposure until the
complete system has thoroughly cured as per manufacturer’s written instructions.

B.

At the completion of the Work, Applicator shall remove materials and debris associated with the Work
of this Section.

C.

Clean surfaces not designated to receive coating. Restore designated areas in a manner acceptable to
Engineer.

D.

Protect the completed Work from damage until Final Acceptance. Coating damaged in any manner shall
be repaired or replaced at the discretion of Engineer, at no additional cost to Owner.

3.10
A.

COATING/FINISH SCHEDULE
As shown in Drawings.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 110513 – COMMON MOTOR REQUIREMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1
A.

1.2

SCOPE OF WORK
This Section includes AC induction electric motors to be provided with associated driven
equipment. Motor voltage, speed and enclosures are specified in the equipment specifications.
Unless otherwise specified, motors shall be provided by the manufacturer of the driven
equipment under the provisions of the individual equipment specification.
MOTOR RATING

A.

Motor horsepower ratings as shown on the drawings and noted on the specifications are
estimates only and it is the responsibility of the VENDOR to furnish motors, electric circuits,
power feeds and other equipment whose ratings meet the requirements for the submitted
horsepower and amperage.

B.

This section applies to electric motors rated 480 V and below.

1.3

CODE AND STANDARDS

A.

Electrical Code Compliance: Comply with applicable local electrical code requirements of the
authority having jurisdiction and NEC Articles 220, 250, and 430, as applicable to installation,
and construction of motor controllers.

B.

AFBMA Compliance: Comply with applicable requirements of AFBMA 9 & 11, "Load Rating
and Fatigue Life for Ball and Roller Bearings."

C.

UL Compliance: Comply with applicable requirements of UL 674, “Electric Motors and
Generators, for Use in Division 1 Hazardous (Classified) Locations” and UL 1004, “Electric
Motors”.

D.

IEEE Compliance: Comply with recommended practices contained in IEEE Standard 112,
"Standard Test Procedures for Polyphase Induction Motors and Generators," and IEEE
Standard 841, “Standard for Petroleum and Chemical Industry – Totally Enclosed Fan Cooled
(TEFC) Squirrel Cage Induction Motors – Up to and Including 500 HP”.

E.

NEMA Compliance: Comply with applicable requirements of NEMA Standard ICS 2,
"Industrial Control Devices, Controllers and Assemblies", NEMA Standard ICS 6, “Enclosures
for Industrial Controls and Systems, ”Pub No. 250, "Enclosures for Electrical Equipment (1000
Volts Maximum)" and NEMA MG 1, “Motors and Generators”.
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1.4
A.

1.5
A.

MAINTENANCE DATA
Submit maintenance data and parts list for each motor and auxiliary component; including
troubleshooting maintenance guide. Also, provide product data and shop drawings in a
maintenance manual, in accordance with requirements of the Contract Documents.
SUBMITTALS
Product Data: Submit manufacturer's data and installation instructions for each motor in
accordance with the individual equipment specification and Section 013300. As a minimum,
the following information shall be provided:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Manufacturer name, type and model number
Motor outline, dimensions and weight
Manufacturer’s general descriptive information relative to motor features
Type of bearing and method of lubrication
Rated size of motor and service factor
Temperature rise and insulation rating
Full-load rotative speed
Efficiency at full, ¾ and ½ load
Full load current
Locked-rotor current
Space heater wattage and voltage, if applicable
If a winding overtemperature device is required, provide a response curve for the
temperature device, wiring diagram and specifications
If a moisture detection system is required, provide a typical wiring diagram and a
moisture detection relay to be installed by the CONTRACTOR or VENDOR in the
associated motor controller.

B.

Shop Drawings: Submit shop drawings of electric motors showing accurately scaled equipment
locations and spatial relationships to associated drive equipment.

C.

Wiring Diagrams: Submit power and control wiring diagrams for electric motors showing
connections to electrical power panels, feeders, and equipment.

D.

Operations and Maintenance Data: Submit operation and maintenance information as required
by Section 017823.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1
A.

2.2

GENERAL
Except as otherwise indicated, provide electric motors and ancillary components that comply
with manufacturer's standard materials, design and construction in accordance with published
product information, and as required for a complete installation.
SERVICE CONDITIONS
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A.

Unless specified otherwise, motors shall be suitable for continuous operation at an elevation of
0 to 3300 feet above mean sea level.

B.

Unless specified otherwise, motors located outdoors shall be suitable for continuous operation
from -25 to 40°C; motors located indoors shall be suitable for continuous operation from 0 to
40°C.

C.

All motors shall be able to operate under power supply variations in accordance with NEMA
MG 1 – 14.30.

2.3
A.

2.4
A.

NAMEPLATES
Motor nameplates shall be engraved or stamped stainless steel. Information shall include those
items as enumerated in NEMA Standard MG 1, as applicable. Nameplates shall be
permanently fastened to the motor frame and shall be visibly positioned for inspection.
CONSTRUCTION
All motors provided under this specification shall have the following features of construction:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

2.5
A.

MOTORS LESS THAN ½ HORSEPOWER
General:
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Frames shall be steel for motors smaller than ½ horsepower and cast iron for motors ½
horsepower and larger.
Cast metal shrouds and covers for non-sparking fan blades.
Non-hygroscopic motor leads.
NEMA Design-B as standard design. Other designs if required must be submitted and
approved in writing by the ENGINEER.
Motor Service Factor of 1.15 for Sine-Wave and 1.0 for Inverter Duty.
Grounding terminal
Windings shall be copper
Rotor cages shall be die cast aluminum or fabricated copper
Shafts shall be made from carbon steel.

Unless specified otherwise, motors less than ½ horsepower shall be squirrel cage, single
phase, capacitor start, induction run type.
Single phase motors shall have class B insulation as a minimum.
Motors for fans less than 1/8 horsepower may be split-phase or shaded pole type.
Winding shall be copper.

Rating:
1.

Unless specified otherwise, motors less than ½ horsepower shall be rated for operation at
115 volts, single phase, 60 Hz, and shall be continuous-time rated in conformance with
NEMA Standard MG 1 – 10.35.
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2.
3.
2.6
A.

MOTORS ½ HORSEPOWER AND LARGER
General:
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Unless specified otherwise, motors ½ horsepower and larger shall be 3 phase, squirrel
cage, full voltage start induction type.
Unless otherwise specified, motors shall have a NEMA MG 1-1.16 design letter B or C
torque characteristic as required by the driven equipment’s starting torque requirement.
Winding shall be copper.
Motors shall be equipped with a set of thermal overload switches with dry contacts
available at the motor terminal box:

Rating:
1.

2.
3.

C.

Dual voltage (115/230) rated motors are acceptable if all leads are brought out to the
conduit box.
Motors shall be non-overloading at all points of the equipment operation.

Unless specified otherwise, motors ½ horsepower and larger shall be rated for operation
at 460 volts, 3 phase, 60 Hz, and shall be continuous-time rated in conformance with
NEMA Standard MG 1 – 10.35.
Dual voltage (230/460) rated motors are acceptable if all leads are brought out to the
conduit box.
Motors for variable frequency systems shall not be required to deliver more than 80% of
the motor’s service factor rating by any load imposed by the driven machine at any
specified operating condition or any condition imposed by the driven machine’s
performance curve at maximum operating speed.

Enclosures and Insulation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Motors shall be classified as Type 1 (Process) or Type 2 (Explosion proof) based upon
the location of the motor and the associated area classification.
Temperature rise for all motors shall not exceed that permitted by Note II, Paragraph
12.42 of NEMA MG 1.
Motor Insulation shall be non-hygroscopic.
Type 1 motors (Process):
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

Type 1 motors shall be premium energy-efficient motors, totally enclosed, fan
cooled (TEFC)
All outdoor motors shall have Class H insulation with Class B temperature rise.
Motors located indoors shall have Class F insulation with Class B temperature rise.
All internal surfaces shall be coated with an epoxy paint.
Motors shall be rated for corrosive atmosphere duty.

Type 2 Motors (Explosion Proof):
a.

Explosion proof motors shall be UL listed in accordance with UL 674 for Class I,
Group D hazardous atmospheres.
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b.
c.
d.

2.7

Motors located outdoors shall have Class H insulation. Motors located indoors
shall have Class F insulation.
A UL-approved Type 316 stainless steel breather/drain device shall be provided in
the motor drain hole.
The motor shall be provided with a frame temperature thermostat which meets the
UL frame temperature limit code T2A (280°C). The thermostat shall contain an
automatically reset, normally closed contact rated 2 amperes at 230 VAC.

MOTORS FOR VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES

A.

Motors intended for use with variable frequency drives shall be compatible with the
characteristics of the intended variable frequency inverter.

B.

Motors shall be Type 1 or Type 2 as specified in 2.06C.

C.

Motors shall be capable of withstanding a pulse voltage of at least 1750 volts with a rate of rise
up to 750V per microsecond.

D.

Motors shall be certified by the manufacturer as suitable for inverter duty and shall have as a
minimum a 10:1 turndown ratio (6-60Hz).

E.

Motors shall be capable of running above the rated RPM up to 70 Hz (116.67% of rated RPM)
so long as the load current does not exceed the full load amps of the motor.

2.8
A.

MOTOR EFFICIENCIES
Type 1 and Type 2 motors in accordance with NEMA MG 1 Table 12-11 and 12-12 and Type 2
in accordance with IEEE 841 Table 2 motor minimum nameplate efficiency for 900, 1200 and
1800 rpm motors, when operating on a sinusoidal power source shall conform to the following
(in accordance with IEEE 112B testing procedures):

Motor
Horsepower
1
1.5
2
3
5
7.5
10
15
20
25
30
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Guaranteed Minimum Efficiency (%)
900 RPM 1200 RPM 1800 RPM
70.0%
78.5%
81.5%
72.0%
81.5%
82.5%
80.0%
81.5%
82.5%
81.5%
86.5%
84.0%
82.5%
86.5%
84.0%
82.5%
88.5%
88.5%
86.5%
88.5%
88.5%
86.5%
89.5%
89.5%
87.5%
90.2%
91.7%
87.5%
91.0%
91.7%
89.5%
91.0%
91.7%
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40
50
60
75
100
125
150
200
250

2.9

89.5%
90.2%
90.2%
91.7%
91.7%
92.4%
92.4%
92.4%
93.6%

92.4%
92.4%
93.0%
93.0%
93.6%
93.6%
94.5%
94.5%
94.1%

92.4%
92.4%
93.0%
93.6%
94.1%
94.1%
94.5%
94.5%
94.1%

CONDUIT BOXES

A.

Conduit boxes shall be sized based on the conduit number and conduit size indicated on the
drawings. Provide over-sized boxes with the number of openings as required to accommodate
the conduits required.

B.

Conduit boxes shall be split construction with threaded hubs and shall conform to IEEE 841 for
Type 1 and Type 2 motors. Motors shall be furnished with petroleum-resistant gaskets at the
base of the conduit box and between the halves of the conduit box.

C.

Conduit boxes shall be designed to rotate in order to permit installation in any of four positions
90 degrees apart.

2.10
A.

2.11
A.

2.12

BEARINGS
Bearings may be oil or grease lubricated ball or angle contact roller bearing rated for a
minimum L-10 life of 100,000 hours in accordance with ABMA 9 or 100 at the ambient
temperature specified. Motor designs employing cartridge type bearings will not be accepted.
Bearings shall be fitted with lubricant fill and drain or relief fittings. Belt loads shall not
exceed forces calculated from NEMA MG 1 Table 14-1.
LIFTING EYES
Motors weighing more than 50 pounds shall be fitted with at least one lifting eye and motors
weighing over 150 pounds shall be fitted with two lifting eyes.
SPACE HEATERS

A.

Motors that are located outdoors shall be equipped with Space Heaters to prevent condensation
inside the motor enclosure after motor shutdown and maintain the temperature of the windings
at not less than 5°C above outside ambient temperature.

B.

Heaters shall be flexible wraparound type rated 120 volts, single phase, 60 Hz unless otherwise
noted. The space heater rating in watts and volts shall be noted on the motor nameplate or on a
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second nameplate. Space heater leads H1 and H2 shall be brought to a separate terminal block
or pigtails in the motor conduit box or separate conduit box with a threaded conduit opening.
PART 3 - EXECUTION
A.

Install electric in accordance with equipment manufacturer's written instructions, and with
recognized industry practices. Comply with applicable requirements of NEC, UL, and NEMA
standards, to ensure that products fulfill requirements.

B.

Tighten connectors and terminals, including screws and bolts, in accordance with equipment
manufacturer's published torque values for equipment connectors. Where manufacturer's
torque requirements are not indicated, tighten connectors and terminals to comply with
tightening torques specified in UL Standards 486A and B, and the National Electrical Code.

C.

Ensure that the motor is properly grounded from the incoming motor leads and that the frame is
bonded to the grounding electrode system.

D.

Verify breather/drain fittings have been installed as specified.

E.

Prior to energizing, check circuitry for electrical continuity, and for short-circuits. Winding
insulation resistance for motors shall not be less than 10-megohms measured with a 1000-VAC
megohmeter at 1-minute at or corrected to 40°C.

F.

Check rotation of each motor for proper direction.

G.

Upon completion of installation of motor controller equipment and electrical circuitry, energize
controller circuitry and demonstrate functioning of equipment in accordance with requirements.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 262923 - VARIABLE-FREQUENCY DRIVES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

1.2

Section includes separately enclosed, pre-assembled, combination VFDs, rated 600 V and less,
for speed control of three-phase, squirrel-cage induction motors.
DEFINITIONS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
1.3

CE: Conformite Europeene (European Compliance).
CPT: Control power transformer.
EMI: Electromagnetic interference.
IGBT: Insulated-gate bipolar transistor.
LAN: Local area network.
LED: Light-emitting diode.
MCP: Motor-circuit protector.
NC: Normally closed.
NO: Normally open.
OCPD: Overcurrent protective device.
PCC: Point of Common Coupling
PID: Control action, proportional plus integral plus derivative.
PWM: Pulse-width modulated.
P&ID: Process & Instrumentation Diagram
RFI: Radio-frequency interference.
SCADA: Supervisory control and data acquisition.
TDD: Total Demand Distortion
THD: Total Harmonic Distortion
VFD: Variable-frequency drive.
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A.

Seismic Performance: VFDs shall withstand the effects of earthquake motions determined
according to ASCE/SEI 7.
1.

1.4

The term "withstand" means "the unit will remain in place without separation of any parts
from the device when subjected to the seismic forces specified and the unit will be fully
operational after the seismic event."

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

Product Data: For each type and rating of VFD indicated.

B.

System Harmonics Analysis: For each VFD and for the distribution system as a whole.
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C.

Shop Drawings: For each VFD indicated. Include dimensioned plans, elevations, and sections;
and conduit entry locations and sizes, mounting arrangements, and details, including required
clearances and service space around equipment.
1.
2.

1.5

Show tabulations of installed devices, equipment features, and ratings.
Schematic and Connection Wiring Diagrams: For power, signal, communications, and
control wiring.

INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
A.

Coordination Drawings: Floor plans, drawn to scale, showing dimensioned layout, required
working clearances, and required area above and around VFDs. Show VFD layout and
relationships between electrical components and adjacent structural and mechanical elements.
Show support locations, type of support, and weight on each support. Indicate field
measurements.

B.

Seismic Qualification Certificates:
manufacturer.
1.
2.
3.

Basis for Certification: Indicate whether withstand certification is based on actual test of
assembled components or on calculation.
Dimensioned Outline Drawings of Equipment Unit: Identify center of gravity and locate
and describe mounting and anchorage provisions.
Detailed description of equipment anchorage devices on which the certification is based,
and their installation requirements.

C.

Product certificates.

D.

Source quality-control reports.

E.

Field quality-control reports.

1.6

For VFDs, accessories, and components, from

CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS
A.

1.7

Operation and maintenance data.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Testing Agency Qualifications: Member company of NETA or an NRTL.

B.

Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories: Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70,
by a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and application.

C.

Comply with NFPA 70.

D.

IEEE Compliance: Fabricate and test VFD according to IEEE 344 to withstand seismic forces.
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1.8

WARRANTY
A.

Special Warranty: Manufacturer's standard form in which manufacturer agrees to repair or
replace VFDs that fail in materials or workmanship within specified warranty period.
1.

Warranty Period: Five years from date of Substantial Completion.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

MANUFACTURED UNITS
A.

Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the
following:
1.
Rockwell Automation, Inc.; Allen-Bradley Brand.
2.
Square D; a brand of Schneider Electric.
3.
Toshiba International Corporation.

B.

General Requirements for VFDs:
UL 508C.

C.

Application: Constant torque and variable torque.

D.

VFD Description: Variable-frequency power converter (rectifier, dc bus, and IGBT, PWM
inverter) factory packaged in an enclosure, with integral disconnecting means and overcurrent
and overload protection; listed and labeled by an NRTL as a complete unit; arranged to provide
self-protection, protection, and variable-speed control of one or more three-phase induction
motors by adjusting output voltage and frequency.
1.

2.
3.

Comply with NEMA ICS 7, NEMA ICS 61800-2, and

Units suitable for operation of NEMA MG 1, Design A and Design B motors as defined
by NEMA MG 1, Section IV, Part 30, "Application Considerations for Constant Speed
Motors Used on a Sinusoidal Bus with Harmonic Content and General Purpose Motors
Used with Adjustable-Voltage or Adjustable-Frequency Controls or Both."
Units suitable for operation of inverter-duty motors as defined by NEMA MG 1,
Section IV, Part 31, "Definite-Purpose Inverter-Fed Polyphase Motors."
Listed and labeled for integrated short-circuit current (withstand) rating by an NRTL
acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.

E.

Design and Rating: Match load type, such as fans, blowers, and pumps; and type of connection
used between motor and load such as direct or through a power-transmission connection.

F.

Output Rating: Three-phase; 10 to 200 (60 as programmed default) Hz, programmable as
voltage proportional to frequency throughout voltage range or with sensorless vector control;
maximum voltage equals input voltage.

G.

Unit Operating Requirements:
1.
2.
3.

Input AC Voltage Tolerance: Plus 10 and minus 15 percent of VFD input voltage rating.
Input AC Voltage Unbalance: Not exceeding 5 percent.
Input Frequency Tolerance: Plus or minus 3 percent of VFD frequency rating.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Minimum Efficiency: 97 percent at 60 Hz, full load.
Minimum Displacement Primary-Side Power Factor: 98 percent under any load or speed
condition.
Minimum Short-Circuit Current (Withstand) Rating: Equal to the rating of the gear
feeding the drive. If not listed, 65 kA.
Ambient Temperature Rating: Not less than 14 deg F (minus 10 deg C) and not
exceeding 122 deg F (50 deg C).
Ambient Storage Temperature Rating: Not less than minus 4 deg F (minus 20 deg C) and
not exceeding 158 deg F (70 deg C)
Humidity Rating: Less than 95 percent (noncondensing).
Altitude Rating: Not exceeding 3300 feet without de-rating. Up to 9850 feet with derating.
Vibration Withstand: Comply with IEC 60068-2-6.
Overload Capability: VFD system shall be rated for continuous operation at a minimum
of 110% of motor load full load amps (FLA) times the motor service factor. Variable
torque inverters shall be capable of delivering 110% of continuous rating for a minimum
of 60 seconds. Constant torque inverters shall be capable of delivering 150% of
continuous rating for a minimum of 120 seconds.
Starting Torque: Minimum 100 percent of rated torque from 3 to 60 Hz.
Speed Regulation: Plus or minus 0.6 Hz.
Output Carrier Frequency: Selectable; 0.5 to 15 kHz.
Stop Modes: Programmable; includes fast, free-wheel, and dc injection braking.

H.

Inverter Logic: Microprocessor based, VFD isolated from all power circuits.

I.

Isolated Control Interface: Allows VFDs to follow remote-control electrical signal over a
minimum 100:1 speed range.

J.

Internal Adjustability Capabilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

K.

Minimum Speed: 5 to 25 percent of maximum rpm.
Maximum Speed: 80 to 100 percent of maximum rpm.
Acceleration: 0.1 to 999.9 seconds.
Deceleration: 0.1 to 999.9 seconds.
Current Limit: 30 to minimum of 150 percent of maximum rating.

Self-Protection and Reliability Features:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Input transient protection by means of surge suppressors to provide three-phase
protection against damage from supply voltage surges 10 percent or more above nominal
line voltage.
Loss of Input Signal Protection: Selectable response strategy, including speed default to
a percent of the most recent speed, a preset speed, or stop; with alarm.
Under- and overvoltage trips.
Inverter overcurrent trips.
VFD and Motor Overload/Overtemperature Protection: Microprocessor-based thermal
protection system for monitoring VFDs and motor thermal characteristics, and for
providing VFD overtemperature and motor overload alarm and trip; settings selectable
via the keypad; NRTL approved.
Critical frequency rejection, with three selectable, adjustable deadbands.
Instantaneous line-to-line and line-to-ground overcurrent trips.
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Loss-of-phase protection.
Reverse-phase protection.
Short-circuit protection.
Motor overtemperature fault.

L.

Automatic Reset/Restart: Attempt three restarts after drive fault or on return of power after an
interruption and before shutting down for manual reset or fault correction; adjustable delay time
between restart attempts.

M.

Power-Interruption Protection: To prevent motor from re-energizing after a power interruption
until motor has stopped, unless "Bidirectional Autospeed Search" feature is available and
engaged.

N.

Bidirectional Autospeed Search: Capable of starting VFD into rotating loads spinning in either
direction and returning motor to set speed in proper direction, without causing damage to drive,
motor, or load.

O.

Torque Boost: Automatically varies starting and continuous torque to at least 1.5 times the
minimum torque to ensure high-starting torque and increased torque at slow speeds.

P.

Motor Temperature Compensation at Slow Speeds: Adjustable current fall-back based on
output frequency for temperature protection of self-cooled, fan-ventilated motors at slow
speeds.

Q.

Integral Input Disconnecting Means and OCPD: NEMA AB 1, thermal-magnetic circuit
breaker with pad-lockable, door-mounted handle mechanism.
1.
2.

2.2

Disconnect Rating: Not less than 115 percent of VFD input current rating.
Disconnect Rating: Not less than 115 percent of NFPA 70 motor full-load current rating
or VFD input current rating, whichever is larger.

CONTROLS AND INDICATION
A.

Status Lights: Door-mounted LED indicators displaying the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Power on.
Run.
VFD Fault.
All other lights as shown on the design drawings

B.

Panel-Mounted Operator Station: Manufacturer's standard front-accessible, sealed keypad and
plain-English language digital display; allows complete programming, program copying,
operating, monitoring, and diagnostic capability.

C.

Historical Logging Information and Displays:
1.
2.
3.

Running log of total power versus time.
Total run time.
Fault log, maintaining last four faults with time and date stamp for each.
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D.

Indicating Devices: Digital display mounted flush in VFD door and connected to display VFD
parameters including, but not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

E.

Output frequency (Hz).
Motor speed (rpm).
Motor status (running, stop, fault).
Motor current (amperes).
Motor torque (percent).
Fault or alarming status (code).
PID feedback signal (percent).
DC-link voltage (V dc).
Set point frequency (Hz).
Motor output voltage (V ac).

Control Signal Interfaces:
1.

Electric Input Signal Interface:
a.

Speed Reference: The VFD drive shall be capable of being controlled locally by a
speed potentiometer or remotely by a 4- to 20-mA dc signal. The 4- to 20-mA
signal shall be galvanically isolated and input resistance shall not exceed 250
ohms.

b.

A minimum of two programmable analog inputs shall be provided and would be
typically used for PID process variable and set point. These signals shall be setup
to accept a 4- to 20-mA dc signal. The 4- to 20-mA signal shall be galvanically
isolated and input resistance shall not exceed 250 ohms.

c.

A minimum of six multifunction programmable digital inputs. The drive shall be
expandable to handle additional digital inputs if required. The digital inputs shall
be programmable to perform functions including, but not limited to:
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)
2.

VFD Start/Stop Control (2 or 3 wire)
Forward/Reverse/Stop Control
Local/Remote. The VFD shall be programmable so that “Local” control
may either be the keypad or by hard-wired start/stop and potentiometer. The
VFD shall be programmable so that “Remote” control may either be hardwired start/stop and 4- to 20mA speed control or via the communications
network.
VFD Interlock/Enable. This input when de-energized will not allow the
VFD to run the motor under any circumstance.
VFD External Fault. This input will trip the VFD and require a reset before
allow the motor to run again.
Preset Frequencies. The VFD shall be programmable to run at preprogrammed frequencies with up to 6 different steps.

Output Signal Interface:
a.

A minimum of two programmable analog output signals 4- to 20-mA dc, which
can be configured for any of the following:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
b.

A minimum of two programmable dry-circuit relay outputs (120-V ac, 1 A) for
remote indication of the following (the drive shall be expandable to handle
additional digital outputs if required):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

F.

Number of Loops: One.

SCADA Interface: Factory-installed hardware and software to enable the SCADA to monitor,
control, and display VFD status and alarms and energy usage. Allows VFD to be used with an
external system within a multidrop LAN configuration; settings retained within VFD's
nonvolatile memory.
1.
2.

2.3

Motor running.
VFD ready.
Set point speed reached.
Fault and warning indication (overtemperature or overcurrent).
PID high- or low-speed limits reached.

PID Control Interface: Provides closed-loop set point, differential feedback control in response
to dual feedback signals. Allows for closed-loop control of fans and pumps for pressure, flow,
or temperature regulation.
1.

G.

Output frequency (Hz).
Output current (load).
DC-link voltage (V dc).
Motor torque (percent).
Motor speed (rpm).
Set point frequency (Hz).
Motor power (kW)

Network Communications Ports: Ethernet.
Embedded SCADA Protocols for Network Communications:
accessible via the communications ports.

Ethernet/IP; protocols

LINE CONDITIONING AND FILTERING
A.

Input Line Conditioning: All new power distribution systems supplied shall be required to meet
the requirements of IEEE 519-1992. Specifically, the system shall adhere to the TDD
requirements of Table 10-3 of IEEE 519-1992. If the power distribution system is equipped
with an Active Harmonic System, each VFD shall be equipped with a line reactor whose
impedance is as recommended by the Active Harmonic System manufacturer (typically 3%). If
no Active Harmonic System is part of the power distribution system, the following rules as a
minimum shall define the input line conditioning for each VFD (unless further conditioning is
required to meet the IEEE 519-1992 limits). With the Engineer’s approval, the contractor may
decide to supply an Active Harmonic System even if not shown on the drawings, with
corresponding reactors and chokes (this would typically occur if it is more cost effective to meet
IEEE 519 with a single system then multiple harmonic filters).
1.
2.

All VFD’s sized for motors 50HP or larger shall be equipped with DC-link chokes.
All VFD’s sized for motors 40HP and less shall be equipped with 5% line reactors unless
specifically called out as otherwise on the drawings.
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3.
4.

B.

2.4

All VFD’s sized for 50HP to 200HP motors shall be equipped with passive harmonic
filters with DC Link Chokes.
All VFD’s greater than 200HP shall have be setup to have less than 5% THD for both
voltage and current. This would typically require that the drive is setup with an 18-pulse
front end or with an active harmonic filter. The VFD assembly shall accept a single 3phase input and shall contain all of the harmonic mitigation equipment as part of the
assembly.

EMI/RFI Filtering: VFD’s shall be CE marked and certify compliance with IEC 61800-3 for
Category C2.
LOAD CONDITIONING

A.

2.5

Load Conditioning: For VFD driven loads with conductor lengths between 200 and 1,000 feet,
output dV/dt filters shall be provided as part of the VFD assembly. It is strongly recommended
that VFD motor leads not be longer than 500 feet and alternative VFD locations should be
considered. If absolutely necessary, loads with conductor lengths greater than 1,000 feet shall
have output sine wave filters shall be provided as part of the VFD assembly. Voltage drop
considerations shall be taken into account when selecting the motor’s nameplate voltage.
LINE AND LOAD CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

A.

Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the
following:
1.
Transcoil International (TCI).
2.
Or approved equal.

B.

Line Reactors: Reactors shall be part of the VFD assembly. They shall be sized based upon the
VFD input power requirements. They shall be properly installed with appropriate spacing and
ventilation for ambient temperatures up to 104F. The reactor shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

The reactor shall be UL 508 listed.
Continuous current rating: 100% RMS.
Intermittent current ratings: 150% for 60 seconds; 200% for 10 seconds.
Altitude Rating: Not exceeding 3300 feet without de-rating. Up to 9850 feet with derating.
All wiring shall be copper.

Passive Harmonic Filters: Filters shall be part of the VFD assembly. They shall be sized based
upon the VFD input power requirements. They shall be properly installed with appropriate
spacing and ventilation for ambient temperatures up to 104F. The filter shall meet the
following criteria:
1.
2.

3.

The filter shall be UL 508 listed.
The filter shall filter harmonics generated by the nonlinear VFD to satisfy the
requirements of IEEE 519-1992 for individual and total harmonic voltage and current
distortion at the input terminals of the filter.
The TDD of the current at the input terminals of the filter shall not exceed the limits
defined in Table 10-3 of IEEE 519-1992.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
D.

dV/dt Filters: Filters shall be part of the VFD assembly. They shall be sized based upon motor
horsepower and required full-load current (including service factor). They shall be properly
installed with appropriate spacing and ventilation for ambient temperatures up to 104F. The
filter shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

E.

The filter shall be UL 508 listed.
Maximum peak motor terminal voltage with 500 feet of cable: 15% of bus voltage.
Maximum dV/dt: 200 Volts per microsecond.
The dV/dt Filter shall reduce common mode voltages by a minimum of 40%.
Continuous current rating: 100% RMS.
Intermittent current ratings: 150% for 60 seconds; 200% for 10 seconds.
Allowed inverter switching frequencies: 1kHz to 8 kHz.
Nominal inverter operating frequency: 60Hz; Minimum – 6 Hz; Maximum with derating: 120Hz.
Altitude Rating: Not exceeding 3300 feet without de-rating. Up to 9850 feet with derating.
Insertion loss: 3% of rated voltage maximum.
All wiring shall be copper.

Sine Wave Filters: Filters shall be part of the VFD assembly. They shall be sized based upon
motor horsepower and required full-load current (including service factor). They shall be
properly installed with appropriate spacing and ventilation for ambient temperatures up to
104F. The filter shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2.6

Full load efficiency: 97% or greater
The filter shall not resonate with the power distribution system nor attract harmonics
from other sources.
The harmonic filter shall be a passive series connected low pass filter consisting of an
inductor capacitor network. Active electronic components shall not be used.
The harmonic filter shall be equipped with a contactor that will connect the capacitor(s)
only when the motor is running, avoiding nuisance VFD over-voltage tripping.
All wiring shall be copper.

The filter shall be UL 508 listed.
Harmonic Voltage Distortion: 10% maximum
Continuous current rating: 100% RMS.
Intermittent current rating: 150% for 60 seconds.
Allowed inverter switching frequencies: 2kHz to 8 kHz.
Nominal inverter operating frequency: 60Hz; Minimum – 0 Hz; Maximum with derating: 90Hz.
The Sine Wave Filter shall reduce common mode voltages by a minimum of 40%.
Altitude Rating: Not exceeding 3300 feet without de-rating. Up to 9850 feet with derating.
Insertion loss: 6% of rated voltage maximum.
All wiring shall be copper.

BYPASS SYSTEMS
A.

Provide Bypass Systems only if indicated on the drawings.
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B.

Bypass Operation: Safely transfers motor between power converter output and bypass circuit,
manually, automatically, or both. Selector switches set modes and indicator lights indicate
mode selected. Unit is capable of stable operation (starting, stopping, and running) with motor
completely disconnected from power converter.

C.

Bypass Mode: Field-selectable automatic or manual, allows local and remote transfer between
power converter and bypass contactor and retransfer, either via manual operator interface or
automatic control system feedback.

D.

Bypass Controller: Two-contactor-style bypass allows motor operation via the power converter
or the bypass controller; with input isolating switch and barrier arranged to isolate the power
converter and permit safe troubleshooting and testing, both energized and de-energized, while
motor is operating in bypass mode.
1.
2.
3.

E.

Bypass Contactor: Load-break, NEMA-rated contactor.
Output Isolating Contactor: Non-load-break, NEMA-rated contactor.
Isolating Switch: Non-load-break switch arranged to isolate power converter and permit
safe troubleshooting and testing of the power converter, both energized and de-energized,
while motor is operating in bypass mode; pad-lockable, door-mounted handle
mechanism.

Bypass Contactor Configuration: Full-voltage (across-the-line) or reduced voltage soft-starter
as shown on the drawings.
1.
2.
3.
4.

NORMAL/BYPASS selector switch.
HAND/OFF/AUTO selector switch.
NORMAL/TEST Selector Switch: Allows testing and adjusting of VFD while the motor
is running in the bypass mode.
Contactor Coils: Pressure-encapsulated type with coil transient suppressors.
a.
b.

5.

Control Circuits: 120-V ac; obtained from integral CPT, with primary and secondary
fuses, with CPT of sufficient capacity to operate all integral devices and remotely located
pilot, indicating, and control devices.
a.

6.
2.7

Operating Voltage: Depending on contactor NEMA size and line-voltage rating,
manufacturer's standard matching control power or line voltage.
Power Contacts: Totally enclosed, double break, and silver-cadmium oxide;
assembled to allow inspection and replacement without disturbing line or load
wiring.

CPT Spare Capacity: 100 VA.

Overload Relays: NEMA ICS 2.

ENCLOSURES
A.

VFD Enclosures: NEMA 250, to comply with environmental conditions at installed location.
1.
2.

Dry, Clean and Non-corrosive Indoor Locations: Type 1.
Outdoor or Corrosive Locations: Type 4X, stainless steel.
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3.
4.
5.
B.

2.8

Wash-Down Areas: Type 4X, stainless steel.
Other Wet or Damp Indoor Locations: Type 4.
Indoor Locations Subject to Dust, Falling Dirt, and Dripping Noncorrosive Liquids:
Type 12.

Plenum Rating: UL 1995; NRTL certification label on enclosure, clearly identifying VFD as
"Plenum Rated."
ACCESSORIES

A.

General Requirements for Control-Circuit and Pilot Devices: NEMA ICS 5; factory installed in
VFD enclosure cover unless otherwise indicated.
1.

Push Buttons, Pilot Lights, and Selector Switches: Heavy-duty, oiltight type.
a.
b.
c.

Push Buttons: Maintained and/or momentary as required.
Pilot Lights: LED types; colors as shown on P&ID’s; push to test.
Selector Switches: Rotary type.

B.

Bypass contactor auxiliary contact(s) as required.

C.

Control Relays: Auxiliary and adjustable solid-state time-delay relays.

D.

Phase-Failure, Phase-Reversal, and Undervoltage and Overvoltage Relays: Solid-state sensing
circuit with isolated output contacts for hard-wired connections.
Provide adjustable
undervoltage, overvoltage, and time-delay settings.
1.

E.

Current Transformers: Continuous current rating, basic impulse insulating level (BIL)
rating, burden, and accuracy class suitable for connected circuitry. Comply with
IEEE C57.13.

Supplemental Analog Meters:
1.

Elapsed time meter.

F.

Breather and drain assemblies, to maintain interior pressure and release condensation in
NEMA 250, Type 4, 4X, and 12 enclosures installed outdoors or in unconditioned interior
spaces subject to humidity and temperature swings.

G.

Space heaters, with NC auxiliary contacts, to mitigate condensation in NEMA 250, Type 4, 4X,
12 enclosures installed outdoors or in unconditioned interior spaces subject to humidity and
temperature swings.

H.

Cooling Fan and Exhaust System: For NEMA 250, maintaining enclosure NEMA rating;
UL 508 component recognized: Supply fan, with non-corrosive intake and exhaust grills and
filters; 120-V ac; obtained from integral CPT.

I.

Air Conditioning System: For NEMA 250, maintaining enclosure NEMA rating; UL 508
component recognized; sized to maintain internal temperatures at or below 100F.
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2.9

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A.

Testing: Test and inspect VFDs according to requirements in NEMA ICS 61800-2.
1.
2.

Test each VFD while connected to its specified motor.
Verification of Performance: Rate VFDs according to operation of functions and features
specified.

B.

VFDs will be considered defective if they do not pass tests and inspections.

C.

Prepare test and inspection reports.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION
A.

Seismic Bracing: Comply with requirements specified in Section 260548 "Vibration and
Seismic Controls for Electrical Systems."

B.

Temporary Lifting Provisions: Remove temporary lifting eyes, channels, and brackets and
temporary blocking of moving parts from enclosures and components.

C.

Install fuses in each fusible-switch VFD.

D.

Install fuses in control circuits if not factory installed.

E.

Install heaters in thermal-overload relays. Select heaters based on actual nameplate full-load
amperes after motors have been installed.

F.

Install, connect, and fuse thermal-protector monitoring relays furnished with motor-driven
equipment.

G.

Comply with NECA 1.

3.2

IDENTIFICATION
A.

Identify VFDs, components, and control wiring.
1.
2.
3.

3.3

Identify field-installed conductors, interconnecting wiring, and components; provide
warning signs.
Label each VFD with engraved nameplate.
Label each enclosure-mounted control and pilot device.

CONTROL WIRING INSTALLATION
A.

Bundle, train, and support wiring in enclosures.

B.

Connect selector switches and other automatic control devices where applicable.
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1.
2.

3.4

Connect selector switches to bypass only those manual- and automatic control devices
that have no safety functions when switches are in manual-control position.
Connect selector switches with control circuit in both manual and automatic positions for
safety-type control devices such as low- and high-pressure cutouts, high-temperature
cutouts, and motor overload protectors.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

Testing Agency: Engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections.

B.

Perform tests and inspections.

C.

Acceptance Testing Preparation:
1.
2.

D.

Test insulation resistance for each VFD element, bus, component, connecting supply,
feeder, and control circuit.
Test continuity of each circuit.

Tests and Inspections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Inspect VFD, wiring, components, connections, and equipment installation.
Test insulation resistance for each VFD element, component, connecting motor supply,
feeder, and control circuits.
Test continuity of each circuit.
Verify that voltages at VFD locations are within 10 percent of motor nameplate rated
voltages. If outside this range for any motor, notify Engineer before starting the
motor(s).
Test each motor for proper phase rotation.
Perform each electrical test and visual and mechanical inspection stated in
NETA Acceptance Testing Specification. Certify compliance with test parameters.
Correct malfunctioning units on-site, where possible, and retest to demonstrate
compliance; otherwise, replace with new units and retest.
Test and adjust controls, remote monitoring, and safeties. Replace damaged and
malfunctioning controls and equipment.
Perform voltage and current harmonic test with each VFD running at minimum and
maximum speed. Submit test results for each VFD. Testing shall be witnessed by the
Owner and the Engineer.

E.

VFDs will be considered defective if they do not pass tests and inspections.

F.

Prepare test and inspection reports, including a certified report that identifies the VFD and
describes scanning results. Include notation of deficiencies detected, remedial action taken, and
observations made after remedial action.

3.5

ADJUSTING
A.

Program microprocessors for required operational sequences, status indications, alarms, event
recording, and display features. Clear events memory after final acceptance testing and prior to
Substantial Completion.
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B.

3.6

Set field-adjustable switches, auxiliary relays, time-delay relays, timers, and overload-relay
pickup and trip ranges.
SPARE PARTS

A.

The following spare parts shall be supplied with each type, or frame size, of VFD:
1.
3 sets of all replaceable fuses
2.
3 spare air conditioner or fan filters
END OF SECTION 262923
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SECTION 400557 – ACTUATORS FOR PROCESS VALVES AND GATES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY

A.

The Contractor shall provide valve and gate actuators and appurtenances, complete and operable,
in accordance with the Contract Documents.

B.

The provisions of this Section shall apply to valves and gates except where otherwise indicated in
the Contract Documents.

C.

Unit Responsibility: The valve or gate manufacturer shall be made responsible for coordination of
design, assembly, testing, and installation of actuators on the valves and gates; however, the
Contractor shall be responsible to the Owner for compliance of the valves, gates, and actuators with
the Contract Documents.

D.

Single Manufacturer: Where 2 or more valve or gate actuators of the same type or size are required,
the actuators shall be produced by the same manufacturer.

1.2

CONTRACTOR SUBMITTALS

A.

Furnish submittals in accordance with Section 013300 –Submittals.

B.

Shop Drawings: Shop Drawing information for actuators shall be submitted together with the valve
and gate submittals as a complete package.

C.

Calculations: Selection calculations showing dynamic seating and unseating torques versus output
torque of actuator.

D.

Technical Manuals: The Contractor shall furnish technical manuals for the butterfly valves,
butterfly valve manual actuators, and butterfly valve electric motor actuators under one cover and
in accordance with the requirements of Section 013300 –Submittals.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL

A.

Unless otherwise indicated, shut-off and throttling valves and externally actuated valves and gates
shall be provided with manual or power actuators. The Contractor shall furnish actuators complete
and operable with mounting hardware, motors, gears, controls, wiring, solenoids, handwheels,
levers, chains, and extensions, as applicable. Actuators shall have the torque ratings equal to or
greater than required for valve seating and dynamic torques, whichever is greater, and shall be
capable of holding the valve in any intermediate position between fully-open and fully-closed
without creeping or fluttering. Actuator torque ratings for butterfly valves shall be determined in
accordance with AWWA C504 - Rubber-Seated Butterfly Valves. Wires of motor-driven actuators
shall be identified by unique numbers.

B.

Manufacturers: Where indicated, certain valves and gates may be provided with actuators
manufactured by the valve or gate manufacturer. Where actuators are furnished by different
manufacturers, the Contractor shall coordinate selection to have the fewest number of
manufacturers possible.
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C.

Materials: Actuators shall be current models of the best commercial quality materials and be
liberally-sized for the required torque. Materials shall be suitable for the environment in which the
valve or gate is to be installed.

D.

Actuator Mounting and Position Indicators: Actuators shall be securely mounted by means of
brackets or hardware specially designed and sized for this purpose and be of ample strength. The
word "open" shall be cast on each valve or actuator with an arrow indicating the direction to open
in the counter-clockwise direction. Gear and power actuators shall be equipped with position
indicators. Where possible, manual actuators shall be located between 48- and 60-inches above the
floor or the permanent working platform.

E.

Standard: Unless otherwise indicated and where applicable, actuators shall be in accordance with
AWWA C 540 - Power-Actuating Devices for Valves and Slide Gates.

F.

Functionality: Electric, pneumatic, and hydraulic actuators shall be coordinated with the power
requirements of Division 26.

G.

Protective Coatings: Protective coatings shall be in accordance with Section 098000 – Protective
Coatings.

2.2

MANUAL ACTUATORS

A.

General: Unless otherwise indicated, valves and gates shall be furnished with manual actuators.
Valves in sizes up to and including 4-inches shall have direct acting lever or handwheel actuators
of the manufacturer's best standard design. Larger valves and gates shall have gear-assisted manual
actuators, with an operating pull of maximum 60 pounds on the rim of the handwheel. Buried and
submerged gear-assisted valves, gates, gear-assisted valves for pressures higher than 250 psi, valves
30-inches in diameter and larger, and where so indicated, shall have worm gear actuators,
hermetically-sealed water-tight and grease-packed. Other valves 6-inches to 24-inches in diameter
may have traveling nut actuators, worm gear actuators, spur or bevel gear actuators, as appropriate
for each valve.

B.

Buried Valves: Unless otherwise indicated, buried valves shall have extension stems to grade, with
square nuts or floor stands, position indicators, and cast-iron or steel pipe extensions with valve
boxes, covers, and operating keys. Where so indicated, buried valves shall be in cast-iron, concrete,
or similar valve boxes with covers of ample size to allow operation of the valve actuators. Covers
of valve boxes shall be permanently labeled as required by the local Utility Company or the
Engineer. Wrench nuts shall comply with AWWA C 500 - Metal - Seated Gate Valves for Water
Supply Service.

C.

Chain Actuator: Manually-activated valves with the stem located more than 7-feet above the floor
or operating level shall be provided with chain drives consisting of sprocket-rim chain wheels,
chain guides, and operating chains provided by the valve manufacturer. The wheel and guide shall
be of ductile iron, cast iron, or steel, and the chain shall be hot-dip galvanized steel or stainless
steel, extending to 5-feet 6-inches above the operating floor level. The valve stem of chain-actuated
valves shall be extra strong to allow for the extra weight and chain pull. Hooks shall be provided
for chain storage where chains interfere with pedestrian traffic.

D.

Floor Stands: Valve actuator floor stands shall be cast iron or fabricated steel pedestals. The centerline
of the actuator shall be approximately 42 to 48 inches above the base of the pedestal.
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E.

Floor Boxes: Hot dip galvanized cast iron or steel floor boxes and covers to fit the slab thickness
shall be provided for operating nuts in or below concrete slabs. For operating nuts in the concrete
slab, the cover shall be bronze-bushed.

F.

Tee Wrenches: Buried valves with floor boxes shall be furnished with 2 operating keys or 1 key
per 10 valves, whichever is greater. Tee wrenches sized so that the tee handle will be 2 to 4 feet
above ground, shall fit the operating nuts.

G.

Manual Worm Gear Actuator: The actuator shall consist of a single or double reduction gear unit
contained in a weather-proof cast iron or steel body with cover and minimum 12-inch diameter
handwheel. The actuator shall be capable of 90-degree rotation and shall be equipped with travel
stops capable of limiting the valve opening and closing. The actuator shall consist of spur or helical
gears or worm gearing. The gear ratio shall be self-locking to prevent "back-driving." The spur or
helical gears shall be of hardened alloy steel and the worm gear shall be alloy bronze. The worm
gear shaft and the handwheel shaft shall be of 17-4 PH or similar stainless steel. Gearing shall be
accurately cut with hobbing machines. Ball or roller bearings shall be used throughout. Output
shaft end shall be provided with spline to allow adjustable alignment. Actuator output gear changes
shall be mechanically possible by simply changing the exposed or helical gearset ratio without
further disassembly of the actuator. Gearing shall be designed for a 100 percent overload. The
entire gear assembly shall be sealed weatherproof. Manual worm gear actuators shall be Auma GS
Series, Limitorque HBC Series, no “Or-Equals”.

H.

Traveling-Nut Actuator: The actuator shall consist of a traveling-nut with screw (Scotch yoke)
contained in a weatherproof cast iron or steel housing with spur gear and minimum 12-inch
diameter handwheel. The screw shall run in 2 end bearings, and the actuator shall be self-locking
to maintain the valve position under any flow condition. The screw and gear shall be of hardened
alloy steel or stainless steel, and the nut and bushings shall be of alloy bronze. The bearings and
gear shall be grease-lubricated by means of nipples. Gearing shall be designed for a 100 percent
overload.

I.

Schedule for Manual Actuator Types: For a complete schedule of manual actuators required on
project valves (4” diameter and larger), see Valve Schedule Drawings.

2.3

ELECTRIC MOTOR ACTUATORS

A.

General
1.
Equipment Requirements: Where electric motor actuators are indicated, an electric motoractuated valve control unit shall be attached to the actuating mechanism housing by means
of a flanged motor adapter piece.
2.
Derating for Elevation: All electric motors shall be sized for an elevation of 6500 feet above
sea level.
3.
Gearing: The motor actuator shall include the motor, reduction gearing, reversing starter,
torque switches, and limit switches in a weather-proof NEMA 4X assembly. The actuator
shall be a single or double reduction unit consisting of spur or helical gears and worm
gearing. The spur or helical gears shall be of hardened alloy steel, and the worm gear shall
be alloy bronze. Gearing shall be accurately cut with hobbing machines. Power gearing
shall be grease- or oil-lubricated in a sealed housing. Ball or roller bearings shall be used
throughout. Actuator output speed changes shall be mechanically possible by simply
removing the motor and changing the exposed or helical gearset ratio without further
disassembly of the actuator.
4.
Starting Device: Except for modulating valves, the unit shall be so designed that a hammer
blow is imparted to the stem nut when opening a closed valve or closing an open valve.
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5.

6.

7.

The device should allow free movement at the stem nut before imparting the hammer blow.
The actuator motor must attain full speed before stem load is encountered.
Switches
a.
Electronic Type Switches: Limit switches or valve position shall be sensed by a
15-bit, optical, absolute position encoder. The open and closed positions shall be
stored in a permanent, non-volatile memory. The encoder shall measure valve
position continuously, including both motor and hand wheel operation, with or
without use of battery. An electronic torque sensor shall be furnished. The torque
limit may be adjusted from 40 to 100 percent of rating in 1 percent increments.
The motor shall be de-energized if the torque limit is exceeded. A boost function
shall be included to prevent torque trip during initial valve unseating, and a
“jammed valve” protection feature with automatic retry sequence shall be
incorporated to de-energize the motor if no movement occurs. Valve actuators
with electronic type switches shall be as manufactured by Limitorque or Auma
Actuators, Inc.
b.
The actuator shall be wired in accordance with the schematic diagram. Wiring for
external connections shall be connected to marked terminals. One of 1-inch and
one of 1.25-inch conduit connection shall be provided in the enclosing case. A
calibration tag shall be mounted near each switch correlating the dial setting to the
unit output torque. Switches shall not be subject to breakage or slippages due to
over-travel. Traveling-nuts, cams, or micro switch tripping mechanisms shall not
be used. Limit switches shall be of the heavy-duty open contact type with rotary
wiping action.
Handwheel Operation: A permanently attached handwheel shall be provided for
emergency manual operation. The handwheel shall not rotate during electrical operation.
The maximum torque required on the handwheel under the most adverse conditions shall
not exceed 60 lb-ft, and the maximum force required on the rim of the handwheel shall not
exceed 60 lb. An arrow and either the word "open" or "close" shall be cast or permanently
affixed on the handwheel to indicate the appropriate direction to turn the handwheel. A
clutch lever shall be provided to put actuator into handwheel operation. Valves with
electric motor actuators having stems more than 7-feet above the floor shall be provided
with chain activator handwheels. The clutch lever shall be provided with a cable secured
to the chain to allow disengagement for manual operation.
Motor: The motor shall be of the totally enclosed, non-ventilated, high-starting torque,
low-starting current type for full voltage starting. It shall be suitable for operation on 480
volt, 3-phase 60 Hz or 120 volt, 1-phase 60 Hz, and have Class H insulation and a motor
frame with dimensions in accordance with the latest revised NEMA MG Standards. The
observed temperature rise by thermometer shall not exceed 55 degrees C above an ambient
temperature of 55 degrees C when operating continuously for 15 minutes under full rated
load. With a line voltage ranging between 10 percent above to 10 percent below the rated
voltage, the motor shall develop full rated torque continuously for 15 minutes without
causing the thermal contact protective devices imbedded in the motor windings to trip or
the starter overloads to drop-out. Bearings shall be of the ball type, and thrust bearings
shall be provided where necessary. Bearings shall be provided with suitable seals to
confine the lubricant and prevent the entrance of dirt and dust. Motor conduit connections
shall be watertight. Motor construction shall incorporate the use of stator and rotor as
independent components from the valve operation such that the failure of either item shall
not require actuator disassembly or gearing replacement. Two Class B thermal contacts or
solid-state thermistors imbedded within the motor windings shall be provided to protect
against over-temperature damage. The motor shall be provided with a space heater unless
the entire actuator is a hermetically sealed, non-breathing design with a separately sealed
terminal compartment which prevents moisture intrusion. Each electric motor actuator
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8.

9.

10.

B.

C.

shall be provided with a local disconnect switch or circuit breaker to isolate power from
the motor and controller during maintenance activities.
Open/Close Operating Speed: Unless otherwise indicated, electric actuators shall provide
a full close to full open or full open to full close operating time range from [30 to 60
seconds].
Schedule for Electric AC Actuator Type: For a complete schedule of electric actuators
required on project valves (4” diameter and larger), see Mechanical Schedule Drawings.
a.
All electric actuators identified as “OPEN/CLOSE ELECTRIC” in Schedules,
shall have AC Reversing type actuators with an open to close and close to open
speed times of 60 seconds and 60 seconds, respectively.
b.
All electric actuators identified as “MODULATING ELECTRIC” in Schedules,
shall have AC Modulating type actuators with an open to close and close to open
speed times of 60 seconds and 60 seconds, respectively.
Remote Actuator Control Station. Valves with electric motor actuators where the valve
centerline is located at a height greater than 6.5-feet above the floor shall provide a remote
actuator control station at a location no higher than 4-feet above the floor. The Contractor
shall provide conduit and wiring between the actuator controls and the valve actuator for
these applications. The actuator controls shall be wall-mounted beneath the valve at a
location approved by the Design Engineer.

Electric Motor Actuators (AC Reversing (Open / Close) Control Type)
1.
General: Where indicated, electric motor actuators shall be the AC reversing type complete
with local control station with open / stop / close and local/off/remote selector switches on
the actuator local control station.
2.
Actuator Appurtenances: The actuator for each valve shall be provided with a padlockable
disconnect switch, open and closed status lights, open, close and lockout stop pushbuttons, a
local/off/remote selector switch, and other devices indicated. The disconnect switches in
certain applications are required to be located remotely from the actuator body itself, as
shown on the Contract Drawings. The local control station may also be provided as an
integral part of the actuator or remotely as otherwise indicated or required to permit operation
by a person at floor elevation and within sight of the valve actuator. The Contractor shall
provide conduit and wiring between the actuator controls and the valve actuator for these
applications.
3.
Starter: The starter shall be a suitably sized amperage rated reversing starter with its coils
rated for operation on 480 volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz current or 120 volt, 1-phase, 60 Hz current
as indicated on the drawings. A control power transformer shall be included to provide a
120 volt source, unless otherwise indicated. The starter shall be equipped with 3 overload
relays of the automatic reset type. Its control circuit shall be wired as indicated. The
integral weatherproof compartment shall contain a suitably sized 120 volt ac, single phase,
60 Hz space heater to prevent moisture condensation on electrical components. A local
power disconnect switch shall be provided with each actuator. A close-coupled,
padlockable switch shall be provided with each actuator.
4.
Local Control Station: Each actuator shall be provided with a local control station with the
valve actuator assembly. The station shall include open, close, and stop push buttons, and a
local/remote selector switch.
5.
Manufacturers:
a.
Auma, SA Series (for valves 12 inches and smaller) or SA with GS worm gear (for
valves 14 inches and larger).
b.
Limitorque, MX/QX Series
c.
Rotork, IQ3 Series
d.
No “Or-Equals” allowed.
Electric Motor Actuators (AC Modulating Control Type)
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

D.

General: Where indicated, modulating electric motor actuators shall be the AC modulating
type complete with a local control station with power disconnect switch or circuit breaker,
provided with open/stop/close and local/off/remote selector switches on the actuator local
control station, and open/close status lights.
Actuator Appurtenances: The actuator for each valve shall be provided with a padlockable
disconnect switch, open and closed status lights, open, close and lockout stop pushbuttons, a
local/off/remote selector switch, and other devices indicated. The disconnect switches in
certain applications are required to be located remotely from the actuator body itself, as
shown on the Contract Drawings. The local control station may also be provided as an
integral part of the actuator or remotely as otherwise indicated or required to permit operation
by a person at floor elevation and within sight of the valve actuator. The Contractor shall
provide conduit and wiring between the actuator controls and the valve actuator for these
applications.
Control Module: The control module shall be of the electronic solid-state ac type with
control outputs for positioning the valve via 4 - 20 ma input signals.
Starter: The actuator shall control a solid-state reversing starter designed for minimum
susceptibility to power line surges and spikes. The solid-state starter and control module
shall be rated for continuous modulating applications. Power supply shall be 480 volt, 3
phase, 60 Hz or 120 volt 1-phase, 60 Hz. A disconnect switch shall be included with each
actuator. The assembly shall be rated for 100% duty continuous operation.
Construction: The control unit shall be microprocessor-based and shall contain an
analog/digital converter, separate input-output switches, non-volatile random access
memory for storage of calibration parameters and pushbutton calibration elements for field
setup. Potentiometer adjustments shall contain a PID control function internally. In
addition, the controller shall contain as standard feature a loss of command signal
protection selectable to lock in last or lock in pre-set valve position and a valve position
output signal in 4 - 20 ma. As an alternative to the construction requirement, the motor
shall be capable of modulating at a rate of 600 starts per hour at the 50 percent to 85 percent
travel range of the valve. The system shall allow control of the open, close, or percent
open function when the local/off/remote switch is in the remote position. Each actuator
shall have a frequency shut down system which when pre-programmed, shall function as
directed upon receipt of an ESD signal.
Manufacturers:
a.
Auma, SA Series (for valves 12 inches and smaller) or SA with GS worm gear (for
valves 14 inches and larger).
b.
Limitorque, MX/QX Series
c.
Rotork IQ3 Series
d.
No “Or-Equals” allowed.

120 VAC Quarter-Turn and Multiturn Electric Valve Operators on Isolation Valves 3-Inch Dia.
and Smaller. Where indicated on Contract Drawings, and primarily on vendor supplied equipment
skids and control packages, 120 VAC electric actuators may be supplied on smaller valves of 3inch diameter and smaller, as follows:
1.
Provide 120 VAC, 1-phase motor-operated valve operator suitable for use with quarterturn ball valves, multiturn diaphragm valves, and multiturn globe valves. Operator shall
have the following characteristics and features:
a.
Reversing capacitor-start motor rated for operation on 120 V ac, 60 Hz, single
phase. Output torque as required for valve application and pressure differential.
b.
Integral motor overload protection, with auto reset
c.
Permanently-lubricated gear train
d.
For open/close control, provide four single pole, double throw cam actuated limit
switches (2 OPEN, 2 CLOSED). One set of limit switches shall be used for both
motor control and local indication. The other set shall be available for connection to
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2.
3.
4.

remote monitoring. Limit switch contacts shall be adjustable and shall be rated for
not less than 5 amps at 120 V ac.
e.
Local Control Station: Open/Close: Corrosion-resistant, NEMA 4X, for mounting
near valve actuator. Provide 2 position selector switch for LOCAL-REMOTE
selection and 2 pushbuttons, OPEN and CLOSE. In addition, provide OPEN and
CLOSE indicating lights operating at 120 V ac for connection to valve control limit
switches.
f.
For modulating control, provide an electronic positioner and feedback
potentiometer. The positioner shall utilize a 4 - 20 ma signal to adjust the valve
opening. Feedback potentiometer shall be 0 - 1000 ohms.
g.
Local Control Station Modulating: Corrosion resistant, NEMA 4X, for mounting
near valve actuator. Provide 2 position selector switch for LOCAL-REMOTE
selection, one OPEN and one CLOSE push buttons, a resistance to current
converter with 4 - 20 ma output, and a 0 to 100 percent electronic valve position
indicator.
h.
Local power disconnect switch (NEMA 4X) for disconnecting 120 V ac power to
valve. Disconnect shall be installed in the field within sight of the valve actuator,
in accordance with the requirements of NPFA 70.
See Drawings for control diagram wiring interface.
Two wire control systems are not required for this actuator.
Operators shall be RCS, Asahi/America Quarter Master or equal.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

SERVICES OF MANUFACTURER

A.

Field Adjustments: Field representatives of manufacturers of valves or gates with pneumatic,
hydraulic, or electric actuators shall adjust actuator controls and limit-switches in the field for the
required function.

3.2

INSTALLATION

A.

Valve and gate actuators and accessories shall be installed in accordance with Section 400551 Valves, General. Actuators shall be located to be readily accessible for operation and maintenance
without obstructing walkways. Actuators shall not be mounted where shock or vibrations will
impair their operation, nor shall the support systems be attached to handrails, process piping, or
mechanical equipment.

B.

Inspection, Startup, and Field Adjustment: An authorized representative of the manufacturer shall
visit the Site and witness the following:
1.
Installation of the equipment for not less than two (2) Work Days
2.
Inspection, checking, and adjusting the equipment for not less two (2) Work Days.
3.
Startup and field-testing for proper operation for not less than two (2) Work Days.

C.

Instruction of Owner's Personnel: The authorized service representative shall visit the Site for not
less than 2 Days to instruct the Owner's personnel in the operation and maintenance of the
equipment including step-by-step troubleshooting procedures with necessary test equipment.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 400562 - PLUG VALVES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY

A.

The Contractor shall provide plug valves and appurtenances, complete and operable, in accordance
with the Contract Documents.

B.

The requirements of Section 400557 - Valve and Gate Actuators apply to this Section.

C.

Plug valves shall have undergone a proof-of-design test to demonstrate that the valve components
operate at the service flow, pressure, temperature, and fluid conditions, free from binding, excessive
noise, and premature failures. Proof-of-design test results shall be available to the Engineer on
request. The proof-of-design test shall be conducted in accordance with the applicable provisions
of AWWA C517.

1.2

CONTRACTOR SUBMITTALS

A.

Furnish submittals in accordance with Section 013300.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL

A.

Plug Valves shall be quarter-turn, non-lubricated with resilient encapsulated plug. Valves shall have
port areas of not less than 100% of pipe area.

B.

Standards, Approvals and Verification:
1.
Valves shall be designed, manufactured and tested in accordance with American Water
Works Association Standard ANSI/AWWA C517.
2.
All Plug Valves shall be certified Lead-Free in accordance with NSF/ANSI 372.
3.
Manufacturer shall have a quality management system that is certified to ISO 9001 by an
accredited, certifying body.

C.

Connections:
1.
Threaded valves shall have threaded NPT full size inlets. The connection shall be
hexagonal for a wrench connection.
2.
Flanged valves shall have flanges with drilling to ANSIB16.1, Class 125.
3.
Mechanical Joint valves shall fully comply with ANSI/AWWA C111/A21.11.

D.

Manufacture:
1.
Manufacturer shall demonstrate a minimum of ten (10) years’ experience in the
manufacture of plug valves. When requested, the manufacturer shall provide test
certificates, dimensional drawings, parts list drawings and operation and maintenance
manuals.
2.
The exterior of the valve for above ground service shall be coated with a universal alkyd
primer. Valve exterior for buried service shall be coated with an epoxy coating.
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3.

4.

Valve shall be marked with the Serial Number, Manufacturer, Size, Cold Working Pressure
(CWP) and the Direct and Reverse Actuator Pressure Ratings on a corrosion resistant
nameplate.
Acceptable Manufacturers:
a.
Valmatic (Basis of Design)
b.
DeZurik
c.
Or equal

2.2

ECCENTRIC PLUG VALVES (1/2-INCH TO 3-INCHES)

A.

Design:
1.
Threaded valve seat shall be a machined seating surface.
2.
2 ½ in. valves and larger shall have a valve seat that is a welded overlay of 95% pure nickel
applied directly to the body on a pre-machined, cast seating surface and machined to a
smooth finish.
3.
Threaded valves shall have shaft seals which consist of V-type lip seal in a fixed gland
with a resilient O-ring spring.
4.
2 ½ in. valves and larger shall have shaft seals which consist of V-type packing in a fixed
gland with an adjustable follower designed to prevent over compression of the packing and
to meet design parameter of the packing manufacturer. Removable POP™ shims shall be
provided under the follower flanges to provide for adjustment and prevent over tightening.
5.
Permanently lubricated, radial shaft bearings shall be supplied in the upper and lower
bearing journals. Thrust bearings shall be provided in the upper and lower journal areas,
except for threaded type which only have upper thrust bearings.
6.
Both the packing and bearings in the upper and lower journals shall be protected by a GritGuard™ “drip tight” Buna-N shaft seal located on the valve shaft to minimize the entrance
of grit into the bearing journal and shaft seal areas.
7.
The threaded valve body shall have 1/8” NPT upstream and downsteam pressure ports.

B.

Materials:
1.
Valve bodies and covers shall be constructed of ASTM A126 Class B cast iron for working
pressures up to 175 psig and ASTM A536 Grade 65-45-12 for working pressures up to 250
psig. The words “SEAT END” shall be cast on the exterior of the body seat end.
2.
Threaded valve plugs shall be of one-piece construction and made of ASTM A126 Class
B cast iron fully encapsulated with a resilient facing per ASTM D2000-BG and
ANSI/AWWA C517 requirements.
3.
2 ½ in. plugs and larger shall be of one-piece construction and made of ASTM A126 Class
B cast iron or ASTM A536 Grade 65-45-12 ductile iron and fully encapsulated with
resilient facing per ASTM D2000-BG and ANSI/AWWA C517 requirements.
4.
Threaded valves shall have radial shaft bearings constructed of self-lubricating Type 316
stainless steel. The top thrust bearing shall be Teflon.
5.
2 ½ in. plug valves and larger shall have radial shaft bearings constructed of self-lubricating
Type 316 stainless steel. The top thrust bearing shall be Teflon. The bottom thrust bearing
shall be self-lubricating Type 316 stainless steel. Cover bolts shall be corrosion resistant
with zinc plating.

C.

Actuators:
1.
Threaded valves shall be equipped with a hand lever with a dial indicator and open memory
stop.
2.
Valves 2 ½ in. and larger shall be equipped with a 2-inch square nut for direct quarter turn
operation. The packing gland shall include a friction collar and an open position memory
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3.
4.

stop. The friction collar shall include a nylon sleeve to provide friction without exerting
pressure on the valve packing.
All gear actuators shall be designed to withstand, without damage, a rim pull of 200 lb. on
the hand wheel and an input torque or 300 ft-lbs. for nuts.
Buried service actuators shall be packed with grease and sealed for temporary submergence
to 20 feet of water. Exposed worm shafts shall be stainless steel.

2.3

ECCENTRIC PLUG VALVES (3-INCHES TO 54-INCHES)

A.

Design:
1.
Valves shall have a valve seat that is a welded overlay of 95% pure nickel applied directly
to the body on a pre-machined, cast seating surface and machined to a smooth finish.
2.
Valves shall have shaft seals which consist of V-type packing in a fixed gland with an
adjustable follower and removable shims under the follower flange to provide for
adjustment and prevent over compression.
3.
Permanently lubricated, radial shaft bearings shall be supplied in the upper and lower
bearing journals to eliminate the need for grease fittings. Thrust bearings shall be provided
in the upper and lower journal areas, except for threaded type which only have upper thrust
bearings.
4.
Both the packing and bearings in the upper and lower journals shall be protected by BunaN shaft seals located on the valve shaft to minimize the entrance of grit into the bearing
journal and shaft seal areas.

B.

Materials:
1.
Valve bodies and covers shall be constructed of ASTM A126 Class B for working
pressures up to 175 psig. The words “SEAT END” shall be cast on the exterior of the body
seat end.
2.
Plugs shall be of one-piece construction and made of ASTM A536 Grade 65-45-12 ductile
iron and fully encapsulated with resilient facing per ASTM D2000-BG and ANSI/AWWA
C517 requirements.
3.
Plug valves shall have radial shaft bearings constructed of self-lubricating Type 316
stainless steel. The thrust bearings shall be PTFE. Cover bolts shall be corrosion resistant
with zinc plating.

C.

Actuation:
1.
Valves shall be equipped with a 2-inch square nut for direct quarter turn operation with a
hand lever. The packing gland shall include a friction collar and an open position memory
stop. The friction collar shall include a nylon sleeve to provide friction without exerting
pressure on the valve packing.
2.
Valves shall include a totally enclosed and sealed worm gear actuator with position
indicator (above ground service only) and externally adjustable open and closed stops. The
worm segment gear shall be ASTM A536 Grade 65-45-12 ductile iron with a precision
bore and keyway for connection to the valve shaft. Bronze radial bearings shall be provided
for the segment gear and worm shaft. Alloy steel roller thrust bearings shall be provided
for the hardened worm.
3.
All gear actuators shall be designed to withstand, without damage, a rim pull of 200 lb. on
the hand wheel and an input torque or 300 ft-lbs. for nuts.
4.
Buried service actuators shall be packed with grease and sealed for temporary submergence
to 20 feet of water. Exposed worm gear shafts shall be stainless steel.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION

A.

Plug valves shall be installed in strict accordance with the manufacturer's published
recommendations.

B.

Eccentric Plug Valves: Unless otherwise directed, the following rules shall be observed for the
installation of eccentric plug valves on sewage, sludge, or other liquid systems containing solids,
silt, or fine sand:
1.
The valves shall be positioned with the stem in the horizontal direction.
2.
In horizontal pipelines, the plug shall swing upwards when opening, to permit flushing out
of solids.
3.
The orientation of the valve shall prevent the valve body from filling up with solids when
closed; however, where the pressure differential through the valve exceeds 25 psi, the
higher pressure for valves without worm gear, electric, or air operators shall be through the
valve to force the plug against the seat.
4.
Valves which may be closed for extended periods (stand-by, bypass, or drain lines) and
valves with reversed flow (higher pressure on downstream side, forcing the plug away from
its seat), shall be equipped with worm gear operators for the full range of sizes.
5.
For special applications or when in doubt, consult with the manufacturer prior to
installation.

C.

Except as otherwise indicated, comply with the following requirements:
1.
Install valves where required for proper operation of piping and equipment, including
valves in branch lines where necessary to isolate sections of piping. Locate valves so as to
be accessible and so that separate support can be provided when necessary.
2.
Install valves with stems pointed up, in vertical position where possible, but in no case with
stems pointed downward from horizontal plane.

D.

Insulation: Where insulation is indicated, install extended-stem valves, arranged in proper manner
to receive insulation.

E.

Valve System: Select and install valves with outside screw and yoke stems, except provide inside
screw non-rising stem valves where headroom prevents full opening of OS&Y valves.

F.

Renewable Seats: Select and install valves with renewable seats, except where otherwise indicated.

G.

Locate all valves in locations which will allow easy operation and facilitates maintenance.

H.

Provide chain operators for any valves located more than 8 feet above finished floor. This means
double acting lever handles for quarter turn valves, or chain wheels for multi-turn valves. Arrange
valves and set up chain length for proper operation.

3.2

ADJUSTING AND CLEANING:

A.

Valve Adjustment: After piping systems have been tested and put into service, but before final
testing, adjusting, and balancing, inspect each valve for possible leaks. Adjust or replace packing
to stop leaks, replace valve if leak persists.

B.

Valve Identification: Tag each valve in accordance with Division-22 section "Identification for
Piping and Equipment".
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3.3

MANUFACTURER’S CUSTOMER SERVICE

A.

Manufacturer’s authorized representative shall be available for customer service during installation
and start-up, and to train personnel in the operation, maintenance and troubleshooting of the valve.

B.

Manufacturer shall also make customer service available directly from the factory in addition to
authorized representatives for assistance during installation and start-up, and to train personnel in
the operation, maintenance and troubleshooting of the valve.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 400564 - BUTTERFLY VALVES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

THE REQUIREMENT

A.

The Contractor shall provide butterfly valves and appurtenances, complete and operable, in
accordance with the Contract Documents.

B.

The requirements of Section 400557 – Valve and Gate Actuators apply to this Section.

1.2

CONTRACTOR SUBMITTALS

A.

Furnish submittals in accordance with Section 013300.

B.

Shop Drawings
1.
Complete Shop Drawings of butterfly valves and actuators.
2.
Drawings showing valve port diameter complete with dimensions, part numbers, and
materials of construction.
3.
Certification of proof-of-design test from the valve manufacturer.
4.
Certification: The Contractor shall obtain written certification from the butterfly valve
manufacturer, addressed to the Owner, stating that the butterfly valves and the valve
operators will efficiently and thoroughly perform the required functions in accordance with
these Specifications and as shown, and that the manufacturer accepts joint responsibility
with the Contractor for coordination of all butterfly valves and valve operators, including
motors, drives, controls, and services required for proper installation and operation of the
completely assembled and installed units. The Contractor shall submit all such certificates
to the construction manager.
5.
Technical Manuals: The Contractor shall furnish technical manuals for the butterfly
valves, manual operators, and electric motor valve operators under one cover and in
accordance with the requirements of Section 013300 - Submittals.
6.
Valve Labeling: The Contractor shall submit a schedule of butterfly valves to be labeled
indicating in each case the valve location and the proposed wording for the label.
7.
Field Procedures: Written instructions for field procedures for erection, adjustments,
inspection, and testing shall be provided prior to delivery of the butterfly valves and valve
operators.

1.3

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Valves shall be subjected to performance, leakage, and hydrostatic tests in accordance with
procedures and acceptance criteria established by AWWA C504.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

RESILIENT SEATED BUTTERFLY VALVE

A.

General
1.
Valves shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C504 and shall be of the size indicated.
2.
The manufacturer shall have produced AWWA butterfly valves for a minimum of five
years.
3.
Acceptable Manufacturers
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a.
b.
B.

Design
1.
Body
a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

Disc
a.
b.

3.

Stem
a.
b.

c.
4.

5.

6.
7.

C.

Bray
Or equal

Shall be one-piece wafer or lug design with extended neck to allow for 2” of piping
insulation.
Flange location holes shall be provided on wafer bodies to allow for quick and
precise alignment during valve installation.
Flange hole drilling per international flange standard as specified.
A non-corrosive bushing and a self-adjusting stem seal shall be provided. No field
adjustment shall be necessary to maintain optimum field performance.
Dis edge and hub on metal discs shall be spherically machine and hand polished
for torque and maximum sealing capability.
The disc shall be a lens-shaped design to afford minimal pressure drop and line
turbulence.
Shall be one-piece design.
Disc to stem connection shall be an internal double “D” design with no possible
leak paths in the disc-to-stem connection. External disc-to-stem connections such
as disc screws or pins are not allowed.
Stem shall be mechanically retained in the body neck and no part of the stem shall
be exposed to the line media.

Seat
a.

Shall be tongue-and-groove seat with a primary hub seal and a molded flange Oring for weld-neck and slip-on flanges.
b.
The seat shall totally encapsulate the body isolating it from the line media and no
flange gaskets shall be required.
c.
Seats may not be located on the disc or be retained by segments and/or screws.
Bearings
a.
Valve bearings shall be of a self-lubricating, nonmetallic material to effectively
isolate the disc-shaft assembly from the valve body. Metal-to-metal thrust bearings
in the flow stream are not allowed.
Testing: Valve shall be tested to 110% of the rated pressure.
Pressure rating
a.
Valve shall be rated for bubble-tight shut-off at the following pressure rating:
1)
Series 30/31: 150 psi
2)
Series 31H: 250 psi

Materials of Construction
1.
Body: As noted in valve schedule
2.
Disk:
a.
Water and wastewater service: coated ductile iron
b.
RO permeate water: Nylon 11 coated ductile iron
c.
Process air: stainless steel
3.
Stem: 316 stainless steel
4.
Seat:
a.
Water and wastewater: EPDM
b.
RO permeate water: EPDM
c.
Process Air: EPDM or Viton where specifically noted.
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2.2

DOUBLE OFFSET HIGH PERFORMANCE BUTTERFLY VALVE

A.

General
1.
Valves shall conform to ANSI/AWWA C504 and shall be of the size indicated.
2.
The manufacturer shall have produced AWWA butterfly valves for a minimum of five
years.
3.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Bray
b.
Keystone
c.
Or equal

B.

Design
1.
Body
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
C.

Disc
a.
Stem
a.
b.

Shall be one-piece wafer, lug or double flanged design with extended neck to allow
for 2” of piping insulation.
Flange hole drilling per international flange standard as specified.
Provided with top and bottom stem bearings consisting of a 316 stainless steel shell
with a TFE/glass fabric liner bearing surface.
Equipped with an externally adjustable stem packing system that allows packing
adjustment without removing the actuator.
Internal over-travel stop shall be provided to prevent over-travel of the disc and
minimize possible seat damage.
Dis edge and hub on metal discs shall be spherically machine and hand polished
for torque and maximum sealing capability.
Shall be one-piece design
Stem shall be provided with blow-out proof stem retention system to assure full
retention of the stem in the unlikely event of an internal stem failure.

Seat
a.
b.

Design shall consist of a resilient energizer totally encapsulated by the seat.
Seat retainer shall be full-faced and firmly attached by bolts located outside the
sealing area to protect them from corrosion.
c.
The seat assembly shall be locked in the body recess by the full-faced retainer.
d.
The seat shall be self-adjusting for wear and temperature changes.
e.
The seat shall be easily field replaceable.
Testing: Valve shall be tested for tight shut-off per API 598 requirements.
Pressure ratings: Valves shall be rated for a minimum of 285 psi.

Materials of Construction
1.
Body: Stainless steel
2.
Disk: Stainless steel
3.
Stem: 316 stainless steel
4.
Seat: RTFE

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION

A.

Exposed butterfly valves shall be installed with a means of removing the complete valve assembly
without dismantling the valve or operator. Installation shall be in accordance with manufacturers
recommendation.
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B.

Install valves where required for proper operation of piping and equipment, including valves in
branch lines where necessary to isolate sections of piping. Locate valves so as to be accessible and
so that separate support can be provided when necessary.

C.

Install valves with stems pointed up, in vertical position where possible, but in no case with stems
pointed downward from horizontal plane.
END OF SECTION
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SECTION 400567 – BALL VALVES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1
A.

1.2

SCOPE:
Furnish and install all valves complete and in accordance to the requirements of the Contract
Documents.
SUBMITTALS:

A.

Product Data: Submit manufacturer's technical product data, including installation instructions
for each type of valve. Include pressure drop curve or chart for each type and size of valve.

B.

Shop Drawings: Submit manufacturer's assembly-type (exploded view) shop drawings for each
type of valve, indicating dimensions, weights, materials, and methods of assembly of
components.

C.

Maintenance Data: Submit maintenance data and spare parts list for each type of valve.
Include this data, product data, shop drawings in maintenance manual; in accordance with
requirements of Division 1.

1.3

QUALITY ASSURANCE:

A.

Manufacturer's Qualifications: Firms regularly engaged in manufacture of valves, of types and
sizes required, whose products have been in satisfactory use in similar service.

B.

Valve Types: Provide valves of same type by same manufacturer.

C.

Valve Identification: Provide valves with manufacturer's name (or trademark) and pressure
rating clearly marked on valve body.

D.

Codes and Standards:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

MSS Compliance: Mark valves in accordance with MSS-25 "Standard Marking System
for Valves, Fittings, Flanges and Unions".
ANSI Compliance: For face-to-face and end-to-end dimensions of flanged- or
welded-end valve bodies, comply with ANSI B16.10 "Face-to-Face and End-to-End
Dimensions of Ferrous Valves".
U-PVC: Conforming to ASTM D1784 Cell Classification 12454 A
CPVC – Conforming to ASTM D1784 Cell Classification 23567 A
Polypropylene – Conforming to ASTM D4101 Cell Classification PP0210B67272
PVDF – Conforming to ASTM D3222-91A Cell Classification Type II

PART 2 - PRODUCT

2.1

PLASTIC BALL VALVES (1/2” – 6”)
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A.

All valves shall be true-union design with 2-way blocking capability. PTFE seats shall have
elastomeric backing cushions to provide smooth even stem torque and to compensate for wear.
Valves shall feature molded ISO mounting top flange for actuation installation and Panel
Mount feature on bottom of valve for securing in-line. The handle shall double as the spanner
wrench for maintenance and carrier adjustment.

B.

Valve shall have a pressure rating of 150 psi at 70ºF.

C.

Where noted on contract drawings, a 1/8” Vent Hole factory drilled and de-burred by the
manufacturer shall be added to eliminate the hazard of pressurization.

D.

Acceptable Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering
ball valves which may be incorporated in the work are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.2
A.

B.

Asahi America, Inc.
George Fischer
Dura Plastic Products, Inc.
Hayward
Or equal.

STAINLESS STEEL BALL VALVES
Features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

316 SS Ball Construction
SS Body construction
RPTFE seat
Threaded
Full Port
Two piece body design
Solid Ball Construction
SS Lever and Nut
Blow out proof stern design
Nylon lever grip
150 psi rated

Acceptable Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering
ball valves which may be incorporated in the work are:
1. Apollo Valves
2. Or equal

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1
A.

INSTALLATION:
General: Except as otherwise indicated, comply with the following requirements:
1. Install valves where required for proper operation of piping and equipment, including
valves in branch lines where necessary to isolate sections of piping. Locate valves so
as to be accessible and so that separate support can be provided when necessary.
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2. Install valves with stems pointed up, in vertical position where possible, but in no
case with stems pointed downward from horizontal plane.
B.

Insulation: Where insulation is indicated, install extended-stem valves, arranged in proper
manner to receive insulation.

C.

Selection of Valve Ends (Pipe Connections): Except as otherwise indicated, select and install
valves with the following ends or types of pipe/tube connections.
1.

Pipe Size 2" and Smaller: One of the following, at Installer's option:
a.
b.

2.

Threaded valves.
Flanged valves.

Pipe Size 2-1/2" and Larger:
a.
b.

Flanged valves.
Grooved joint valves.

D.

Valve System: Select and install valves with outside screw and yoke stems, except provide
inside screw non-rising stem valves where headroom prevents full opening of OS&Y valves.

E.

Renewable Seats: Select and install valves with renewable seats, except where otherwise
indicated.

3.2
A.

3.3

ADJUSTING AND CLEANING:
Valve Adjustment: After piping systems have been tested and put into service, but before final
testing, adjusting, and balancing, inspect each valve for possible leaks. Adjust or replace
packing to stop leaks, replace valve if leak persists.
VALVE INSTALLATION:

A.

Locate all valves in locations which will allow easy operation and facilitates maintenance.

B.

Provide chain operators for any valves located more than 8 feet above finished floor. This
means double acting lever handles for quarter turn valves, or chain wheels for multi-turn
valves. Arrange valves and set up chain length for proper operation.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 409000 – INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL FOR PROCESS SYSTEMS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

This Section includes the following:
1.

1.2

General requirements which apply to all Instrumentation and Control for Process Systems
(hereafter referred to as I&C).

REFERENCES
A.

The installation and commissioning of the I&C System shall conform to all applicable codes,
regulations, standards and specifications, including, but not limited to those listed below. These
publications are referenced to by designation but not by edition. The latest edition accepted by
the Authority Having Jurisdiction in effect at the time of bid shall govern.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1.3

State and Local Codes and Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
American Petroleum Institute (API)
Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
International Society of Automation (ISA)
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
National Electric Code (NEC).
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL)

DEFINITIONS
A.

The following definitions may be used throughout this section and subsections (refer to the
drawing sheet GI-1 for instrumentation abbreviations):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

CTC: Communications termination cabinet.
FAT: Factory acceptance test.
HMI: Human machine interface.
I&C: Instrumentation and control for process systems
IS: Instrumentation supplier.
LAN: Local area network.
LCP: Local control panel.
NC: Normally closed.
NO: Normally open.
OIT: Operator interface terminal.
OSI: Owner’s System Integrator.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
1.4

PC: Personal computer.
PID: Control action, proportional plus integral plus derivative.
PLC: Programmable logic controller.
P&ID: Process and instrumentation diagram
RIO: Remote input/output
SCADA: Supervisory control and data acquisition.
UPS: Uninterruptible power supply.
VCP: Vendor control panel.
WAN: Wide area network

I&C SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A.

Vendor Requirements
1.
Vendors that are providing equipment for this project shall be responsible to the Owner
for the implementation of a complete I&C system as it pertains to the equipment that is
being provided by the vendor. The vendor shall provide all necessary coordination,
material, and labor such that the entire system be complete and functional.
2.
The OSI is responsible for the programming and implementation of plant PLC(s) and
HMI hardware and software for a complete SCADA system. It is required that vendors
coordinate with the OSI so vendor systems may be properly monitored and controlled
through the SCADA system. Vendors shall be required to provide all programming files
to the OSI prior to equipment being delivered to the job site. In addition, provide a
comprehensive tag list with tags that are recommended to be shown on SCADA
highlighted.
3.
Where vendor equipment is to interface with Plant PLC’s for interlocks, set points and/or
start commands, the vendor is to coordinate with the OSI to properly configure the
interface. Each such interface shall be achieved using Ethernet/IP and messaging in the
PLC’s. Each PLC (vendor and plant) shall have watchdogs implemented and associated
programming to take the safest action in the event that communications between PLC’s
fails.
4.
The vendor is responsible for participating in the FAT, installation, commissioning,
calibration and scheduling for the associated vendor equipment.
5.
All vendor systems shall provide loop drawings that are coordinated with the P&ID’s for
the project. Vendors shall assist the Engineer in the development of P&ID’s for the
project.
6.

Vendor Submittals shall include the following:
a.
Instrumentation (including TR20 forms).
b.
Control panels design and equipment cut sheets.
c.
Loop drawings design.
d.
Recommended spare parts.

7.

Following submittal approvals, do the following:
a.
Procure all instrumentation hardware and accessories.
b.
Procure hardware for and fabricate all control panels being provided.
c.
Perform FAT’s for all control panels being provided.

8.

Perform bench and field calibrations of instruments as required.
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1.5

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

General
1.
Submittals for Division 40 shall meet the following requirements:
a.
Submittals shall include bills of materials with quantities, makes, models, exact
part numbers and descriptions.
b.
Edit all submittals such that only pertinent information is submitted. Neatly cross
out information that does not apply, options that are not being supplied, etc.
c.
Show product dimensions, construction and installation details, wiring diagrams,
and specifications.
d.
If there are exceptions to the Specifications, provide a list of exceptions with
detailed explanations for the exceptions. The Engineer will review the list of
exceptions and determine whether a solution may be determined or if the
exception(s) will not be allowed.

B.

Furnish TR20 instrumentation forms for each instrument using the forms outlined in ISATR20.00.01-2007. This requirement includes all instruments that are being installed as part of
the project, whether they are Contractor, Owner and/or Vendor supplied. Show on each sheet
who is the responsible party for supplying the instrument. The TR20 sheets should be provided
electronically in Microsoft Word or Excel as well.

C.

Provide instrument cut sheets for each instrument make and model being supplied for the
project. Each cut sheet should have a list of instrument tag numbers that pertain to that
particular cut sheet. The cut sheets should have enough information to verify that the
instrument conforms to the Contract Drawings and Specifications.

D.

Instrument installation drawings
1.
Provide instrument installation drawings for each make and model of instrument being
supplied.
2.
Delineate what is being supplied by the IS and what is being supplied by other installers.
3.
Show overall dimensions, mounting locations and elevations.
4.
Show all cabling, conduit and piping locations.
5.
Show the ambient conditions of the location where the instrument is being installed
which includes ambient temperature and humidity extremes, whether or not the
atmosphere is corrosive and the area classification.
6.
Show mounting requirements, brackets, stands and anchoring.
7.
Show means for sun protection where required.

E.

The Control Panel Bill of Materials and Design Data shall include information presented in
association with the panel drawings. The Bill of Materials shall include all hardware inside or
on the enclosure. The design data will include UPS and/or battery load calculations to show
that the UPS is sized appropriately for load and for backup time. The design data will show
panel weight, materials and finishes. HVAC design data shall be shown. Seismic criteria shall
be shown if required by the Contract Documents.Panel Shop Drawings:
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1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Show every internal wire and connection diagrammatically. Show all interfaces between
the control panel and external equipment to be connected for power, controls, signal,
communications, etc.
All shop drawings shall include a title block with the name of the firm designing the
control panels. The title block shall also include project information, Owner information
and/or logo, drawing number and description, revision fields and date.
All shop drawings shall be developed utilizing AutoCAD version 2008 or later. All shop
drawings should be submitted in PDF and AutoCAD formats
Panel layout drawing(s):
a.
Each control panel shall have shop drawing(s) which depict the front, back, sides
and top/bottom of the panel. This includes showing any hardware mounted on the
inside or outside of the panel.
b.
Layout drawings should include subpanel and swing-out panel layouts.
c.
Layout drawings should show locations of panel penetrations for cutouts, conduit
entry and/or access plates.
d.
Layout drawings should show all of the components and provide a reference to the
bill of materials.
e.
Show the elevations of door devices from the finished floor.
AC and/or DC power distribution diagrams:
a.
Each panel shall show power distribution schematics that show how the panel
receives power and feeds all of its internal loads as well as associated external
loads.
Communications and/or Network diagrams:
a.
For panels that utilize any means of communications both internally and
externally, provide a diagram depicting each communication connection.
Input/Output and/or Internal wiring diagrams
Terminal block diagrams

F.

Provide panel hardware cut sheets for each make and model of equipment being supplied for the
project. The cut sheets should have enough information to verify that the equipment conforms
to the Contract Drawings and Specifications.

G.

Loop Drawings Requirements:
1.
All loop drawings shall include a title block with the name of the firm designing the loop
drawings. The title block shall also include project information, Owner information
and/or logo, drawing number and description, revision fields and date.
2.
All loop drawings shall be developed utilizing AutoCAD version 2008 or later. All loop
drawings should be submitted in PDF and AutoCAD formats.
3.
Each loop drawing should have the following as a minimum:
a.
Six area divisions, from left to right which are:
1)
Field/Process Area (this area will show field and process equipment).
2)
Junction Boxes (this area will show any field junction boxes associated with
the loop).
3)
Local Control Panel (this area will show any local control panels associated
with the loop).
4)
Electrical Room (this area will show electrical equipment such as starters,
VFD’s, power feeders, etc. associated with the loop).
5)
Programmable Logic Controller (this area will show PLC Inputs/Outputs
associated with the loop).
6)
SCADA (this area will show logical connections for the Inputs/Outputs
from the PLC to the SCADA System).
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
H.

1.6

Each loop drawing will show each instrument or field device associated with the loop and
its wiring connections and wire labels.
Each electrical enclosure (junction box, local control panel, PLC panel, starter panel, etc.)
will show terminal numbers and terminal block group references.
All wires to be installed by the Contractor shall be dashed while all wires installed by the
panel shop should be solid.
Show continuation lines to associated loops that may interface with each loop.
Show all wiring associated for the loop including power, controls, signal and
communications.

Recommended Spare Parts Submittal
1.
Submit a list of spare parts for all of the equipment associated with the I&C System. The
list of spare parts shall include list pricing for each item.
2.
Provide the name, address and phone number for each manufacturer and manufacturer’s
local sales representative.
3.
Indicate whether the spare parts are being provided under this contract or not.
INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A.
1.7

Field quality-control test reports.
CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A.
1.8

Operation and maintenance data.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All equipment supplied for this project shall meet the requirements of the National Electric
Code (NEC) and shall be listed by and bearing the label of the Underwriters’ Laboritories (UL).

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A.

2.2

All materials provided under this Contract shall be new and free from defects.
MANUFACTURERS

A.

All equipment provided for the I&C System shall be the most recent field-proven models
marketed by their manufacturers at the time of submittal of the Shop Drawings unless otherwise
required to match existing equipment.

B.

Instruments which utilize a common measurement principle (for example, float switches) shall
be furnished by a single manufacturer. Panel mounted instruments shall have matching style
and general appearance. Instruments performing similar functions shall be of the same type,
model, or class, and shall be from a single manufacturer.
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2.3

OPERATING CONDITIONS
A.

The I&C System shall be designed and constructed for satisfactory operation and long, low
maintenance service under the following conditions:
1.
Environment: Wastewater Treatment Plant.
2.
Temperature Extremes: 18F to 96F (Outdoors); 50F to 104F (Indoors).
3.
Relative Humidity: 20% to 90%, non-condensing.

B.

Indoor and outdoor control panels and instrument enclosures shall be suitable for operation in
the ambient conditions associated with the locations designated in the Contract Documents.
Heating, cooling, and dehumidifying devices shall be provided in order to maintain
instrumentation devices 20 percent within the minimums and maximums of their rated
environmental operating ranges. The Contractor shall provide power wiring for these devices.
Enclosures suitable for the environment shall be furnished including protection from the sun for
outdoor units. Instrumentation in hazardous areas shall be suitable for use in the particular
hazardous or classified location in which it is to be installed.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING
A.

After completion of shop assembly, factory test, and approval, equipment, cabinets, panels, and
consoles shall be packed in protective crates and enclosed in heavy duty polyethylene envelopes
or secured sheeting to provide complete protection from damage, dust, and moisture.
Dehumidifiers shall be placed inside the polyethylene coverings. The equipment shall then be
skid-mounted for final transport. Lifting rings shall be provided for moving without removing
protective covering. Boxed weight shall be shown on shipping tags together with instructions
for unloading, transporting, storing, and handling at the Site.

B.

Special instructions for proper field handling, storage, and installation required by the
manufacturer shall be securely attached to each piece of equipment prior to packaging and
shipment.

C.

Each component shall be tagged to identify its location, instrument tag number, and function in
the system. A permanent stainless steel or other non-corrosive material tag firmly attached and
permanently and indelibly marked with the instrument tag number, as given in the tabulation,
shall be provided on each piece of equipment in the PCIS. Identification shall be prominently
displayed on the outside of the package.

D.

Equipment shall not be stored outdoors. Equipment shall be stored in dry permanent shelters,
including in-line equipment, and shall be adequately protected against mechanical injury. If any
apparatus has been damaged, such damage shall be repaired by the Contractor. If any apparatus
has been subject to possible injury by water, it shall be thoroughly dried out and put through
tests as directed by the Engineer. If such tests reveal defects, the equipment shall be replaced.
MANUFACTURER’S SERVICES

3.2
A.

Manufacturer’s services shall be furnished for the following equipment:
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1.

Vendor supplied equipment that contain programmable controllers, operator interfaces
and/or instrumentation that requires site calibration.

3.3

INSTALLATION

3.4

FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TESTING (FAT)
A.

Vendors shall arrange to allow the Engineer and Owner to inspect and witness the testing of the
equipment at the site of fabrication. Equipment shall include the cabinets, special control
systems, and other pertinent systems and devices. A minimum of 10 days notification shall be
furnished to the Engineer prior to testing. No shipments shall be made without the Engineer's
approval.

B.

For each FAT, the Vendor shall develop and submit a FAT Plan and Procedure Document
within 10 days of the FAT. The FAT Plan and Procedure shall as a minimum shall have the
following:
1.
Descriptions of test methods to be performed during the FAT.
2.
FAT Schedule and Procedure
3.
FAT Checklists that allow for sign-off and comments for each test method and procedure.

C.

Control Panel Completion Test Methods: The following test methods should be performed
during the FAT for each control panel:
1.
Completed Shop Drawings: Demonstrate that the control panel has been built according
to the shop drawings and that the shop drawings are accurate.
2.
Panel Layout: Demonstrate that the control panel has been laid out as designed and as
required by Division 40.
3.
Power Distribution: Demonstrate all power distribution circuits, including but not limited
to AC power circuits, UPS operation, signals and circuits and DC circuits.
4.
Control Circuits: Demonstrate the correct installation of each control circuit. Using a
signal generator or multi-meter, show the correct operation of each input, output, relay,
barrier, buttons, switches, or any other control device. Demonstrate the proper
functionality of any hard-wired interlocks that may be associated with each control
circuit.
5.
Panel Networking/Communications: If any form of communications is associated with
the control panel, verify the proper operation of each communication port and link.

D.

Control Loop Test Methods: In order to demonstrate that the control panel will provide its
function as intended, provide the following control loop test methods. If programming for the
control panel is provided by others, coordinate with the programmer to have all programming
completed and tested prior to the FAT. If needed, coordinate to have the programmer present
for the FAT.
1.
Alarm Functions: Verify and/or simulate each alarm condition associated with each
control loop.
2.
Local Manual and Auto Functions: Verify and/or simulate each Local Manual and/or
Auto function associated with each control loop.
3.
Remote Manual and Auto Functions: Verify and/or simulate each Remote Manual and/or
Auto function associated with each control loop.
4.
Control Loop Interlocks: Demonstrate the functionality of any software interlocks that
may be associated with each control loop.
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E.

If the FAT does not pass and needs to be repeated, the vendor shall be responsible for additional
per diem costs incurred by the Engineer and Owner.

F.

All changes and/or corrections made during the FAT shall be noted on the checklists.

G.

Following completion and approval of all FAT, provide the finalized checklists to the Engineer
and as part of the equipment shop drawings.

3.5

CALIBRATION
A.

Devices provided under Division 40 shall be calibrated according to the manufacturer's
recommended procedures to verify operational readiness and ability to meet the indicated
functional and tolerance requirements.

B.

Each instrument shall be calibrated at 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of span using test
instruments to simulate inputs. The test instruments shall have accuracies traceable to National
Institute of Standards and Testing.

C.

Instruments that have been bench-calibrated shall be examined in the field to determine whether
any of the calibrations are in need of adjustment. Such adjustments, if required, shall be made
only after consultation with the Engineer.

D.

Instruments which were not bench-calibrated shall be calibrated in the field to insure proper
operation in accordance with the instrument loop diagrams or specification data sheets.

E.

Each analyzer system shall be calibrated and tested as a workable system after installation.
Testing procedures shall be directed by the manufacturers' technical representatives. Samples
and sample gases shall be furnished by the manufacturers.

F.

For each instrument calibration, provide a calibration sheet and update the corresponding TR20
Instrument Form with the new calibration data. The Calibration sheet shall include the
following as a minimum:
1.
Date of calibration
2.
Project Name.
3.
Tag Number.
4.
Manufacturer, model and serial number.
5.
Calibration data including range, input, output and measurement at each calibration point.
6.
Space for comments.
7.
Space for sign-off by party performing calibration.

G.

A calibration and testing tag shall be attached to each piece of equipment or system at a location
determined by the Engineer. The IS shall sign the tag when calibration is complete. The
Engineer will sign the tag when the calibration and testing has been accepted.

3.6

LOOP TESTING
A.

Each control loop shall have been installed according to the finalized loop drawing. Prior to the
commencement of loop testing, the following pre-requisites should have been met:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All associated equipment, conduit and wire has been permanently installed, terminated
and inspected.
All wiring has been properly pulled, terminated and labeled.
Each wire has been tested with a point-to-point test.
All control panels and electrical equipment have been checked out and tested.
All instrumentation has been appropriately installed and calibrated.
Loop Test Forms for each loop to be tested have been created and will be available
during the loop testing.

B.

Each loop test shall have a Loop Test Form prepared and ready prior to each loop test. The loop
test form shall have the following:
1.
Loop Number and Description
2.
Check-Off List with room for sign-off and dated by the IS, Programmer, and Owner’s
Witness as well as room for comments. The list of items to be checked off for each loop
should include but is not limited to the following:
a.
Each power distribution circuit.
b.
Each control circuit.
c.
Each alarm circuit.
d.
Each PLC input/output point.
e.
Each Local Manual, Local Auto, Remote Manual & SCADA Auto function.
f.
Each hard-wired and software interlock.

C.

Issues that arise during loop testing should be addressed and fixed immediately. If it is not
feasible to immediately fix the issues, the loop testing should be re-scheduled as soon as
possible to avoid delays. Any costs associated with re-testing and requiring all parties to return
to the site shall in no way be incurred to the Owner.

D.

Following a successful loop test, the appropriate parties should sign and date the Loop Test
Forms. All Forms shall be certified and submitted to the Engineer as part of the O&M Manuals.

E.

Following loop testing, in no way should any parts of the loop be modified. In no way shall any
wiring be re-routed or re-terminated. If any such work occurs, all affected loops shall be retested at no expense to the Owner.

3.7

COMMISSIONING
A.

Commissioning shall commence after acceptance of wire test, calibration tests and loop tests,
and inspections have demonstrated that the instrumentation and control system complies with
Contract requirements. Pre-commissioning shall demonstrate proper operation of every system
with process equipment operating over full operating ranges under conditions as closely
resembling actual operating conditions as possible.

B.

Commissioning and test activities shall follow detailed test procedures and check lists accepted
by the Engineer. Test data shall be acquired using equipment as required and shall be recorded
on test forms accepted by the Engineer, which include calculated tolerance limits for each step.
Completion of system commissioning and test activities shall be documented by a certified
report, including test forms with test data entered, delivered to the Engineer with a clear and
unequivocal statement that system commissioning and test requirements have been satisfied.
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C.

Where feasible, system commissioning activities shall include the use of water to establish
service conditions that simulate, to the greatest extent possible, normal final control element
operating conditions in terms of applied process loads, operating ranges, and environmental
conditions. Final control elements, control panels, and ancillary equipment shall be tested under
startup and steady state operating conditions to verify that proper and stable control is achieved
using motor control center and local field mounted control circuits. Hardwired and software
control circuit interlocks and alarms shall be operational. The control of final control elements
and ancillary equipment shall be tested using both manual and automatic (where provided)
control circuits. The stable steady state operation of final control elements running under the
control of field mounted automatic analog controllers or software-based controllers shall be
assured by adjusting the controllers as required to eliminate oscillatory final control element
operation. The transient stability of final control elements operating under the control of field
mounted, and software-based automatic analog controllers shall be verified by applying control
signal disturbances, monitoring the amplitude and decay rate of control parameter oscillations
(if any), and making necessary controller adjustments as required to eliminate excessive
oscillatory amplitudes and decay rates.

D.

Electronic control stations incorporating proportional, integral or differential control circuits
shall be optimally tuned, experimentally, by applying control signal disturbances and adjusting
the gain, reset, or rate settings as required to achieve a proper response. Measured final control
element variable position/speed setpoint settings shall be compared to measured final control
element position/speed values at 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of span and the results checked
against indicated accuracy tolerances.

3.8

TRAINING
A.

Develop a Training Plan and submit it to the Engineer for approval. Coordinate with the
Engineer and Owner the time and locations of each training session. Schedule the trainings for
after the equipment has been pre-commissioned.

B.

Each training session shall include a written agenda.

C.

The vendor shall train the Owner’s personnel on the maintenance, calibration and repair of
instruments provided.

D.

Within 10 days after the completion of each session, the Contractor shall submit the following:
1.
A list of Owner personnel who attended the training.
2.
A copy of the training materials used during the session with notes, diagrams and
comments.
END OF SECTION 409000
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SECTION 409113 – CHEMICAL PROPERTIES PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

Section Includes:
1.
2.

1.2

pH Level Process Measurement Devices.
ORP Process Measurement Devices.

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

Product Data: For each type of product indicated.

B.

Instrumentation TR20 forms.

1.3

INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
A.

1.4

Field quality-control reports.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Equipment to be furnished under this section shall be the product of firms regularly engaged in
the design and manufacturing of this type of equipment. Vendor shall assume responsibility for,
and guarantee performance of equipment furnished.

B.

Vendor shall ensure that instruments being provided are compatible with the physical and
process conditions associated with the instrument. This includes compatibility with liquids,
gases, pressures, temperatures, flows, materials, locations and mounting requirements. Vendor
shall also provide all necessary accessories to the instrument for a complete and operable
system.

1.5

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver the process measurement equipment as a complete system. Each system shall be
properly tagged and identified with its corresponding instrument tag as shown on the P&ID’s.
Each system shall be factory calibrated and certified prior to delivery.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL
A.

Each process measurement system shall consist of a sensor and an analyzer/transmitter. The
analyzer/transmitter may be utilized for multiple sensors. When an analyzer/transmitter is used
for multiple sensors, it shall be capable of displaying simultaneously each process measurement.

B.

Each analyzer/transmitter shall be equipped with means to transmit process measurement
information to the plant SCADA system.
1.

For hardwired signals, unless otherwise indicated on the drawings, provide the following:
a.
4-20mA output signal for each process measurement (for up to 500 Ohm loads)
b.
Two programmable SPDT relay outputs, rated at 5A up to 230VAC, for each
process measurement

2.

Provide the following digital communications:
a.
Hart Protocol

C.

Each analyzer/transmitter shall retain its programmable settings in non-volatile memory.

D.

Each sensor and corresponding analyzer/transmitter shall be supplied as a complete and
operable system. This includes all cabling, mounting hardware and fasteners. When installed
outdoors, the analyzer/transmitter shall be protected from the sun such that direct sunlight will
not shine on the display.

E.

All analyzers/transmitters shall be waterproof and made from corrosion resistant materials.

F.

All sensors shall be rated for permanent submersion and shall be corrosion resistant.

G.

All transmitters located outdoors shall be protected from the sun and weather by being installed
in a stainless steel NEMA 4X instrument enclosure. The instrument enclosure shall meet the
requirements of section 409513 Process Control Panels and Hardware.

2.2

pH LEVEL PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
A.

Each pH analyzer/transmitter shall be rated for operation with ambient temperature within -4F
to 122F. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that may experience
temperatures less than -4F, it shall be housed in an enclosure which is equipped with a
thermostatically controlled heater. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that
may exceed 122F, it shall be housed in an air-conditioned enclosure. All enclosures and air
conditioners shall be rated NEMA 4X.

B.

The pH Sensor assembly shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.

Contain the sensing elements and electronics for digital communications to the
analyzer/transmitter in a self-contained, corrosion-resistant and submersible housing.
Built-in temperature compensation.
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3.
4.
5.
C.

2.3

Allowed to be installed in liquids whose temperatures are 32 to 200F and whose
pressure is up to 100 psi.
The sensor shall have a measuring range of 0 to 14 pH.
Shall not require sample conditioning or electrolyte solutions.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
1.
Hach model pHD pH System with SC200 or SC1000 analyzer/transmitter.
2.
WTW/Xylem model SensoLyt 700 IQ pH System with 182 or 2020 analyzer/transmitter.
ORP PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES

A.

Each ORP analyzer/transmitter shall be rated for operation with ambient temperature within 4F to 122F. Each ORP analyzer/transmitter shall also be rated for operation in the
environment it will be installed into. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that
may experience temperatures less than -4F, it shall be housed in an enclosure which is
equipped with a thermostatically controlled heater. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed
in locations that may exceed 122F, it shall be housed in an air conditioned enclosure. All
enclosures and air conditioners shall be rated NEMA 4X. Outdoor equipment is to be protected
from the sun exposure by a sun shade.

B.

The ORP Sensor assembly shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

Contain the sensing elements and electronics for digital communications to the
analyzer/transmitter in a self-contained, corrosion-resistant and submersible housing.
Built-in temperature compensation.
Allowed to be installed in liquids whose temperatures are 32 to 200F and whose
pressure is up to 100 psi.
The sensor shall have a measuring range of -1500 to 1500 mV.
Shall not require sample conditioning or electrolyte solutions.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
1.
Hach model pHD ORP System with SC200 or SC1000 analyzer/transmitter.
2.
WTW/Xylem model SensoLyt 700 IQ pH System with 182 or 2020 analyzer/transmitter.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION
A.

Equipment and materials specified in this section shall be installed, connected, and tested in
accordance with the manufacturers’ recommendations and as required by these specifications
and contract drawings. Contractor shall coordinate with other trades to insure proper
connection to piping and other mechanical equipment.

B.

Install all analyzers/transmitters five feet off of floor level. Install in a location that is easily
accessible while as near to the sensor(s) as possible.
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3.2

CALIBRATION AND COMMISSIONING
A.

A manufacturer representative shall field calibrate the process measurement system as required
by section 409000 and per the manufacturer’s documented calibration procedure. The system
shall be calibrated to the proper ranges as required by the Owner and the Engineer. Where
analog signals are connected to local or remote monitoring equipment, verify that the calibrated
ranges and scaling of the local and remote indicators are correct.

B.

Prior to final acceptance of the work, the Contractor shall certify the equipment and installation
included under this section to be free of defects, and suitable for trouble-free operation.

3.3

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

B.

3.4

Tests and Inspections:
1.

Visually inspect the installation of the process measurement systems. Verify that the
incoming power is within the required range. Verify the functionality of all output
signals and communications connections.

2.

Test the process measurement system for proper operation at low, mid and high process
conditions.

Document data for each measurement and for system calibration. Update the TR20 instrument
forms following testing and calibration.
TRAINING

A.

Provide a minimum of four hours of training for each type of process measurement system
provided. Provide training in accordance with section 409000.
END OF SECTION 409113
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SECTION 409123 – MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

Section Includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.2

Dissolved Oxygen Process Measurement Devices.
Flow Process Measurement Devices.
Level Process Measurement Devices.
Turbidity Process Measurement Devices.
TSS Process Measurement Devices.

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

Product Data: For each type of product indicated.

B.

Instrumentation TR20 forms.

1.3

INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS
A.

1.4

Field quality-control reports.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Equipment to be furnished under this section shall be the product of firms regularly engaged in
the design and manufacturing of this type of equipment. Vendor shall assume responsibility for,
and guarantee performance of equipment furnished.

B.

Vendor shall ensure that the instruments being provided are compatible with the physical and
process conditions associated with the instrument. This includes compatibility with liquids,
gases, pressures, temperatures, flows, materials, locations and mounting requirements. Vendor
shall also provide all necessary accessories to the instrument for a complete and operable
system.

1.5

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver the process measurement equipment as a complete system. Each system shall be
properly tagged and identified with its corresponding instrument tag as shown on the P&ID’s.
Each system shall be factory calibrated and certified prior to delivery.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL
A.

Each process measurement system shall typically consist of a sensor and an
analyzer/transmitter. The analyzer/transmitter may be utilized for multiple sensors. When an
analyzer/transmitter is used for multiple sensors, it shall be capable of displaying
simultaneously each process measurement.

B.

Each analyzer/transmitter shall be equipped with means to transmit process measurement
information to the plant SCADA system.
1.

For hardwired signals, unless otherwise indicated on the drawings, provide the following:
a.
4-20mA output signal for each process measurement (for up to 500 Ohm loads)
b.
Two programmable SPDT relay outputs, rated at 5A up to 230VAC, for each
process measurement

2.

Provide the following digital communications:
a.
Hart Protocol

C.

Each analyzer/transmitter shall retain its programmable settings in non-volatile memory.

D.

Each sensor and corresponding analyzer/transmitter shall be supplied as a complete and
operable system. This includes all cabling, mounting hardware and fasteners. When installed
outdoors, the analyzer/transmitter shall be protected from the sun such that direct sunlight will
not shine on the display.

E.

All analyzers/transmitters shall be waterproof and made from corrosion resistant materials.

F.

All sensors to be immersed in liquids shall be rated for permanent submersion and shall be
corrosion resistant.

G.

All transmitters located outdoors shall be protected from the sun and weather by being installed
in a stainless steel NEMA 4X instrument enclosure. The instrument enclosure shall meet the
requirements of section 409513 Process Control Panels and Hardware.

2.2

DISSOLVED OXYGEN PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
A.

Each DO analyzer/transmitter shall be rated for operation with ambient temperature within -4F
to 122F. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that may experience
temperatures less than -4F, it shall be housed in an enclosure which is equipped with a
thermostatically controlled heater. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that
may exceed 122F, it shall be housed in an air-conditioned enclosure. All enclosures and air
conditioners shall be rated NEMA 4X.

B.

The DO Sensor assembly shall meet the following criteria:
1.

Contain the sensing elements and electronics for digital communications to the
analyzer/transmitter in a self-contained, corrosion-resistant and submersible housing.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Built-in temperature compensation.
Allowed to be installed in liquids whose temperatures are 32 to 200F and whose
pressure is up to 100 psi.
The sensor shall have a measuring range of 0 to 20 ppm.
The sensor shall continuously measure dissolved oxygen by exciting a luminescent
material and then detecting light emitted by the material that is proportional to the
amount of dissolved oxygen in the liquid.

C.

Shall not require sample conditioning or electrolyte solutions.

D.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
1.
2.

2.3

Hach model LDO Probe 2 with SC200 or SC1000 analyzer/transmitter.
WTW/Xylem FDO 700 IQ with 182 or 2020 analyzer/transmitter.

FLOW PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
A.

ROTAMETERS
1.

Rotameters in chemical solution lines and where indicated shall have vertical bottom
inlets and top outlets with ANSI 150-lb flanged ends for vertical mounting.

2.

The meters shall have Hastelloy C floats, 10-inch long scales, and a range of 10:1 with an
accuracy of plus or minus 2 percent. Meters shall be rated for a minimum working
pressure of 150 psi. Flanged rotameters for chemical solutions and where indicated shall
be calibrated in gallons per minute.

3.

The bodies shall have union ends for ease of maintenance, polysulphone tubes, aluminum
or brass end fittings, Type 316 stainless steel internal parts and scales suitable for the
indicated capacity range.

4.

The meters shall have accuracy within plus and minus 5 percent of the capacity range
indicated.

5.

Meters in air and pump seal flushing lines shall be of the modified rotameter design with
screwed ends, spring-loaded pistons, and union bodies for mounting in any position.

6.

For activated carbon solution, bodies shall be Type 316 stainless steel construction with
magnetically actuated float and scale.

7.

For other chemicals bodies shall have Type 316 stainless steel ends with heavy
borosilicate glass tubes and packing glands or other best suitable material.

8.

Rotameters with NPT screwed ends for water, air, and fuel gas service shall be calibrated
in gallons per minute or cubic feet per minute. The scales shall be suitable for the
capacity ranges indicated.

9.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
a.
Krohne VA40 Series.
b.
Dwyer UV Series.
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c.
B.

Or Approved Equal.

MAGNETIC FLOW METER
1.

2.

Materials
a.

All mounting hardware shall be 316 stainless steel, the instrument enclosure and
the spool mag shall be rated NEMA 4X, the flow sensor liner shall be hard rubber,
and the electrode material shall be hastelloy.

b.

Spool size shall be as specified on the drawings.

c.

All applications with flow element below grade where no de-watering means or in
submersible applications shall provide the flow element as NEMA 6P (IP-68).

d.

Transmitter shall be integral or remote to the flow element as shown on the
P&ID’s.

Design and fabrication
a.

Utilize characterized field principle of electromagnetic induction to produce signal
directly proportional to flow rate. The meter shall use a pulsed DC magnetic field
excitation.

b.

Provide flanged end connections per ANSI B16 rated for piping system operating
and test conditions.

c.

Operating pressure: 150 psi.

d.

Operating temperature: 122F.

e.

Grounding requirements: per manufacturer requirements.
outlet grounding rings of same material as electrode.

f.

When the transmitter is remote to the flow element, provide cable between flow
element and transmitter. Coordinate with the installer the length of the cable
required. No splices in any way will be allowed.

g.

Complete zero stability shall be inherent to the meter system. The system shall
have a programmable low flow cutoff.

h.

Empty pipe detection to prevent false measurement when pipe is empty or partially
filled.

i.

Forward and reverse flow measurement and totalization as well as net flow
totalization.

j.

4-20mA DC isolated output into maximum 800 ohms.
programmable to indicate forward and/or reverse flow.
Provide a dry contact output for flow direction indication.

k.
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3.

2.4

l.

Provide a programmable frequency output for flow totalization.

m.

+/- 0.5% accuracy for flow rates above 1 fps.

Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Siemens SITRANS F 5100W.
b.
Endress+Hauser Promag W400.
c.
Rosemount 8700.
d.
ABB WaterMaster.
e.
Or Approved Equal.

LEVEL PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
A.

FLOAT SWITCHES
1.

Float switches shall consist of a mechanical switch, hermetically sealed in a plastic
casing, freely suspended at the desired height from its own cable. When the liquid level
reaches the float switch, the casing will tilt and the mechanical switch will change state.

2.

The casing shall be constructed of polypropylene with the sheathed cable extruding from
the casing. The cable shall be three conductors, made specifically for underwater use and
heavy flexing service.

3.

The float switch shall have a 10A resistive rating up to 250VAC.

4.

Weight and buoyancy shall be such that contaminants like a cake of grease will not result
in the float switch changing operating level more than one inch.

5.

A NEMA 4X 316SS junction box shall be supplied for termination of the float cable(s)
allowing for conventional wiring and conduit to be run from the junction box to a control
panel. It shall have terminal blocks for the required number of circuits and shall accept
sealed fittings.

6.

Float switch cables shall be suspended in a manner that provides minimum strain to the
cable and will not damage it. This is typically achieved with a stainless steel cord
support grip or strain relief grip as manufactured by Kellems. When support grips are
used, a stainless steel hook shall be installed for hanging the support. All screws,
fasteners, boxes and grips shall be 316SS. In no way are any steel or galvanized steel
components allowed.

7.

The float cable length shall be long enough for easily removing the float from the water
for testing and long enough to reach its termination junction box.

8.

If the float switch is to be installed in a classified area, an appropriate intrinsically safe
barrier shall be utilized to guarantee the circuit may not abnormally create an ignition.

9.

Manufacturers:
a.
Flygt ENM-10.
b.
Or Approved Equal.
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B.

C.

FLANGED LEVEL TRANSMITTERS
1.

Flanged level transmitters shall be a flanged, differential pressure-sensing unit. The
transmitter shall be a 2 wire device with continuously adjustable span, zero and damping
adjustments, integral indicator, scaled in engineering units, with a 4 digit LCD display,
solid state circuitry, and 4 - 20 mA output with HART protocol. Accuracy shall be 0.075
percent of span. Process wetted parts, bolts, flanges, adapters, drains and vents shall be
stainless steel. Body and mounting brackets shall be corrosion resistant and suitable for
the environment. The flanged process connection shall be 316SST ANSI Class 150 4inch with a 3” 316SST diaphragm. The diaphragm shall extend past the flange such that
it is flush with walls of the pipe. The low pressure connection shall be 1/4-inch or 1/2inch NPT.

2.

Components: Diaphragm seals shall consist of a flange with flush or extended
diaphragm to be flush with the walls of the pipe. It shall have a direct mount, coplanar,
welded connection for connection of the transmitter to the seal.

3.

Operating Principles: The diaphragm seal shall attach to the inlet connection of a
pressure instrument to isolate its measuring element from the process fluid. The space
between the diaphragm and the pressure element shall be completely filled with a suitable
liquid that is rated for the environmental conditions. Displacement of the liquid fill in the
pressure element through the movement of the diaphragm shall transmit process pressure
changes directly to a gauge, transmitter, switch, or other pressure instrument.

4.

Materials: Exposed surfaces, housings, and diaphragm shall be constructed of 316,
stainless steel.

5.

Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Rosemount model 3051L with model 1199 diaphragm seal.
b.
Or Approved Equal.

ULTRASONIC LEVEL MEASURING SYSTEM
1.

As indicated on the drawings, the ultrasonic level measuring system shall be setup as a
level transducer with remote mounted transmitter or as a single transducer/transmitter
assembly. For hazardous locations, the single transducer/transmitter shall be utilized. It
shall be loop powered and shall be installed with an appropriate intrinsically safe barrier
to guarantee the circuit may not abnormally create an ignition.

2.

All transducer and transducer/transmitter assemblies shall be rated IP68 for permanent
submergence. Remote transmitter shall be in a non-corrosive NEMA 4X housing.
Transmitters shall have an LCD display and shall be programmable by buttons on the
transmitter or with a handheld programmer. When programmed with a handheld
programmer, each transmitter shall be supplied with an accompanying programmer.

3.

The transducer shall be encapsulated in chemical and corrosion resistant material, such as
Kynar, Teflon or TEFZEL. It shall be capable of operating from -40F to 158F. The
transducer shall be compatible with the level range as indicated on the Contract
Drawings. As a minimum, the transducer shall be capable of measuring a range of 40
feet.
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D.

4.

When the transducer is remotely mounted from the transmitter, it shall have a waterproof
shielded cable whose length is long enough to reach the transmitter. In no way shall
splicing of the transducer cable be allowed.

5.

Each transmitter shall provide a 4-20mA output signal that is programmable to a user
desired level range.

6.

Remote transmitters shall be provided to accept two transducers for differential level
monitoring or for monitoring two separate levels. A second 4-20mA output signal shall
be provided for the second level. The remote transmitter shall have six programmable
relays rated at 5A up to 250VAC.

7.

Manufacturers:
a.
Siemens SITRANS Probe LU (transducer/transmitter assembly); Hydroranger 200
(remote transmitter) with XPS-15 or greater (transducer).
b.
Or Approved Equal.

RADAR LEVEL MEASURING SYSTEM
1.

The radar level measuring system shall be setup as a single loop powered
transducer/transmitter assembly. For hazardous locations, it shall be installed with an
appropriate intrinsically safe barrier to guarantee the circuit may not abnormally create an
ignition.

2.

All transducer/transmitter assemblies shall be rated IP68 for permanent submergence.
Transmitters shall have an LCD display and shall be programmable by buttons on the
transmitter or with a handheld programmer. When programmed with a handheld
programmer, each transmitter shall be supplied with an accompanying programmer.

3.

The transducer shall be encapsulated in chemical and corrosion resistant material and
shall be hermetically sealed. The antenna supplied (horn or rod) shall be per the
recommendation of the manufacturer. It shall be capable of operating from -40F to
158F. The transducer shall be compatible with the level range as indicated on the
Contract Drawings. As a minimum, the transducer shall be capable of measuring a range
of 40 feet.

4.

Coordinate with the mechanical installers the method of installing the radar system
(flanged or threaded connection). It is critical that the radar level measuring system be
installed according to the manufacturer’s installation guidelines. Install shield sections if
required. Keep the radar emission cone free of interference from pipes, beams, pouring
liquids, etc. Locate the assembly away from side walls of tanks or vessels.

5.

Each transmitter shall provide a 4-20mA output signal that is programmable to a user
desired level range.

6.

Provide a software package by the same manufacturer as the radar system that is used to
commission and maintain the system. The software shall be able to configure the system,
view radar echo profiles and modify the programming to suppress false echos.

7.

Manufacturers:
a.
Siemens SITRANS LR200 with SIMATIC PDM Software
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b.
2.5

Or Approved Equal.

TURBIDITY PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES
A.

Each turbidity analyzer/transmitter shall be rated for operation with ambient temperature within
-4F to 122F. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that may experience
temperatures less than -4F, it shall be housed in an enclosure which is equipped with a
thermostatically controlled heater. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in locations that
may exceed 122F, it shall be housed in an air conditioned enclosure. All enclosures and air
conditioners shall be rated NEMA 4X.

B.

The Turbidity Sensor assembly shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C.

2.6

Contain the sensing elements and electronics for digital communications to the
analyzer/transmitter in a self-contained, corrosion-resistant housing.
The turbidity sensor shall be meet the performance criteria of the U.S. Environment
Protection Agency in Method 180.1, making it suitable for regulatory reporting.
The sensor shall utilize a light source that directs light through the process water to a
submerged photocell which detects the amount of light that passes through the water.
Allowed to be installed in liquids whose temperatures are 32 to 122F.
The sensor shall have a measuring range of 0 to 100 NTU.
Shall not require sample conditioning or electrolyte solutions.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
1.
Hach model TU5300 Turbidity System with SC200 or SC1000 analyzer/transmitter.
TSS PROCESS MEASUREMENT DEVICES

A.

Each Total Suspended Solids (TSS) analyzer/transmitter shall be rated for operation with
ambient temperature within -4F to 122F. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be installed in
locations that may experience temperatures less than -4F, it shall be housed in an enclosure
which is equipped with a thermostatically controlled heater. If the analyzer/transmitter is to be
installed in locations that may exceed 122F, it shall be housed in an air conditioned enclosure.
All enclosures and air conditioners shall be rated NEMA 4X.

B.

The TSS Sensor assembly shall meet the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C.

Contain the sensing elements and electronics for digital communications to the
analyzer/transmitter in a self-contained, corrosion-resistant and submersible housing.
Built-in temperature compensation.
Allowed to be installed in liquids whose temperatures are 32 to 104F and whose
pressure is up to 14 psi.
The sensor shall have a measuring range of 0 to 50 g/L.
Shall not require sample conditioning or electrolyte solutions.
Shall have a self-cleaning mechanism for preventing the sensor from fouling.

Acceptable Manufacturers:
1.
Hach Solitax System with SC200 or SC1000 analyzer/transmitter.
2.
WTW/Xylem model ViSolid 700 IQ pH System with 182 or 2020 analyzer/transmitter.
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PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION
A.

Equipment and materials specified in this section shall be installed, connected, and tested in
accordance with the manufacturers’ recommendations and as required by these specifications
and contract drawings. Contractor shall coordinate with other trades to insure proper
connection to piping and other mechanical equipment.

B.

Install all analyzers/transmitters five feet off of floor level. Install in a location that is easily
accessible while as near to the sensor(s) as possible.

3.2

CALIBRATION AND COMMISSIONING
A.

A manufacturer representative shall field calibrate the process measurement system as required
by section 409000 and per the manufacturer’s documented calibration procedure. The system
shall be calibrated to the proper ranges as required by the Owner and the Engineer. Where
analog signals are connected to local or remote monitoring equipment, verify that the calibrated
ranges and scaling of the local and remote indicators are correct.

B.

Prior to final acceptance of the work, the Contractor shall certify the equipment and installation
included under this section to be free of defects, and suitable for trouble-free operation.

3.3

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

B.

3.4

Tests and Inspections:
1.

Visually inspect the installation of the process measurement systems. Verify that the
incoming power is within the required range. Verify the functionality of all output
signals and communications connections.

2.

Test the process measurement system for proper operation at low, mid and high process
conditions.

Document data for each measurement and for system calibration. Update the TR20 instrument
forms following testing and calibration.
TRAINING

A.

Provide a minimum of four hours of training for each type of process measurement system
provided. Provide training in accordance with section 409000.
END OF SECTION 409123
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SECTION 409433 – HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACES
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

1.2

This section covers the human-machine interfaces (HMI) used for control and monitoring as
indicated on the Contract Documents. HMI’s include the following:
1.
Operator Interface Terminals (OIT) or touch screens.
ACTION SUBMITTALS

A.
1.3

Product Data: For each type of product indicated.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Hardware to be furnished under this section shall be the product of firms regularly engaged in
the design and manufacturing of this type of equipment. Manufacturer shall assume
responsibility for, and guarantee performance of equipment furnished. However, this shall not
be construed as relieving the Contractor from responsibility for the proper installation and
functionality of the work.

B.

Examine the Contract Documents and verify that HMI equipment and software being provided
is compatible with the requirements. Provide all necessary accessories to the HMI equipment
for a complete and operable system.

1.4

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver the HMI hardware as a complete system in accordance with Section 409000.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

OPERATOR INTERFACE TERMINALS
A.

OITs shall be furnished with hardware to monitor and control equipment, as listed in the
specifications, and shown on the Contract Drawings.

B.

OITs shall be 10” color touch screens unless otherwise indicated in the RFP. Each OIT shall
have the following features:
1.
Has serial and Ethernet ports with built-in communications protocols drivers as required
by the project.
2.
Has associated software for programming the OIT and its screens, database, alarms, etc.
3.
Has a 640 x 480 minimum resolution with TFT color screen.
4.
Has at least 64MB of memory.
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5.
C.

Has no limitations on the number of screens or tags that may be used as long as within
the memory limitations of the OIT.

Acceptable Manufacturers
1.
Allen Bradley Panelview Plus 7

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION
A.

OIT’s shall be installed on the doors of control panels at an elevation that is coordinated with
the Engineer and Owner. The control panel assembly and installation shall be as required by
Section 409513.

B.

OIT’s shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation guidelines and
instructions.

3.2

TRAINING
A.

Provide training for the OIT hardware supplied for the project as required by Section 409000.
END OF SECTION 409433
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SECTION 409443 – PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

This section covers the programmable logic controllers (PLC) used for control and monitoring
as indicated on the Contract Documents.

B.

Provide one full version of PLC programming software that is applicable to the PLC hardware
being supplied for the project. Include auxiliary software (such as communications software,
drivers, networking configuration software, etc.) that may be required for a complete and
operable system.

1.2

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

Product Data: For each type of product indicated.

B.

Wiring diagrams showing connections to all devices; input and output (I/O), analog and
discrete. The wiring diagrams shall indicate the I/O address point to be used in the PLC
programs.

C.

Submit calculations that show the following:
1.
PLC Power Supply Budget
2.
Calculated number of I/O quantities required
3.
Estimated PLC memory usage

1.3

QUALITY ASSURANCE
A.

Hardware and software to be furnished under this section shall be the product of firms regularly
engaged in the design and manufacturing of this type of equipment. Manufacturer shall assume
responsibility for, and guarantee performance of equipment furnished. However, this shall not
be construed as relieving the Contractor from responsibility for the proper installation and
functionality of the work.

B.

Examine the Contract Documents and verify that PLC equipment and software being provided
is compatible with the requirements. Provide all necessary accessories to the PLC equipment
for a complete and operable system.

1.4

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver the PLC hardware and software as a complete system in accordance with Section
409000.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL
A.

PLCs shall be furnished with hardware and software necessary to monitor and control
equipment, as listed in the specifications, and shown on the Plans.

B.

Each field input and output shown as an I/O Point shall be connected as per the manufacturers’
recommendations.

C.

The Contractor shall provide the hardware, software, and installation necessary for connecting
additional future equipment as indicated on the Plans. In addition to allocating for future I/O,
each PLC shall be supplied with a minimum of 20% spare I/O of each type. In other words, the
total I/O for each type shall be (current I/O + future I/O) * 120%. Provide enough panel space
to install up to 200% of future I/O modules and/or PLC racks/bases.

D.

The type of field input and output shall be defined as follows unless specified otherwise on the
plans:
1.
Analog inputs and outputs: 4-20mA DC.
2.
Discrete inputs: I/O device shall be a dry contact, inputs shall be powered by the PLC at
24VDC (preferred) or 120VAC.
3.
Discrete outputs: Isolated dry contact outputs.

E.

All PLC I/O shall have I/O modules that are installed and wired at a UL508 Panel Shop. All
I/O points shall be wired down to terminal blocks. In no way should field wiring go to any part
of the PLC assembly.

F.

Vendor and Contractor supplied PLC’s shall meet the requirements of this Section and of
Division 40. Vendor supplied PLC’s shall have a Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) performed by
the Vendor as required by Section 409000. Contractor supplied PLC’s shall have a FAT
performed by the Contractor as required by Section 409000.

G.

The PLC shall be capable of handling online program modifications without taking the system
offline or requiring a download.

H.

Brick style PLC’s if available may be used when the installed I/O plus the 20% spare I/O is less
than the capacity of the brick.

I.

Acceptable Manufacturers
1.
Allen Bradley CompactLogix
2.
Allen Bradley ControlLogix

2.2

PROCESSORS
A.

The PLC processor shall be a microprocessor based industrial controller with a temperature
rating of 0 to 60 degrees C, and a humidity rating of 5 to 85% non-condensing, minimum.

B.

The processor’s memory shall be sized according to the number of I/O points and amount of
logic required for the application. As a minimum, the memory shall be at least 1 megabyte.
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C.

The processor shall retain its memory and programming when power is removed.

D.

The processor shall have tag-based memory.

E.

Processors shall be the CompactLogix L3 or L4 Series or the ControlLogix L8 Series.

2.3

PLC POWER SUPPLY
A.

2.4

The power supply shall provide power for the processor, and I/O modules. The power supply
shall have built-in over voltage and under voltage detection circuitry, protection against
overcurrent conditions, and automatic power-up sequence that enables outputs only when
proper operating tolerances are reached.
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

A.

Each PLC shall be equipped with network ports (and corresponding network modules if
necessary). Each PLC shall be equipped with an Ethernet port for connection to the Plant
SCADA System. Additional ports shall be provided for distributed I/O when utilized.
Distributed I/O shall be installed on a separate network from the SCADA network. .

B.

Ethernet ports shall be setup to communicate with the Allen-Bradley Ethernet/IP protocol.

C.

The PLC shall be programmable through the Ethernet port or through a USB port.

D.
2.5

INPUT/OUTPUT MODULES
A.

Analog I/O modules shall have a minimum of 12 bits of resolution and shall be setup as 4 to 20
mA signals unless indicated otherwise on the Contract Drawings. Analog inputs shall be setup
to be connected to loop powered (2-wire) or self-powered (4-wire) signals. All analog inputs
and outputs shall be protected by a fuse. 4 to 20 mA signals shall be protected by a 32mA fuse.

B.

Each discrete I/O module shall be fused (fuse body shall be equipped with a blown fuse
indicator). Each discrete output module shall have interposing relays for each point with form
C relay contacts. Indicator lights shall also be provided on each I/O point to indicate status of
each signal. Each individual input or output point shall be optically isolated to protect the
controller I/O circuitry from high voltage transients.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TESTING
A.

All PLC assemblies shall be built up in control panels and shall be part of a Factory Acceptance
Test as required by Section 409000.
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3.2

INSTALLATION
A.

The PLC assemblies shall be installed in control panels made specifically for the PLC. The
control panel assembly and installation shall be as required by Section 409513.

B.

The PLC assemblies shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation
guidelines and instructions.

3.3

TRAINING
A.

Provide training for the PLC hardware supplied for the project as required by Section 409000.
END OF SECTION 409443
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SECTION 409513 – PROCESS CONTROL PANELS AND HARDWARE
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

1.2

This section includes the requirements for all control panels and associated hardware for the
project. This includes, but is not limited to, vendor control panels, PLC panels, local control
panels and instrumentation panels.
ACTION SUBMITTALS

A.
1.3

Submit the Control Panels Submittal as required by Section 409000.
CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A.

1.4

Submit the operation and maintenance data, including record control panel drawings for all
control panels as required by Section 409000.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Referenced Standards:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

B.

National Electric Code (NEC).
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).
Joint Industrial Council (JIC).
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA):
a.
ICS 2, Industrial Control and System Controllers, Contactors and Overload Relays
Rated 600 Volts.
b.
ICS 4, Terminal Blocks for Industrial Use.
c.
ICS 6, Enclosures for Industrial Controls and Systems.
d.
250, Enclosures for Electrical Equipment (1000 V Maximum).
Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL):
a.
50, Enclosures for Electrical Equipment.
b.
508, Industrial Control Equipment.
c.
508A, Standard for Industrial Control Panels.

Hardware to be furnished under this section shall be the product of firms regularly engaged in
the design and manufacturing of this type of equipment. Manufacturer shall assume
responsibility for, and guarantee performance of equipment furnished. All panels shall be
assembled in and labeled by a listed UL 508A panel shop. However, this shall not be construed
as relieving the Contractor from responsibility for the proper installation and functionality of the
work.
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C.

Examine the Contract Documents and verify that control panel hardware being provided is
compatible with the requirements. Provide all necessary accessories to the control panels for a
complete and operable system.

D.

The Contractor shall not place any conduit feeds for any control panel until the Control Panel
Submittal has been approved. Once approved, conduits shall be placed strategically to best suit
the layout of the control panel. Power entry and separation of power, controls and signal shall
be considered.

E.

All painted control panels shall have matching paint colors and tones.

1.5

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver the control panel hardware as required by Section 409000.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

GENERAL
A.

All control panels shall have an overall NEMA rating suitable for withstanding the mechanical,
electrical, thermal stresses, humidity and corrosion that the panel will be subjected to in its
installed location.

B.

The following rules shall be followed when determining the NEMA rating requirement for each
control panel:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
C.

NEMA 1, 3 & 3R shall not be allowed for control panels.
NEMA 4 shall be utilized for outdoor or wet locations in non-corrosive, unclassified
areas. NEMA 4 control panels shall be painted steel.
NEMA 4X shall be utilized in corrosive, unclassified areas. NEMA 4X enclosures shall
be 316SS except for the following exceptions with which the enclosure shall be
polycarbonate or fiberglass reinforced polyester (FRP):
a.
Chemical areas or rooms.
b.
Locations where stainless steel is incompatible.
c.
Where specifically noted on the Contract Drawings.
NEMA 7 shall be utilized for classified areas as required by NEC. NEMA 7 enclosures
shall be constructed of cast aluminum.
NEMA 12 shall be utilized in dry, non-corrosive, unclassified areas. NEMA 12 control
panels shall be painted steel.

Each source of foreign voltage shall be isolated by providing disconnecting or pull-apart
terminal blocks or a disconnect operable from the control panel front. Each control panel shall
be provided with identified terminal strips for the connection of external conductors. The
SUPPLIER shall provide sufficient terminal blocks to connect 30 percent additional conductors
for future use.
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D.

PLC Discrete outputs from the control panel shall be provided by electrically-isolated contacts
rated for 10 amps at 120 VAC. Analog inputs and outputs shall be isolated 4 to 20 mA, 2 wire
signals with power supply.

E.

Control panel mounted devices shall be mounted a minimum of 3-feet above finished floor
elevation. Touchscreens shall be mounted at a height of 66” from the finished floor to the
center of the touchscreen. All control panels will be situated on housekeeping pads, this is not
considered the finished floor elevation.

2.2

ENCLOSURES
A.

Enclosures shall be either freestanding, pedestal-mounted or equipment skid-mounted, as
indicated. Internal control components shall be mounted on an internal back-panel or side-panel
as required.

B.

It is the responsibility of the Contractor to design the size of all control panels. When sizing the
control panels, adhere to the following criteria:
1.
Maximum panel depth is 24”. If there are special reasons for a deeper enclosure,
approval must first be obtained from the Engineer.
2.
The panel size shall provide space for all equipment, wire-ducts, wire, terminations, and
space for future expansion.
3.
If the panel size needs to be enlarged, coordinate with the installing Contractor that there
is adequate space for the larger size. If there is not space, coordinate with the Engineer to
come up with a solution.

C.

Materials
1.
Steel panel section faces shall be 12-gauge minimum thickness for free standing panels
and 14-gauge minimum thickness for wall-mounted or pedestal-mounted panels.
Materials shall be selected for levelness and smoothness.
2.
Structural shapes and strap steel shall comply with ASTM A 283 - Low and Intermediate
Tensile Strength Carbon Steel Plates, Grade C.
3.
Bolting Material: For outdoor, wet or corrosive areas, all bolting materials shall be
316SS. In dry, non-corrosive locations, carbon steel may be used. Commercial quality
bolts, nuts, and washers shall be 1/2-inch diameter with UNC threads. Carriage bolts
shall be used for attaching end plates. Other bolts shall be hex end machine bolts. Nuts
shall be hot pressed hex, American Standard, heavy. Standard wrought washers shall be
used for foundation bolts and attachments to building structures. Other bolted joints shall
have SAE standard lock washers.
4.
Control panels shall be structurally designed such that the completed and installed control
panels shall safely withstand seismic requirements for the project. All equipment
mounted within the panel shall be properly braced to prevent damage during a seismic
event.

D.

Acceptable Manufacturers
1.
Hoffman.
2.
Saginaw.
3.
Or Approved Equal.
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2.3

CONTROL PANEL ASSEMBLY
A.

General
1.

2.

3.

B.

Preparation of Bare Metal Panel Surfaces
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

Grind high spots, burrs, and rough spots.
Sand or sandblast to a smooth, clean, bright finish.
Every trace of oil shall be removed with a solvent.
Apply the first coat of primer immediately.

Panel Finishing
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.

The following requirements must be met when mounting to the back panels or side panels
of the control panel:
a.
Holes shall be drilled and tapped with less than 50% diminishment in thread.
b.
Backpan shall be cleaned front and back after any drilling and tapping.
c.
Tek Screws are not acceptable.
d.
Any component mounted to a back panel or side panel shall be mounted at an
exact square to the vertical and horizontal planes.
e.
Any duct running between back panels and side panels shall align horizontally
with no overlaps.
f.
All DIN rail mounted to the panels shall have ½” stand-offs allowing for wires and
other equipment to be routed beneath the rail if necessary.
Enclosure doors shall be flush fitting, gasketed, and be of the hinged lift-off type with
lockable door handles. A common key shall be provided for the doors on each panel
assembly. Removable access panels shall be provided with dished handle fasteners.
Screw driver 1/4 turn or Dzus type fasteners are not acceptable.
a.
The flanged edges of panels shall be straight and smooth. Corners shall be welded
and ground smooth.
b.
The face of the panel shall be true and level after flanging.
c.
Panel cutouts and holes may be cut or drilled by any standard method that does not
cause deformation. Burrs shall be ground smooth.
d.
Adjacent panels shall assemble with faces flush. Gaps or cracks shall not be
visible from the front of the assembled instrument board.
e.
Panels shall be self-supporting.
Control panels that are supplied with three phase power and/or are powering motor loads
shall be supplied with a main feeder disconnect that is door operated. The door operator
for the disconnect shall be defeat-able with a screwdriver. If the upstream overcurrent
protection device feeding the control panel is not in the same room as the control panel,
provide a main circuit breaker as part of the main disconnect assembly. Fused
disconnects shall not be used unless specifically shown on the Contract Drawings.

Repair damaged primer on inside surfaces.
Apply primer to the entire panel surface.
Apply 2 coats of satin finish lacquer enamel over the entire surface.
Colors shall match original paint color.

Instrument Finishing: The final coat applied to painted surfaces of instrument cases, doors, or
bezels which are visible from the front of panels shall be manufacturer's standard unless
otherwise indicated. Black japan or "crinkle" finishes on instrument cases are not acceptable.
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E.

Mounting of Instruments
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
F.

The panel shop shall provide cutouts and shall mount instrument items indicated to be
panel mounted, including any instruments indicated to be furnished by other vendors but
installed in the panel.
The panel shop shall also mount behind the panels other instrument accessory items as
required.
Equipment mounted at the rear of panel shall be installed to allow for commissioning
adjustments, servicing requirements, and cover removal
Spare space shall be kept clear of wiring, etc., to give maximum space for future
additions.
All equipment mounted with fasteners shall be mounted with grade 5 or greater Phillips
head fasteners.

Electrical Requirements
1.
Each panel shall be serialized with its own UL serial number and label.
2.
Each terminal block shall have a printed label as shown on the panel drawings. Hand
written labels in any location of the panel will not be accepted. Wiring shall be identified
with printed tubular wire end markers.
3.
Back panels and side panels shall have visible machine printed adhesive labels that detail
the following items:
a.
Terminal block torque ratings for field connections.
b.
Terminal block sections as detailed in the panel drawings.
c.
All equipment within the panel including, but not limited to, PLCs, switches,
circuit breakers, UPS, Power Supplies, and any other piece of equipment.
4.
Screw torque shall not exceed 0.4 N*M (4.4 Lb*In) (7 Lb-In).
5.
Wire duct for AC signals and wiring shall be light grey. All duct for DC signals shall be
white. Wiring for AC circuits and DC circuits must be kept within their respective ducts.
6.
Freestanding panels shall be provided with switched lighting as indicated in the panel
drawings.
7.
Freestanding panels shall be provided with a 15 amp, 120 volt, service outlet circuit
within the back-of-panel area as shown in the panel drawings.
8.
Wall-mounted or pedestal-mounted panels shall be sized to adequately dissipate heat
generated by equipment mounted in or on the panel.
9.
Outdoor panels shall be provided with thermostatically-controlled heaters to maintain
inside temperatures between above 40F.
10. Any panel with heat producing equipment such as a PLC, UPS or VFD shall have cooling
capabilities to maintain the inside temperature below 104F.
11. All outdoor panels equipped with heating and/or cooling shall be insulated with a
minimum R value of 2.0.
12. Provide a laminated fuse list matrix detailing fuse numbers and sizes mounted on the
inside of the enclosure door. The fuse list matrix must be easily visible and at minimum
size 14 font. Hand written fuse matrices will not be accepted. See panel drawings
approximate locations.
13. Provide a pocket mount on the inside of each panel door large enough to hold type 8.5 x
11 size paper. See panel drawings for approximate locations. Pockets must be accessible
with no equipment obstructing the entrance of the pocket for at least ten inches above the
pocket. The pocket mount shall be fastened. No adhesive type pockets allowed.
14. Where required crimped fork or ring terminals will be properly installed on the
conductors for connection integrity.
15. Signal and Control Circuit Wiring
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a.

16.

17.

18.
19.

G.

Wire type and sizes: Conductors shall be flexible stranded tin machine tool wire,
UL 1015 listed Type MTW, and shall be rated 600 volts. Wires for instrument
signal circuits and alarm input circuits shall be 14 AWG. Other wires, including
shielded cables, shall be 16 AWG minimum.
b.
Wire Insulation Colors: Conductors supplying 120 VAC power on the line side of
a disconnecting switch shall have a black insulation for the ungrounded conductor.
Grounded circuit conductors shall have white insulation.
Insulation for
ungrounded 120 VAC control circuit conductors shall be red. Wires energized by
a voltage source external to the control panel shall have yellow insulation.
Insulation for DC conductors shall be blue.
c.
Wire Marking: Wire numbers shall be marked using white numbered wire markers
made from plastic-coated cloth, Brady Type B 500 or equal, or shall be heat shrink
plastic. Wire labels must be machine printed. All conductors within the control
panel are to be permanently marked with wire labels at each end. Wire labels are
to correspond to the labels on the approved shop drawings.
d.
For case grounding, panels shall be provided with a ground lug complete with
solderless connector for one no. 1 AWG bare stranded copper cable.
e.
Panel doors shall be connected to panel ground.
f.
Wire Fastening: Provision shall be made utilizing cable tie bases such as type
CTM1 or equivalent, fastened inside the wire duct to allow for the fastening of the
shop wire harnesses upon final installation.
Power Supply Wiring
a.
Unless otherwise indicated, control power shall be 120 VAC. Where the electrical
power supply to the control panel is something other than 120 VAC, the control
panel shall be provided with a control panel transformer. Control conductors shall
be provided in accordance with the indicated requirements.
b.
At a location near the top of the panel (or bottom), the panel fabricator shall
provide terminal box connections for the main power supply entry.
Signal Wiring
a.
Signal wire shall be shielded twisted pair or triads. Cable shall be 18 AWG copper
signal wires.
b.
Color code for instrument signal wiring shall be as follows:
1)
Positive (+) – Red or Clear
2)
Negative (-) – Black
c.
Multiconductor cables where indicated shall consist of no. 16 AWG copper signal
wires twisted in pairs with 90-C, 600 V fault insulation. A copper drain wire shall
be provided for the bundle with a wrap of aluminum polyester shield. The overall
bundle jacket shall be PVC.
d.
RTD cabling shall be Belden 8770 cabling or equal.
e.
Multi-conductor cables, wireways, and conduit shall be sized to allow for 25
percent spare signal wire.
Wiring run to control devices on the front panels shall be tied together at short intervals
with nylon wire ties and be secured to the inside face of the panel using adhesive mounts.
Wiring to rear terminals on panel-mount instruments shall be in plastic wireways secured
to horizontal brackets above or below the instruments in about the same plane as the rear
of the instruments.

Labor and Workmanship: Panels shall be fabricated, piped, and wired by fully qualified
workmen who are properly trained, experienced, and supervised.
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2.4

CONTROL PANEL COMPONENTS
A.

Nameplates and labels
1.

2.

B.

Pilot Devices
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

C.

All control components within the control panel shall be labeled with adhesive labels that
have a thermal transfer type ink system on a UL-508A approved label. Labels shall be
provided for marking wire ducts, terminal block sections, PLC modules, networking
modules, signal isolators, intrinsic barriers, relays, breakers, power supplies, surge
suppressors and all other pertinent components within the control panel.
All components on the exterior of the control panel shall have nameplates fabricated from
black-letter, white-face laminated plastic engraving stock, Rowmark Ultramatte or equal.
Engraved characters shall be block style with no characters smaller than 1/8 inch.
Adhesive shall be high strength, low profile double strength, double sided as produced by
Bron or Tessa or approved equal. Stainless steel fasteners shall be used in addition to the
adhesive on all equipment where the fasteners do not derate the NEMA rating of the
enclosure.

Provide pilot devices from a single manufacturer.
Pilot devices shall have NEMA ratings that match the overall control panel rating. They
shall be 30mm in diameter and heavy duty.
All pilot devices shall have an associated nameplate that clearly describes the function of
the device.
Pilot lights shall be LED and shall have colors as follows:
a.
The Contract Drawings shall take precedence for light colors. Refer to the P&ID’s
and schematics.
b.
On/Running/Opened: Green.
c.
Off/Stopped/Closed: Red.
d.
Power: White.
e.
Alarm/Fail: Red.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Square D Types K (for NEMA 4 or 12) or Types SK (NEMA 4X).
b.
Allen-Bradley Types 800T (NEMA 4/12) or Types 800H (NEMA 4X, 7).
c.
Or Approved Equal.

Door Mounted Meters
1.

Digital Process Meters
a.
Provide digital process meters to display a numeric process value as required by
the Contract Drawings.
b.
The meter shall accept and re-transmit an analog input signal which is in
proportion with the process value. The meter shall be capable of receiving the
following signals:
1)
0 or 4 to 20 mA current.
2)
0 to 5 or 10 DC volts.
3)
RTD and Thermocouple type inputs.
c.
The meter shall be programmable to scale the numeric display to process
engineering units. It shall be capable of showing up to three decimal points.
d.
The meter shall be capable of powering the input and re-transmitted signal.
e.
Acceptable Manufacturers:
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2.

D.

Terminal Blocks
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

E.

Terminal blocks shall mount on standard DIN rail, and be of the size required for
conductors therein. A minimum of 25 percent spares shall be provided in each terminal
box. No more than 2 conductors shall be allowed per termination. Jumper bar
assemblies shall be installed for interconnecting terminal blocks, distributing power and
signal commons. Terminal blocks shall be U.L. rated for 600 Volts, and 30 Amps,
minimum.
Grounding terminal blocks shall be provided for instrumentation cable shields. The
terminal blocks shall have distinctive 2-color bodies yellow and green, and shall be
mounted to the DIN rail with metal screw down type clamps, providing a positive ground
connection. One grounding terminal block shall be installed for every 2 instrument
cables terminated. Grounding terminal blocks shall be U.L. rated for 600 Volts, and 20
Amps, minimum.
Terminal blocks shall be available in a variety of colors, including red, green, blue, gray,
black, yellow, and orange.
DIN mount fuse holders shall have blown fuse indicators for DC and AC circuits. Fuse
holders shall be of the compression clamp type. Fuse holders shall be U.L. listed, and
rated for 600 Volts. Fuse sizes shall not exceed the U.L. current rating for the fuse
holders.
Terminal blocks for 4 to 20 milliamp signals shall have knife disconnect switches, and
accessible test points for testing and measurement of current loop signals, without the
need for removing wire terminations.
Approved Manufacturers
a.
Phoenix Contact UT Series.
b.
Allen-Bradley 1492 Series.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

DIN Rail
1.
2.

F.

1)
Precision Digital Trident Series.
2)
Red Lion PAX Series.
3)
Or Approved Equal.
Elapsed Time Meters (ETM)
a.
Provide ETM’s for each motor and/or machine provided for the project. Each
ETM shall accumulate hours in tenths of an hour.
b.
The ETM enclosure shall be panel mount, polycarbonate, shock resistant and
totally sealed.
c.
Acceptable Manufacturers:
1)
Hobbs 20000 Series.
2)
Or Approved Equal.

DIN rail shall be prepunched, RoHS compliant, treated with galvanic zinc plating and
passivation. Symmetrical DIN rail shall be 35 mm X 15 mm.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Iboco Omega 3AF.
b.
Or Approved Equal.

Wire Ducts
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1.
2.
3.

4.

G.

Surge Protection Devices
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

H.

Wire ducts shall have narrow slots (approximately every ½”) to accommodate highdensity terminal blocks and other hardware.
Wire ducts shall be made of lead-free PVC, shall be UL rated for continuous use up to
122F, and shall be flame retardant.
Wire duct colors shall be as follows:
a.
Light grey for all wiring 120V and higher.
b.
White for all wiring 48V and lower.
c.
Blue for all intrinsically safe wiring.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Panduit Type F Series.
b.
Or Approved Equal.

Provide a Surge Protection Device (SPD) for power feeds which feed power to the
control panel.
Each SPD shall have a short circuit current rating that exceeds the rating of the power
feed that it is protecting.
All SPD’s shall be properly grounded to the ground grid per NEC and per the SPD
manufacturer’s recommendations.
Three phase power feeds and single phase power feeds for non-sensitive loads.
a.
Provide a parallel, DIN rail mountable, SPD whose location is immediately
downstream of the main panel disconnect or circuit breaker.
b.
Capable of handling a 10kA surge current.
c.
Acceptable Manufacturers
1)
Transtector 12R Series.
2)
Or Approved Equal.
Single phase power feeds for control panels with sensitive electronics
a.
Provide an inline, DIN rail mountable, SPD that also provides EMI filtering.
b.
The SPD shall be capable of handling a 10kA surge current.
c.
The inline SPD shall have a set of dry contacts that indicate when the unit is
healthy and operating correctly.
d.
Acceptable Manufacturers
1)
Phoenix Contact SFP Series.
2)
Or Approved Equal.
Low Voltage Signals
a.
Provide surge protection for low-voltage signals where shown on the Contract
Drawings.
b.
Acceptable Manufacturers
1)
Phoenix Contact Termitrab.
2)
Or Approved Equal.
Coaxial Transmission Lines
a.
For radio type systems, provide surge/lightning protection for all coaxial lines
leaving the control panel.
b.
Surge/lightning protectors shall be rated for the frequency at which signals are to
be transmitted on the cabling.
c.
Acceptable manufacturers
1)
Polyphaser.
2)
Or Approved Equal.

Circuit Breakers
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

I.

Motor Controllers
1.
2.

3.
J.

All motor controllers shall be NEMA rated and shall be protected by a circuit breaker.
All motor starters shall be NEMA rated and be appropriately sized for the motor it is
driving. Provide solid-state overload relays with a switch or dial selectable for motorrunning overload protection. The relay shall have a sensor for each phase and shall have
a class 10 tripping characteristic to protect the motor against voltage and current
unbalance and single phasing. Motor starters shall be as manufactured by Square D or
approved equal.
All variable frequency drives shall meet the requirements of 262923 Variable-Frequency
Motor Controllers.

Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS)
1.

2.

3.
4.

K.

Circuit breakers shall meet the requirements of Section 262816.
Provide a main circuit breaker with panel disconnect if required as described in 2.3.A.
All control panels fed by 120VAC shall have a main DIN rail mounted circuit breaker.
The following types of loads shall be individually fed by circuit breakers:
a.
Panel mounted receptacles.
b.
UPS equipment.
c.
DC Power Supplies.
Circuit breakers shall be sized according to the loads they are powering.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Square D.
b.
Cutler Hammer.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

All PLC and OIT equipment shall be protected by a UPS. The UPS shall be industrial
and shall mount in the panel on DIN rail. It is preferred that the UPS is a 24DC UPS
(this requires that all PLC, OIT and other critical loads are at 24VDC and not 120VAC).
UPS equipment intended to be installed in control panels shall meet the following
criteria:
a.
The UPS shall be UL listed and shall maintain the UL listing of the control apnel.
b.
The UPS shall be properly mounted to withstand vibration and seismic
requirements for the project.
c.
The UPS shall be sized for 200% of the calculated panel load.
d.
The UPS shall have a minimum backup time of 15 minutes unless specifically
stated as otherwise on the Contract Drawings.
e.
For PLC panels, the UPS shall be equipped with dry contacts for monitoring the
UPS for any alarm conditions and low battery.
UPS equipment shall provide surge, EMI
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
.
b.
Sola.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

Power Supplies
1.
2.

Provide 24VDC Power Supplies or other DC voltages as required for the application.
All power supplies shall be oversized for a minimum 150% of the calculated load.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

L.

Signal Isolators/Converters
1.

2.
3.
4.

M.

Furnish signal isolators as required that optically isolate the input signal from the output
signal. If output signal is to be a different type of signal than the output than the isolator
shall convert the signal as required.
Isolators output shall be adjustable for zero and span.
If input signal is part of a Hart system, the isolator shall be made specifically to pass on
the Hart signal.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Phoenix Contact.
b.
Action Instruments.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

Intrinsically Safe Barriers
1.
2.

3.
4.

N.

All power supplies shall be properly protected by a DIN rail mount circuit breaker whose
trip rating is per the manufacturer’s recommendation.
All power supplies shall have a set of dry contacts that indicate when the power supply is
operating normally.
Where shown on the Contract Drawings, provide redundant power supplies and
corresponding diodes.
Power supplies shall meet the following criteria:
a.
Input Voltage: 100 to 240VAC.
b.
Output Voltage: ±1% of rated output.
c.
Operating Temperature: 0C to 60C.
d.
Built in transient surge protection.
e.
DIN rail mountable, metal housing.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Phoenix Contact Quint Series.
b.
Or Approved Equal.

Provide intrinsically safe barriers wherever analog or discrete input signals are coming
from classified areas.
Intrinsically safe barriers shall be located in their own enclosure whose assembly is UL
rated. Install the barriers and field wiring as per the requirements of NEC and the
manufacturer’s installation guidelines.
If input signal is part of a Hart system, the isolator shall be made specifically to pass on
the Hart signal.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Phoenix Contact.
b.
Pepperl Fuchs.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

Relays
1.

2.
3.
4.

Provide relays whose contact ratings are sized according to the load requirements and
size of the protection device associated with the circuit in which the contacts are wired.
As a minimum contact ratings shall be 10A resistive up to 250VAC.
Provide relays whose coil voltage is as required by the application.
Relays with DC rated coils shall have a freewheel diode installed across the coil.
Relays with AC rated coils shall have a surge suppressor installed across the coil.
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5.
6.
7.

8.

O.

Time Delay Relays
1.
2.

3.

P.

Relays shall have based with relays which plug into the base. Bases shall have screwtype connections.
Relays shall have an LED indicating when the relay is coil is energized.
Provide enough relay contacts for each relay as required by the application. If the
number of contacts required exceeds the number of contacts on the relay, provide
additional relay(s) to provide enough sets of contacts.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Idec R Series.
b.
Allen-Bradley 700H Series.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

Provide time delay relays to control on and off delay times as required by the application.
Time delay relays shall meet the requirements of relays as listed above with the following
additional requirements:
a.
Time delay shall be adjustable from 0.1 seconds to 600 hours.
b.
Timers shall be multi-function and shall be capable of providing on-delay, offdelay, cycle timing and one-shot type timing control.
Acceptable Manufacturers
a.
Idec RTE Series.
b.
Phoenix Contact ETD Series.
c.
Or Approved Equal.

Panel HVAC Components
1.
Provide heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, devices in order to maintain all
components within the control panel within the acceptable range as specified in Section
409000.
2.
HVAC equipment shall maintain the required NEMA rating for the control panel
assembly.
3.
Externally mounted HVAC equipment (such as air-to-air exchangers or air conditioners)
shall be housed in an enclosure whose material matches the material of the control panel.
Where in corrosive environments, all components that will come in contact with outside
air shall be corrosion resistant for that environment.
4.
All HVAC equipment shall be UL rated. For equipment mounted on the control panel,
the equipment shall have a corresponding NEMA rating.
5.
Provide power as required for the HVAC equipment. HVAC loads shall be included in
feeder and control power transformer sizing calculations.
6.
Panel Heating
a.
Heating shall be provided when ambient temperatures are expected to fall below
the allowed range as specified in Section 409000. As a minimum, heating shall be
sized to keep the panel temperature at or above 50F.
b.
Except for small anti-condensating heaters, heating equipment shall have fans
which distribute the heat throughout the enclosure. Heaters shall be installed
according to the manufacturer’s installation instructions. Provide enough space
between the heating equipment and other components such that the other
components to not experience abnormally high temperatures.
c.
Provide anti-condensating heaters for all outdoor enclosures which house
electronics, instrumentation and/or motor controllers.
d.
All heaters shall be thermostatically controlled by a DIN rail mounted thermostat.
e.
Acceptable Manufacturers
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7.

8.

1)
Hoffman.
2)
Or Approved Equal.
Panel Ventilation
a.
Where ventilation is determined to maintain the control panel’s maximum
temperature as required by Section 409000, the following requirements shall be
adhered to:
1)
Ventilation shall maintain the required NEMA rating for the control panel
assembly.
2)
For indoor, non-corrosive locations (panels with NEMA 12 ratings),
conventional ventilation with fans and vents may be used.
3)
For corrosive or outdoor locations, side or top mounted air-to-air heat
exchangers shall be used.
b.
The fan(s) and corresponding vents or air-to-air heat exchangers shall be properly
sized and located to move enough air through the panel to remove the generated
heat as well as allow air flow across all heat generating equipment.
c.
All ventilation shall be thermostatically controlled by a DIN rail mounted
thermostat.
d.
Acceptable Manufacturers
1)
Hoffman.
2)
Pfannenberg.
3)
Or Approved Equal.
Panel Air Conditioning
a.
Where it is deemed necessary to air condition a control panel to maintain the
control panel’s maximum temperature as required by Section 409000, the
following requirements shall be adhered to:
1)
Air conditioners shall be side or top mounted and shall be sized based upon
the heat generated within the control panel, the maximum outside air
temperature, and the amount of sunlight the control panel may be exposed
to. Air conditioners shall be oversized by a safety factor of 25%.
2)
Air conditioners shall be thermostatically controlled by a DIN rail mounted
thermostat. In addition, the air conditioner shall turn off if the panel door(s)
are not closed.
b.
Acceptable Manufacturers
1)
Hoffman.
2)
Pfannenberg.
3)
Thermal Edge.
4)
Kooltronics.

PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.1

FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TESTING
A.

3.2

All control panels shall be factory acceptance tested (FAT) as required by Section 409000.
INSTALLATION

A.

All control panels shall be installed according to the requirements of Section 409000.
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B.

All control panels shall be installed so that their surfaces are plumb and level.

C.

All control panels shall be properly mounted so as to withstand the seismic requirements for the
Site. Anchor panels securely to the wall or floor at each corner as a minimum.

D.

Control panels shall have been designed according to locations for conduit entry. Floor
mounted panels in electrical rooms shall have cutouts in the bottom of the enclosure that were
cutout by the panel shop. All conduit holes shall be cut in the field.

E.

Field wiring
1.
Wires that are terminated in control panels after permanent panel installation are deemed
as field wires. Field wiring shall be installed in the allocated wire ducts and shall be
properly labeled and terminated.
2.
All field wires shall be long enough to reach each corner of the enclosure. Neatly coil up
extra wire length at the bottom of the enclosure. Do not use the wire ducts for storing
extra wire length.

3.3

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A.

Refer to Section 409000.
END OF SECTION 409513
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SECTION 409600 – PROCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A.

Section Includes:
1.
2.

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) Programming Software
Operator Interface Terminal (OIT) Programming Software

B.

Definitions:
1.
The following definitions may be used throughout this section and subsections:
a.
OSI: Owner’s system Integrator.
b.
SCADA: Supervisory control and data acquisition.

C.

Related Sections:
1.
2.

1.2

Refer to Section “409443 Programmable Logic Controllers” for PLC Hardware
requirements.
Refer to Section “409433 Human Machine Interfaces” for OIT and SCADA System
requirements.

ACTION SUBMITTALS
A.

1.3

Product Data: For each type of product indicated.
INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A.
1.4

Field quality-control reports.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

Software to be furnished under this section shall be the product of firms regularly engaged in
the design and manufacturing of this type of equipment.

B.

Examine the Contract Documents and verify that Software being provided is compatible with
the requirements.

1.5

DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
A.

Deliver the Software to the Owner prior to startup and commissioning.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS
2.1

PLC PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE
A.

2.2

PLC Programming Software shall be provided by the OSI. In an attempt to make all PLC’s at
the facility the same, vendors shall coordinate with the OSI the PLC firmware version that is
used for any vendor PLC.
OIT PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE

A.

OIT Programming Software shall be provided by the OSI. In an attempt to make all of the
OIT’s at the facility the same, vendors shall coordinate the software version to be used for
programming the OIT with the OSI.
END OF SECTION 409600
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NOTES:
1SEE SHEET ______ FOR PIPING SCHEDULE.
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